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Unit ONE, Number

UNIT ONE
NUMBER
In this unit you will be:
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Performing basic operations with fractions, integers,
decimals and percentages.
Solving word problems involving ratios, rates and proportions.
Expressing numbers as powers and roots.
Expressing numbers in standard form.
Making reasonable estimations.
Rounding numbers appropriately.
Applying the orders of operations in calculations.
Calculating with absolute values.
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Unit ONE, Number

ORDER OF OPERATIONS
Some calculations involve a number of operations, e.g. 5 + 3 × (6 - 4)

For these sorts of calculations, remember the word BEDMAS. It gives the
order in which multi operations should be completed (see below for the
correct order). Most modern scientific calculators use the BEDMAS order.
B
First, work out anything in brackets.
E
Next, work out any numbers that have exponents.
Next work out any division or multiplication -in the order that they
occur (i.e. from left to right).
Finally, work out any additions or subtractions in the order that
they occur.

Look at these examples of calculations with multi-operations.
a.
=
=
=
=

5+
5+
5+
5+
11

=
=
=
=

5 × 4 ÷ 10 + 8
5 × 4 ÷ 10 + 8
20 ÷ 10 + 8
2+8
10

=
=
=
=
=
=

8 ÷ (7 - 3) + 52 - 10
8 ÷ (7 ! 3) + 52 ! 10
8 ÷ 4 + 52 - 10
8 ÷ 4 + 25 - 10
2 + 25 - 10
27 - 10
17

b.

c.

3 × (6 - 4)
3 × (6 ! 4)
3×2
6

brackets first
multiplication
addition

÷ and × in the order they occur

brackets first
exponents
division
+ and - in the order they occur

EXERCISES
Calculate the following:
1.
7×5+2
3.
8 × (4 - 3)
5.
42 - 2 × 3
7.
(12 × 5) ÷ 10 + 2
9.
5 + 42

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

4×7÷2
16 - 5 × 2
5×4+6÷2
9×8×2÷4
2 + 2 × 2 ÷ 2 + ( 2 + 22)

ISBN: 9780958332897
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FRACTIONS
A fraction is written with one number on top of another. The numbers are separated
by a small line between.
e.g.

.

The top number of the fraction is called the numerator.
The bottom number of the fraction is called the denominator.
The line in between means “divided by”.
This means

can also be written 4 ÷ 5 = 0.8.

IMPROPER FRACTIONS
This is when the numerator is bigger than the denominator.
e.g.

,

A proper fraction is when the denominator is bigger than the numerator.
e.g.

,

MIXED NUMBERS
This is when a number is made up of an integer and a fraction.
e.g.

=1

,

=4

, -

= -2

EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS
These are fractions that represent the same number.
e.g.
All the above fractions represent the same number (they all have the same value).

ISBN: 9780958332897
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ADDING AND SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS
Before fractions can be added or subtracted, their denominators must be the same.
Only add or subtract the numerators. Look at the examples that follow.
a.

=

+

3/5ths is converted to an equivalent
fraction with the same denominator

=

b.

c.

subtract the integers

= 3

convert

= 3

the final answer

= 7

d.

e.

= 3

-1

+

to an equivalent fraction

add the integers and write two
equivalent fractions with the same
denominator

= 7

we now have an improper fraction

= 8

the final answer simplified

= 1

equivalent fractions with the same
denominators

=

create an improper fraction

=

the final answer

=

-

= -

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

equivalent fractions
the final answer
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MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING FRACTIONS
a.

b.

1

c.

×2

=

multiply the numerators and denominators

=

simplify the fraction

=

×

write equivalent fractions

=

multiply the numerators and denominators

=3

convert back to a mixed number

=

reverse the “divisor” and multiply

=

simplify

=

d.

=

convert mixed numbers to improper fractions

=

reverse the divisor and multiply (i.e multiply
by the reciprocal of the divisor)

=
=

A reciprocal of a fraction is when the
fraction has been turned upside down
(i.e. when the numerator and
denominator have swapped positions).

ISBN: 9780958332897
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EXERCISES
1.

Write these fractions as decimals:
b.

a.
2.

3.

4.

Write these mixed numbers as improper fractions:
a.

b.

c.

d. -5

e. -2

f. -4

Write these improper fractions as mixed numbers:
a.

b.

c.

d. -

e. -

f. -

Add these fractions:
a.

5.

6.

+

b.

+

c. 1

+2

Subtract these fractions:
a.

-

b.

d.

-1

e. -

-1

c.
f. 1

-2

Multiply these fractions:
a.

7.

c.

b.

c.

b.

c.

Divide these fractions:
a.

Most good quality calculators have a fraction key

.

Learn how to use this function.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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INTEGERS
Integers do not have fractions or decimals but can be either positive or negative.
Integers come from the set { . . . -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . }. The BEDMAS Rule still
applies when working with integers.

ADDING AND SUBTRACTING INTEGERS
Rule:

Look at the calculation (+ or -) and the integer’s sign (+ or -).
If both are different, subtract.
If both are the same, add.

a.

4 + -10

4 - 10 = -6

The two middle signs are different.
SUBTRACT

b.

17 - +6

17 ! 6 = 11

The two middle signs are different.
SUBTRACT

c.

-

-

3+4=1

The two middle signs are the same.
ADD

d.

8 - -2

8 + 2 = 10

The two middle signs are the same.
ADD

3 - -4

MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING INTEGERS
Rule:

Look at the signs of the integers (+ or -).
If the two signs are different, the answer is negative.
If the two signs are the same, the answer is positive.

e.

-

6 × -2 = 12

The two signs are the same. POSITIVE ANSWER

f.

18 × -4 = -72

The two signs are different. NEGATIVE ANSWER

g.

-

The two signs are the same. POSITIVE ANSWER

h.

-

The two signs are different. NEGATIVE ANSWER

20 ÷ -4 = 5
72 ÷ 6 = -12

EXERCISES
1.

-

4.

-

7.

5+7=

-

+

2.

14 - 2 =

3.

12 - 15 =

5.

-

6.

2 + 13 =

7 × 15 =

8.

-

9.

-

10.

-

11.

-

12.

-

13.

-

14.

125 ÷ 5 =

15.

3 × ( 6 - 8) =

16.

8÷ 2× 4=

17.

(27 ÷ 3) + 22 =

18.

19 - 17 + 6 × 2 =

-

18 + 7 =
-

-

12 × 11 =
-

150 ÷ 30 =

ISBN: 9780958332897

-

-

+

12 + 9 =
9 × 12 =
32 ÷ 8 =
-

-

-

-

-

5 × 14 =
-

32 ÷ 2 =

-

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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DECIMALS
ADDING AND SUBTRACTING
Line up the decimal points before completing the sum. Write a 0 (zero) in any ‘holes’
or where digits are missed. Look at these examples:
a.

12.6 + 7.03

=

b.

27.42 - 18.19

=

12.60 note how a zero is added at the end
+ 7.03 this makes calculating easier
19.63
27.42
- 18.19
9.23

MULTIPLYING
Multiply the numbers as normal, the answer contains the total number of decimal
places in the numbers being multiplied.
c.

0.4 × 0.6 = 0.24

6×4 = 24,
there are a total of 2 decimal places = 0.24

d.

4.8 × 0.02 = 0.096

48 × 2 = 96,
there are 3 decimal places = 0.096

e.

3.6 × 20 = 72

36 × 20 = 720,
there is 1 decimal place = 72.0

DIVIDING
Write the number as a fraction, make the denominator a whole number then divide.
f.

27.9 ÷ 0.9

=

write as a fraction

=

both numbers were multiplied by 10 (to make
the denominator a whole number)

= 31

g.

15.85 ÷ 0.5

=

=

move the decimal point the same number of
places for both the numerator and the
denominator

= 31.7

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING BY MULTIPLES OF TEN
Multiplying by multiples of 10 means moving the decimal place to the right.
h.

16.8 × 100

= 1680

100 has 2 zeroes - move the decimal point 2
places to the right

i.

16.875 × 10

= 168.75

10 has 1 zero - move the decimal point 1
place to the right

Dividing by multiples of 10 means moving the decimal place to the left.
j.

12.75 ÷ 1000

= 0.01275

1000 has 3 zeroes - move the decimal point 3
places to the left

k.

187 ÷ 10

= 18.7

10 has 1 zero - move the decimal point 1
place left

EXERCISES
1.

2.

Adding and Subtracting:
5.47 + 16.25 =
a.

b.

12.04 + 9.11 =

c.

8.27 + 4.13 =

d.

8.5 + 2.05 =

e.

37.23 - 28.5 =

f.

16.4 - 12.92 =

g.

18.44 - 6.67 =

h.

12.4 - 9.9 =

Multiplying and Dividing:
a.
20 × 8.2 =

b.

1.2 × 4.7 =

c.

12.5 × 14.7 =

d.

9.64 × 0.2 =

e.

7.2 ÷ 4 =

f.

8.4 ÷ 0.7 =

g.

10.8 ÷0.09 =

h.

434 ÷ 0.7 =

BEDMAS still applies to decimal calculations

3.

BEDMAS
a.
4.3 + 2.7 × 1.6 =

b.

16.5 - 5.2 × 4 =

c.

d.

(16.2 + 0.8) ÷ 100 =

ISBN: 9780958332897
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PERCENTAGES
A percentage is a fraction with a denominator of 100.

WRITING A FRACTION AS A PERCENTAGE
To write a fraction as a percentage, multiply it by 100.
a.

Write

as a percentage.

b.

Write

=

as a percentage.

× 100

=

= 75%

= 80%

Don’t forget to write the % symbol after the number.

FINDING THE PERCENTAGE OF A NUMBER
Write the percentage as a fraction with denominator 100 then multiply out the two
numbers or convert the percentage to a fraction and then multiply the numbers.
a.

Find 5% of 30

×

=

= 1.5
Another method is to write the percentage as a decimal and multiply
i.e.
0.05 x 30
= 1.5
b.

Find 20% of 90

×

=

= 18
or 0.2 x 90 = 18

INCREASING / DECREASING BY A PERCENTAGE
Find the percentage of the quantity and then add or subtract it to the original amount.
If an item has a discount then it means that the original amount is decreased (gets
smaller).
a.
Increase 80 by 25%
b.
Decrease 75 by 5%
First, find 25% of 80
×

=
= 20

First, find 5% of 75
×

=
= 3.75

now, increase 80 by 20
80 + 20 = 100

now, decrease 75 by 3.75
75 - 3.75 = 71.25

Or, increasing by 25% (0.25) is
the same as multiplying by 1.25
(1 + increase as a decimal)
80 × 1.25 = 100

Or, decreasing by 5% (0.05) is
the same as multiplying by 0.95
(1 - decrease as a decimal)
75 × 0.95 = 71.25

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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PERCENTAGE PROFIT / PERCENTAGE LOSS
This means
a.

A car dealer buys a car for $600 and then sells it for $850.
Find the percentage profit.
Profit is $250

b.

ˆ

×

= 41.67% profit

A car speedometer reads 58,000 km. Customs officers later find it should have
read 258,000 km. Find the percentage distance that the speedometer has been
wound back.
The speedometer has been wound back 200 000 km
ˆ

×

= 77.52%

i.e. the speedometer has been wound back 77.52%

EXERCISES
1.

Write 26 out of 130 as a percentage.

2.

Write 8 out of 20 as a percentage.

3.

Find 16% of 150.

4.

Find 32% of 50.

5.

Increase 90 by 50%.

6.

Increase 140 by 95%.

7.

Decrease 220 by 15%.

8.

Decrease 147 by 10%.

9.

If you buy a car for $5 000 and sell it later for $7 000, what is the percentage
profit / loss?

10.

If you buy a calculator for $30 and next year you sell it for $25, what is your
percentage profit/loss?

11.

Find the pre-VAGST price when an item costing $250 includes 12.5% VAGST

12.

A dress is on sale for $45. The shop keeper says he will give you 35% discount.
How much will you now need to pay?

ISBN: 9780958332897
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RATIOS, PROPORTIONS & RATES
A ratio is a comparison between quantities of the same kind (i.e. the measuring units
must be the same). A proportion is a comparison (usually written as a percentage or
a fraction) between two ratios. A rate is a fraction comparing two different quantities.
e.g.
a.
21 out of 28 pupils in this class are right-handed.
Write this as a ratio.
The ratio numbers are separated by a colon: 21 : 28.
b.

What is the ratio of grey to white mice?
There are 2 black mice and 4 white mice
i.e. 2 : 4 = 1 : 2

c.

What proportion of the mice are grey and what
proportion are white?
2 out of 6 are gray =

d.

, and 4 out of 6 are white =

$120 is divided amongst 4 students according to the proportions 5 : 2 : 2 : 1.
How much does each student get?
Add the proportions to get the total number of parts: 5 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 10
Student 1 gets

= $60

Student 4 gets

= $12

Students 2 and 3 get

= $24 each

Double check your answer $60 + $24 + $24 + $12 = $120

e.

A woman travelling to the USA receives US$50.40 when she cashes 150 Samoan
Tala. How much is she receiving per Samoan Tala?
50.40 ÷ 150 = 0.336

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

i.e. US 33.6 cents per Samoan Tala
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EXERCISES
1.

Complete the spaces:
a.

8 : 5 = 16 :

2.

a.
b.

What is the ratio of the shaded area to that unshaded?
What proportion of the area is shaded?

3.

The diagram below shows 2 similar triangles. Find the lengths x and y.

4.

The diagram is the front view of a writing desk drawn to a scale of 1:25.
Find the actual length and height of the desk.

5.

A water pump can pump 11 500 litres of water in 5 hours. How many litres will
it pump in 12 hours?

ISBN: 9780958332897

. . . . . .

b.

5 : 12 =

. . . . . .

: 48
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POWERS AND ROOTS
POWERS
Powers can also be referred to as indices.
56 is a quicker way of writing 5 × 5 × 5 × 5 × 5 × 5.
In the example above, the number 5 is called the base number, while the 6 is called
the index, power or exponent. Indices is the plural of index.
When manipulating indices, there are 6 rules to remember:
1.
Multiplication
When multiplying, add together the indices.

67 × 65 = 67 + 5
= 612
The long way of multiplying out this example is:
(6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6) × (6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6) = 612
Note: You cannot use this rule when the base numbers are different
e.g.
32 × 24. With this sort of example you would need to calculate the
indices then multiply 32 = 9, 24 = 16, 9×16 = 144

2.

Division
When dividing, subtract the indices.

812 ÷ 85 = 812 - 5
= 87
The long way of dividing this example is:

= 87

Note: You cannot use this rule when the base numbers are different
e.g.
82 ÷ 23. With this sort of example you would need to calculate the
indices and divide 82 = 64, 23 = 8, 64÷8 = 8

3.

Index Powers
When a number with an index is raised by another
index, multiply the two indices.

(22)4

= 22×4
= 28
The long way of multiplying
out this example is: (2 × 2) × (2 × 2) × (2 × 2) × (2 × 2) = 28

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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Index of Zero
Any number with an index of 0 equals 1.

Numbers that have an index of zero equal 1. (00 does not exist.)
= 60
=1

5.

Negative Index
If a number has a negative index, make it the
denominator of a fraction with numerator 1.
(The number cannot equal 0.)

7-2

=

=

6.

Index of One
A number or variable with an index of one equals
that number.

81 = 8

INDEX EXPRESSIONS
When multiplying expressions with indices, simplify the numbers first then simplify all
those variables that are similar. Look at these examples.
a.

5xy . 6x = 30x2y

(multiply: 5×6, x×x, y×1)

b.

2x2 . 4x2y2 = 8x4y2

(multiply: 2×4, x2×x2, y2×1)

c.

= 5b

d.

(5a2 )2 = (5a2) (5a2)
= 25a4

(Divide: 15÷3, a÷a, b2÷b)

The index key on your calculator is the x y key.
Most scientific calculators will also have an x2 key.

ISBN: 9780958332897
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ROOTS
The root of a number or variable usually implies the square root. The symbol used to
represent the positive square root is /. The square root of a number is that number
multiplied by itself that gives the value under the / symbol. The square root number
can also be written as a number to the power of one half.
i.e.

or

or

=

= ±3

=

= 31 = 3

=

The number in the top of the / sign tells what the root is. Convention is that we do not
need to put a 2 for the square root.
i.e.

=6
= 25

as 6 × 6 = 36
as 25 × 25 = 625

=4

as 4 × 4 × 4 = 64

=2

as 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 32

EXERCISES
Simplify:
1. a.
53
2. a.

26 × 24

3. a.

b.

45

b.

57 × 5-5

b.

4. a.

(23)2

b.

(32 )4

5. a.
c.

180
5-3

b.
d.

161
2-4

6. a.
7. a.

b.
2x . 2x . x

8. a.

b.

4x . 4x3

b.

9. a.

(4x2 )2

b.

(9x3)2

10.a.

4a2b2 . 5a2b + 3ab2

b.

(x2 )3 + (x3 )2

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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STANDARD FORM
Standard form is a quick way of writing very large or very small numbers.

When writing a number in standard form:
1.
2.

Move the decimal point after the first non zero digit.
Multiply by 10 to the power of the number of places that the decimal
point has moved.

If the decimal point is moved to the right, the power of ten is negative; if it is
moved to the left then the power is positive.

Look at these examples.
a.
The mass of an electron is 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 912
kilograms. Write this number in standard form.
This can be written 9.12 × 10-31 kg.
b.

Write 2 647 000 000 000 in standard form.
= 2.647 × 1012

ESTIMATIONS
When calculating the answer to a question, try to first estimate what the
answer should be. If your actual answer is correct it should be close to your
estimate.

Look at these examples:
5.21 + 7.93
this is approximately 5 + 8 = 13
a.
(the actual answer is 13.14)
b.

18.6 x 2.1

ISBN: 9780958332897

this is approximately 19 x 2 = 38
(the actual answer is 39.06)
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ROUNDING NUMBERS
Sometimes total accuracy is not required, however we need the answer to be as close as
possible to the real solution.

ROUNDING TO DECIMAL PLACES (DP)
When rounding to decimal places, find the first digit after the required number of
decimal places. If it is a five or larger, add one to the previous digit otherwise leave
that digit as is. Look at these examples:
a.

Round 5.78124 to 3 decimal places.
a 2, leave as is
= 5.78124
= 5.781 (3dp)

b.

Round 4.67582 to 2 dp.
= 4.67582
add one to the previous digit
= 4.68 (2dp)

c.

Calculate 7.81 x 4.6 and round your answer to 1 decimal place.
7.81 x 4.6 = 35.926, the answer to 1 dp is 35.9

d.

Calculate 6.45 ÷ 3.79 and round your answer to 2 decimal places.
6.45 ÷ 3.79 = 1.701846966, the answer to 2 dp is = 1.70

ROUNDING TO SIGNIFICANT FIGURES (SF)
When rounding to significant figures count the digits (from the first non-zero figure).
If the first digit after these is 5 or greater then add 1 to the previous digit. If not, then
leave that digit as it is. If the number is an integer (i.e. has no decimal part), then
replace the rest of the digits by zeros.
e.

Round 3.6448 to four significant figures
= 3.6448
= 3.645 (4 sf)

f.

Round 3 476 287 to 2 significant figures
= 3 476 287
= 3 500 000 (2 sf)
or, if using standard form
= 3.5 x 106 (2 sf)

g.

Round 0.00462 to 2 significant figures
= 0.00462
= 0.0046 (2 sf)

h.

Calculate 7.4 ÷ 6.2 giving your answer to 2 significant figures.
= 1.193548387
= 1.2 (2 sf)

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

2.

3.

Write these numbers in standard form.
64 000 000
b.
a.
c.
0.000 005 2
d.

3 217 000
0.000 041 6

Write these numbers in full.
a.
2.64 x 105
c.
5.2 x 10-3

4.611 x 104
6.411 x 10-6

b.
d.

For each of these questions, give your estimate, then find the actual answer.
a.
Find 9.5% of 350.
b.
Solve 21.1 ÷ 2.9.
c.

Solve 12.75 + 4.15.

d.

Write

as a decimal.

4.

Round these numbers to the indicated number of decimal places.
a.
6.247 = . . .(2 dp)
b.
8.14955 = . . .(3 dp)
c.
0.000461 = . . .(5 dp)
d.
6.2 × 4.5 = . . .(1 dp)

5.

Round these numbers to the indicated number of significant figures.
a.
6.666666667 = . . . (4 sf)
b.
9987601 = . . .(3 sf)
c.
964 = . . . (1 sf)
d.
15.6 × 18.5 = . . .(3 sf)

6.

Calculate the following. Give your answer accurate to the given figures.
a.
4.2 × 7.8 = . . . (1 dp)
b.
4.68 ÷ 1.4 = . . . (3 dp)
c.
9.7 + 7.4 + 2.78 = . . . (2 sf)
d.
20.4 - 9.5 × 2.3 = . . . (2 sf)
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CALCULATING WITH ABSOLUTE VALUES
When two straight line brackets are outside a number or value e.g. | 5 | then the value
inside the brackets is always positive. This is called the absolute value.
e.g.

| -7 | = 7
|12| = 12
|17 - 29| = 12

EXERCISES
Calculate the following
| -8 |
1.
3.
| -33|
5.
|12 - 16 | - | 6 + 2 |
7.
| 22 + | -5 | |
9.
| /9 |

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

| 3 - 15 |
| 2 + 6 × 5|
15 - | 8 - 18 |
| 12 + | 4 - 5 | |
| 3 2 - 42 |
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)

1.

Filipo sees the above computer advertisement in the local newspaper.
a.
What is the normal price of the computer system?
b.
Filipo decides to buy the computer on the hire purchase terms.
What does this mean?
c.
What will be the total deposit (including fees) that Filipo has to pay
before he receives his computer?
d.
Filipo purchases the computer using the hire purchase terms. Copy and
complete the table below to calculate the final cost of the computer
after three years.
Deposit

.............

Insurance / Booking Fee

.............

. . . . weekly repayments @ . . . . . .

.............

Total

.............

Two Weeks Later
While in the computer store, Filipo entered the promotion to win his height in
computer CDs. The store manager rings Filipo and tells him that he has won!
Filipo knows that his height is 1.82m. He further estimates that the average
cost of a computer CD is $55 and that each pack is about 1 cm thick.
e.

ISBN: 9780958332897

Calculate to the nearest $100 the value of CDs that Filipo could
receive.
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Lagi sees the Supermarket advertisement above. He goes and buys the items
on the shopping list below.
a.
Find the prices of each item on the shopping list, then find the total
cost of the shopping.

b.
c.
d.

The supermarket always rounds its prices down to the nearest 5 or 10
sene. What will Lagi pay for his goods?
Lagi pays for his purchases with a $20 note.
How much change will he receive?
A 2 litre carton of ice cream costs $2.78 while a 3 litre carton costs
$3.95. Which is the best value for money? Show all your working.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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3.

A breakdown of new car costs is as follows:
Dealer&s Profit
Shipping / Import Costs
Overseas Manufacturer
Advertising
Total
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

ISBN: 9780958332897

$ 4 750
$ 7 500
$ 9 250
$ 2 000
$23 500

i.
Who gets the greatest amount from the cost of a car?
ii.
What is this as a percentage of the final amount?
Port costs to import the car are $2650.
i.
What is this as a percentage of the total shipping costs?
ii.
Calculate the port costs as a percentage of the total car cost.
iii.
How much is paid for shipping?
The car salesperson gets

of the dealer&s profit.

How much does the car sales person receive for each car sold?
A car dealer has 3 of the cars in his yard. He has to pay the insurance
company ½% of the value of his goods. How much will he have to pay?
Over the long weekend, the dealer decides to have a 5% off sale.
i.
How much will the car cost?
ii.
All the car costs stay the same except the dealer&s profit. How
much will the dealer receive if one of the cars is sold?
iii.
Another car in the yard is reduced in price from $12 800 to
$12 400. What is the percentage reduction?
Usually, a car depreciates at the rate of 20% per year. If a customer
buys one of the advertised cars (for $23 500), how much will it be
worth in 5 years?

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences. Use the answers from the box below.
BEDMAS means 1 ...
Equivalent fractions are fractions that represent the 2 ...
A fraction is made up of a numerator and a denominator. The numerator is the 3. . .
line of the fraction, and the denominator is the 4. . . line. The line in between means
5
. . .An improper fraction is when the numerator is 6. . . than the denominator, and a
mixed number is made up of an 7. . . and a 8. . . A reciprocal is obtained by turning a
9
. . .upside down.
A percentage describes a numeral representing a fraction whose denominator is
...

10

A ratio is a fraction used to compare two quantities of 11. . .
An exponent is written above and to the right of a base number to show how many
times the base number is 12. . . Another name for exponent is an 13. . . Standard form
is a way of writing numbers that are very large or very 14. . .
An estimation is 15. . . Rounding numbers is a way of presenting an answer when total
16
. . . is not required. Typical terminology for rounding refers to sf ( 17. . .) or
dp ( 18. . . ).

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
u.

small
larger
top
bottom
decimal places
divided by
integer
Brackets, Exponents, Division & Multiplication, Addition & Subtraction.
This is the order in which multi-operations should be completed.
proper fraction
100
multiplied by itself
a guess (but not a wild guess - good estimates will always be close to the
actual answer)
the same number (or value). Equivalent fractions can be reduced to the
same fraction.
accuracy
index (singular) or indices (plural)
fraction
significant figures
the same items (the same unit or quantity)
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UNIT TWO
MEASUREMENT
In this unit you will be:
C
C

C
C
C

Determining correct measurement units.
Measuring space and using measurement skills in a
variety of practical situations - perimeter, area, surface area
and volume.
Performing calculations with time including the 24 hour clock.
Determining limits of accuracy of a measurement.
Interpreting and using information about rates
presented in tables.
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MEASUREMENT UNITS
We use the metric system for measuring length, mass and capacity. This system caters
for very large or very small measurements.

LENGTH
The base unit for length is the metre (m). For larger lengths, use kilometres (km) and
for smaller lengths use centimetres (cm). For very accurate small measurements use
millimetres (mm). 10 mm = 1 cm 100 cm = 1 m 1000 mm = 1m 1000 m = 1 km

MASS
The mass of an object measures the amount of material in it. The term
weight does not mean mass. (The weight of an object is the force on that
object caused by gravity and is measured in Newtons). The base unit for mass
is the kilogram (kg). For smaller measurements, use grams (g) and for larger
measurements use tonnes.
1000 g = 1 kg
1000 kg = 1 tonne
Most people talk about the “weight” of an object (measured in Newtons) when in
fact they mean the mass (measured in kg). In space, an astronaut will have the
same mass as on earth, but due to a lack of gravity, will have a different weight.

CAPACITY
Capacity of an object describes its liquid volume. The basic unit for
capacity is the litre (l). For smaller measurements use millilitres (ml).
1000 ml = 1 litre

VOLUME
To calculate the volume of a figure find the area of its main face (the cross section)
then multiply by the thickness. Volume is measured in cubic units, usually m3.
A cubic metre is the space occupied by a 1 metre cube. Smaller volumes are measured
in cubic centimetres (where 1000 cm3 = 1 litre) , or in millilitres (where 1 ml = 1 cm3).
When finding the volume of objects remember that 1000 cm3 = 1 litre.

TIME There are two systems used when telling the time:
AM/PM Times taken during the first 12 hours (between midnight and midday) are
written followed by the letters “am”, while times taken during the second half of the
day (between midday and midnight) are written followed by the letters “pm”. 12.15
am means 15 minutes past 12 midnight while 4.10 pm means 10 minutes past four in
the afternoon.
24 HOUR In the 24 hour clock system, the hours are numbered from 0 (midnight) up to
24. The first two numbers give the hours after midnight, the second two numbers give
the minutes. 0125 means 25 minutes past 1 o&clock in the morning (sleep), 0900 means
9 o&clock in the morning (school), 1530 means 3.30 in the afternoon (school has
finished) and 2330 means half past 11 o&clock at night (late for bed!)

TEMPERATURE
The basic unit for measuring temperature is degrees Celsius (EC).
Water freezes at 0E C and boils at 100EC.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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MEASURING SPACE
Area is the total space that the surface of an object takes up. Perimeter measures the
total length around the sides of the object.
A polygon is any closed figure that is formed by 3 or more lines. The next pages look
at the most common sorts of polygons and how space is measured within each.

QUADRILATERAL
The first sort of polygon is the quadrilateral. A quadrilateral is a four sided polygon.
There are many types of quadrilateral.
Parallelogram: A parallelogram is a quadrilateral where opposite sides are
parallel and have the same length.
Area = bh
Perimeter = 2b + 2a

Rectangle: A rectangle is a parallelogram
with four right angles.
Area = lB
Perimeter = 2l + 2B

Square: A square is a rectangle with 4 equal length sides.
Area = l2
Perimeter = 4l

Rhombus: A rhombus is a quadrilateral with 4 equal length sides.
Area = bh
Perimeter = Total length of all the sides (4b)
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Trapezium: This is a quadrilateral with one pair of parallel sides.
Area = ½ (a + b) h
Perimeter = Total length of all the sides

Triangle: A triangle is a three sided polygon.
Area = ½bh
Perimeter = the sum of all three side lengths
There are 4 sorts of triangle:
Right Angled: One of the angles is 90E.
Isosceles: Two equal length sides and two equal angles.
Equilateral: All three side lengths are equal and all interior angles equal 60E.
Scalene: All three sides and all three angles are different.

CIRCLES
A circle&s outline is always equidistant from the centre point. The radius of a circle is
the distance from the centre to the edge of the circle. The diameter is twice the radius
i.e. the distance from one side of the circle to the other when passing through the
centre.
Area = πr2
Perimeter: the perimeter of a circle is called the circumference.
The formula for circumference is: C = πd

Pi (π) is a special mathematical number. It is derived from work done with circles.
The value of pi is 3.142 (3 dp).
The fraction

can also be used in calculations as an approximate value of pi

although most scientific calculators will have a π key.
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EXAMPLES
Calculate the area and perimeter of the following shapes.
a.

Area of a parallelogram
= bh
= 15 × 7
= 105 m2
Perimeter
= 2b + 2a
= 2(15) + 2(7.6)
= 45.2m
b.

This next shape is made up of two rectangles.

Area
Find the area of both rectangles.
= (10 × 4.5) + (5.5 × 3.5)
= 45 + 19.25
= 64.25 m2
Perimeter
= the total of all the lengths.
= 10 + 4.5 + 4.5 + 3.5 + 5.5 + 8
= 36 m
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This next shape is made up of a trapezium, a rectangle and a semicircle.

The diagram is not drawn to scale.
Area
= ½(10+6)×2 + 8×10 + ½×3.142×52
i.e trapezium + rectangle + semicircle areas
= 16 + 80 + 39.28
= 135.28 cm2
(If using your calculator and the π key, the area is A = 135.27cm2 (2dp))
Perimeter
add all the lengths + ½ the circumference
= 6 + 2(2.83) + 2(8) + (½×3.142×10)
= 6 + 5.66 + 16 + 15.71
= 43.37 cm

VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA
Volume is the space that a solid figure occupies. It is measured in cubic units.
It is calculated by finding the area of the main face and then multiplying this by the
height or thickness. Make sure that all the measurement units are the same before
calculating the volume.
The big cube below is made up smaller centimetre
cubes. The total volume would be:
3 cm × 3 cm × 3 cm = 27 cm3.
In other words, to make up the shape it would take 27
of the smaller 1 cm cubes.
Volume of a cuboid
= length × width × height

The surface area of a figure is the total area of all the faces.
Surface area of cuboid
= 2×(Area Face A) + 2×(Area Face B) + 2×(Area Face C)

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

The times below are 12 hour times.
Give the equivalent 24 hour times for each.
a.
6 am
b.
6.15 pm
c.
10 am
d.
10.30 pm
e.
8.25 am
f.
12.05 am

2.

Write the following 24 hour times in words. The first has been done for you.
a.
08 20 Twenty past eight in the morning.
b.
13 40
c.
00 30
d.
21 15
e.
11 59

3.

Give the most suitable units for measuring the following objects:
a.
A bag of talo.
b.
The distance from Asau to Salelologa
c.
The thickness of this book.
d.
The length of a rugby park.
e.
The height of your parents (added together).

4.

A tourist leaves Asau at 9.15am and arrives in Salelologa at 10.55am. After a
20 minute stop, he then sails on to Mulifanua where he arrives at 1pm.
a.
How long does it take to travel from Asau to Salelologa?
b.
What time does he leave Salelologa?
c.
How long does it take to travel from Salelologa to Mulifanua?
d.
What is the total time of the trip?

5.

The two rectangles shown below overlap.
Find the shaded area.
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6.

A milk carton shown below is designed with base measurements
of 7 cm by 7 cm.
a.
How many cm3 are there in 1 litre?
b.
What will the height of the carton need to be if the
box is to hold 1 litre of milk?
c.
What will the height of the carton be, if the box is to
hold 300 ml of milk?

7.

A birthday present is tied with a ribbon similar to the diagram
below. If the top knot takes 30 cm of ribbon, calculate the
total ribbon needed for the present.

8.

A 58 cm long towel rail has five screw holes. The holes are 10 cm from each
end and then placed at equally spaced intervals. What is the distance, in
millimetres, between each of the screw holes?

9.

A floor similar to the one below is being laid with concrete. Before the
concrete is laid, wooden boxing is nailed around the perimeter to hold the wet
concrete in place until it is dry.
a.
How much wooden boxing is required?

b.

A 15 cm thick layer of concrete is poured into the boxing.
How many m3 of concrete is used in the floor?

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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10.

A 400 m athletic track is designed for a specific park area. If the track has
straights of length 95 m, what is the radius of both the curves on the end of
the track?

11.

A can of soup has dimensions of diameter 8 cm and height 15 cm.
How much soup does the container hold?

12.

If WXYZ is a square with sides 10 cm, find the area of the shaded shape inside
the square.
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ACCURACY OF A MEASUREMENT
There is a difference between counting (whole numbers) and measuring. Most
measurements are not always fully accurate. However by using appropriate instruments
and units we are able to measure as accurately as is needed.
For example, if a length is given as 10 m, assume that it has been measured to the
nearest metre. If it has been measured to the nearest 10 cm (0.1 m) then it is better
to write the measure as 10.0 m. In this case, the actual length will lie between 9.95
and 10.05 metres (written 9.95 m # x < 10.05 m ). If the length has been measured to
the nearest centimetre (0.01 m) then it is better to write it as 10.00 m. In this case,
it will lie between 9.995 and 10.005 metres (written
9.995 m # x < 10.005 m) .

THE RULE FOR CALCULATING LIMITS OF ACCURACY
e.g.

8.4 cm

Put a 5 on the end of the measurement.
i.e. 8.4 cm becomes 8.45 cm (8.4 + 0.05)
Subtract the same amount from the measurement.
i.e. 8.4 cm becomes 8.35 cm (8.4 - 0.05 = 8.35)
The limits of accuracy for 8.4 cm are 8.35 cm # x < 8.45 cm

The lower limit (8.35) is # because if we round the number 8.35 to 1 decimal point
we get 8.4. The upper limit (8.45) uses < because that number is not included only all those numbers smaller (8.45 rounded is 8.5, however all the numbers
smaller will still round to 8.4)

EXERCISES
Write the limits of accuracy for the following:
1.

5 hours

2.

10.9 cm

3.

0.5 litres

4.

150 tonnes
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RATES PRESENTED IN A TABLE
When presented with a table of values identify the following:
C
what the table is representing
C
horizontal values or variables
C
vertical values or variables
C
any notes associated with the table
C
any trends or patterns.
From the table you should read off values, identify trends, interpret results as well as
calculate values not given by interpolation (finding values between the given points)
or extrapolation (identifying points outside the given values).

EXERCISES
1.

The table below gives the yearly operating costs per km of cars of different
engine capacities.
km per year

Up to 1300 cc

1301 - 1600 cc

1601 - 2000 cc

Over 2000 cc

10 000

0.569

0.688

0.836

0.991

12 000

0.546

0.646

0.779

0.914

20 000

0.324

0.382

0.461

0.545

30 000

0.243

0.281

0.337

0.399

40 000

0.208

0.237

0.282

0.334

50 000

0.184

0.207

0.246

0.291

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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What is the operating cost (per km) of a 1800 cc car that travels
30 000 km in one year?
What is the total cost of running a car with 1000 cc engine that travels
40 000 km?
A 3 litre Nissan travels 30 000 km. What are the running costs per km
for this car?
A family travels up to 25 000 km in their 1.8 litre car. What is the
maximum operating cost for the car in one year?
Another family has two vehicles. One is a 1200 cc Mitsubishi and the
other is a 2 litre Toyota. The Mitsubishi travels 16 000 km per year,
the Toyota travels 47 500 km per year. Calculate the total operating
costs for both vehicles for the year.
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The table below gives the ANZ Finance Rates for monthly repayments on
borrowing money.
Amount
of loan

Monthly Repayments
12 mths

18 mths

24 mths

30 mths

36 mths

48 mths

60 mths

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

$500

46.80

32.86

25.94

21.82

19.10

15.75

13.81

$1 000

93.59

65.73

51.88

43.63

38.19

31.51

27.62

$2 000

187.18

131.46

103.76

87.26

76.38

63.02

55.24

$3 000

280.77

197.19

155.64

130.89

114.57

94.53

82.86

$4 000

374.36

262.92

207.52

174.52

152.76

126.04

110.48

$5 000

467.95

328.65

259.40

218.15

190.95

157.55

138.10

$6 000

561.54

394.38

311.28

261.78

229.14

189.06

165.72

$7 000

655.13

460.11

363.16

305.41

267.33

220.57

193.34

$8 000

748.72

525.84

415.04

349.04

305.52

252.08

220.96

$9 000

842.31

591.57

466.92

392.67

343.71

283.59

248.58

$10 000

935.90

657.30

518.80

426.30

381.90

315.10

276.20

$15 000

1403.90

985.95

778.20

654.45

572.85

472.65

414.30

$20 000

1871.80

1314.60

1037.60

872.60

763.80

630.20

552.40

Rate

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

What is the interest rate given in the table for ANZ Finance?
What are the monthly repayments on borrowing $10,000 for 48
months?
What is the total amount paid in repayments if $20 000 is borrowed
over 36 months?
Sione wants to purchase a $10 000 car. He has a deposit of $3 000 and
intends to borrow the balance from ANZ Finance over 24 months. What
will be the total cost of the car?
Peta can afford $200 per month. She wants to buy a car in the
$2 000 to $5 000 range. What term of loan would you suggest?
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)
1.

Makisi has been asked to cut the grass. Before he starts, he buys 5 litres of
petrol from the local service station. Petrol costs 91 sene per litre.
a.
How much does it cost him to buy the petrol?
b.
The motor mower fuel mixture requires Makisi to add 2 stroke oil to
the petrol in the ratio of 25:1 (25 parts petrol to 1 part of oil). How
much oil should he add to the 5 litres of petrol?
c.
The oil bottle holds 1 litre when full. Assuming that the bottle was full
when he started, where will the level be when Makisi has finished
adding the oil to the petrol? Draw the bottle below in your exercise
book and mark on your diagram where the level should be.

d.
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Here is a plan view of the grass that Makisi has to mow. If the whole
section has an area of 400 m2, calculate the area to be mowed.
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This diagram is a plan view of a garage and workshop.

a.
b.
c.
3.

Calculate the missing dimensions AB and BC.
What is the total perimeter of the building?
What is the total area of the building?

The diagram below represents the plan view of the corner of a display cabinet.
The corner is fitted with a concave piece of glass (represented by the arc AB).
The arc AB is a quarter of a circle with the centre of the circle at C. The circle
radius is 46 cm.
a.
Calculate the length of the arc AB.
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b.
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The concave window in part a. is replaced by 3 identical glass panels.
These panels are all straight and are represented in the diagram on the
right by the lines AP, PQ and QB. Calculate the length of each panel.
(i.e. calculate the lengths of one of AP, PQ or QB).
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences. Use the answers from the box below.
Measuring:
Mass:
Capacity:
Time:

1 000 mm = . . . m
1 000 g = . . . kg
1000 ml = . . . litre
60 minutes = 1 . . .

1
1
1
1

000 . . . = 1 km
000 . . . = 1 tonne
. . . = 1 000 cm3
. . . = 366 days

Interesting Information: 1 ml of water = 1 gram, l litre of water = 1 kilogram
The base unit for length is the 1. . . For larger lengths, use 2. . . , and for smaller
lengths use 3. . . For very accurate small measurements use 4. . .
The mass of an object measures 5. . . The base unit for mass is the 6. . . For smaller
measurements use 7 . . . and for larger measurements use 8. . . Quite often, the mass
of an object is confused with the term 9. . .
The capacity of an object describes 10. . . The base unit for capacity is the 11. . . with
smaller measures measured in 12. . .
The area of an object describes the total space that the surface of an object takes up.
To calculate the area of a rectangular object, multiply 13. . . To calculate volume of
an object multiply 14. . . The perimeter of an object describes 15. . .
Water freezes at 16. . . EC and boils at 17. . . EC.
Pi, π, has a value of 18. . . It is derived from work done with circles.

Measuring, Mass, Capacity, Time: leap year, litre, 1, kg, metres, hour
a.
100EC.
b.
kilogram (kg)
c.
gram (g)
d.
metre (m)
e.
tonnes.
f.
the liquid volume
g.
length by breadth
h.
kilometres (km)
i.
the area (of a cross section) by the thickness.
j.
centimetres (cm)
k.
the distance or length around the object
l.
weight
m.
0EC
n.
millimetres (mm)
o.
millilitres (ml).
p.
litre (l)
q.
3.142 (3 dp)
r.
the amount of material in it.
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UNIT THREE
SHAPE & SPACE
In this unit you will be:
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

Solving problems involving angle properties of lines and polygons
and parallel lines.
Solving problems involving angle properties of circles.
Using bearings to describe direction and plot courses.
Finding unknown bearings and distances using scale diagrams.
Solving practical problems by using Pythagoras& theorem and the
trigonometric ratios (finding unknown sides and angles of
right-angled triangles).
Using the Sine and Cosine Rules to solve triangle problems.
Using the trigonometric area formula to find the area of triangles.
Finding unknown lengths and angles and the names of angles in
3-dimensional figures.
Using the special triangles (equilateral, isosceles, right-angled) to
express trigonometric ratios as fractions.
Sketching and recognizing the graphs of the trigonometric functions
y = sin x, y = cos x and y = tan x.
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ANGLE GEOMETRY
An angle is formed where two lines intersect. Point A is called the vertex. The angle
or
AE can also be written pXAY,
Angles are measured in degrees (E).

Measure

below, it should be 38E.

ANGLE MEASUREMENTS
A protractor is used to measure angles such as the ones shown on the next few pages.
Some measurements need to be more accurate than those found on a protractor. There
are 60 minutes (written 60! ) that make up one degree. There are 360E in one complete
revolution.

TYPES OF ANGLES
ÊABD and ÊDBC are complementary.
Complementary Angles add up to 90E.
ÊABD and ÊDBE are supplementary.
Supplementary Angles add up to 180E.
ÊDBC and ÊCBE are adjacent.
Adjacent angles do not overlap and have a
common vertex and line.
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ÊABC is a right angle. A right angle is 90E.

ÊCBA is an acute angle.
An acute angle is between 0E and 90E.

ÊGHI is an obtuse angle.
An obtuse angle is between 90E and 180E.

ÊJKL is a straight angle.
A straight angle measures 180E.

ÊMNO is a reflex angle. A reflex angle is between
180E and 360E.
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Angles around a point add up to 360E.
40E + 80E + 100E + dE = 360E
d
= 140E

Angles a and b are called vertically opposite.
They are the same size. pa and pb = 75E

Interior angles of a triangle add up to 180E. Angle C = 80E.

Interior angles of a quadrilateral add up to 360E.
AE + BE + CE + DE = 360E

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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PARALLEL LINE ANGLES
Angles on corresponding lines are equal.
Corresponding angles can be translated onto each other.

Alternate angles are equal.
Alternate angles can be rotated onto each other.

Co-interior angles add up to 180E
E.
When two parallel lines are cut by another
the inside angles on the same side are
called co-interior angles.
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ANGLES IN A POLYGON
A regular polygon is one where all angle sizes and all side lengths are the same.
The exterior angles of a polygon add up to 360E.
e.g.

A pentagon (5 sided polygon)
= 360 ÷ 5
= 72E

A heptagon (7 sided polygon)
= 360 ÷ 7
= 51.4E

To find the interior angles of a regular polygon use the formula

where n = the number of sides.

e.g.

For a regular hexagon
=
= 120E

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

Measure and write down the type of each angle below (acute, obtuse, straight
etc). The first one is done for you.

pEFG =

pHIJ =

xE =
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Complete these sentences:
vE = sE + . . .
sE + tE + uE = . . .

3.

Find the missing angles and give a reason. (The first is done for you.)
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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h.

Find the missing angles and then complete the statements below.

Supplementary angles
The angles eE and fE are:

...........................

The angles hE and iE are:

...........................

The angles eE and hE are:

...........................

The angles fE and jE are:

...........................

The angles kE and iE are:

...........................
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Find the missing angles. Give a reason for your answer. With some angles,
there may be more than one reason. Note that the diagrams are not drawn to
scale.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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Find the missing angles. Give a reason for your answer.
Note: The diagrams are not drawn to scale.
In some cases there may be more than one reason.
a.

b.

c.

d.
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Complete the table to give the features of the common regular polygons.
Diagram

Number
of Sides

Name

Exterior Angle
Size

Interior
Angle Size

3

4

5

6

8

Octagon

360E ÷ 8

180E - 45

= 45E

= 135E

10
n
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MORE ON TRIANGLES
There are four main types of triangles.
1.
Isosceles - the isosceles triangle has 2 equal length sides and 2 equal sized
angles. It has one line of symmetry.

2.

Equilateral - the equilateral triangle has 3 equal length sides and 3 equal sized
angles (each angle is 60E). It has three lines of symmetry.

3.

Right Angled - the right angled triangle has 1 of its corners forming a right
angle (90E).

4.

Scalene - this type of triangle has 3 different side lengths and 3 different sized
angles.
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EXERCISES
Find the missing angles and give a reason for each.
1.

2.

3.

Both ªABC and ªXYZ
are equilateral triangles.
B is the midpoint of XY.
Z is the midpoint of AC.
Find pe and pf.

4.

5.

The diagram below shows a roof beam from a house. The design was for
maximum strength to hold the roofing materials. The slope of the roof is 36E
and the beams are placed to form isosceles triangles. Find the missing angles
x, y and z.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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A polygon can be divided into triangles by drawing a straight line from one of
its vertices to the other vertices.
e.g.

Copy and complete the table below:
Polygon(number of sides)
Number of triangles formed

7.

3

4

5

2

3

6

8

10

n
40

Rainfall is measured using a triangular rain gauge similar to the one below.
Note how one surface is an isosceles triangle. Calculate the total volume of the
rain gauge (in litres).
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CIRCLES

A radius is perpendicular
to a tangent at the point
of contact.

ANGLES IN A CIRCLE

Angles at the centre of a circle are twice the angles at the circumference.

The angle in a semicircle
equals 90E.

Angles on the same arc and
in the same segment are equal.

Opposite angles in a cyclic quadrilateral are
supplementary. Also, the exterior angles equal the
opposite interior angles. x + y = 180E.
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EXERCISES
1.

Find the unknown marked angles.
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CONSTRUCTIONS
BISECTING AN ANGLE

Mark any arc from the vertex (this is where the two angle lines meet), then mark equal
arcs from the points of contact. Finally, draw a line through the intersecting lines and
the vertex. You have now bisected the angle (divided it into two equal parts).

PERPENDICULARS
From the point (P), draw an arc to cut the line in two places (A & B). From these two
points, draw another two (equal) arcs which intersect. Join P to the intersection point.

CONSTRUCTING PARALLEL LINES
From the given line draw arcs at the
required distance. Join the tangents of
the arcs for a parallel line.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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SCALE DRAWINGS
The ratio 1:100 means 1 unit on the drawing represents 100 of the same units in the
original sized object. Using the metric system, 1: 100 can also mean 1 cm = 1 m.
Complete these sentences:
a.
1 cm = . . . mm
b.
1 m = . . . cm
c.
2 : 100 simplified = . . .
d.
1 cm : 10 m means . . . mm: 1 m
e.
True / False: The angles in a scale drawing remain the same as those
angles in the original sized object.

BEARINGS
Bearings are measured clockwise from North.
The major compass bearings are shown in the
diagram below.
The direction of point B from point A is called
a bearing. Note how we use three digits to
state a bearing.

EXERCISES
1.

The diagram below shows a triangle ABC.
In your exercise books, accurately construct the triangle using
a.
compass, ruler and pencil.
b.
On your diagram, construct a circle, with AC as diameter
c.
Mark a point D, anywhere on the circle. What is the size of angle ADC?
Give a reason for your answer.
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2.

A groundsman is marking out a soccer field. He marks out the first sideline,
then from his intended corner, measures three arcs - one at 8 metres, one at
6 metres and one at 10 metres (see the diagram below). Why does he use these
measurements?

3.

There are two sets of rocks, 80 m apart on either side of a narrow channel. A
yacht&s captain knows that he must pilot his yacht mid way (keeping an equal
distance) between both sets of rocks. Copy the diagram into your exercise
book then use a compass, pencil and ruler to plot a path for him to steer.

4.

Three radio stations broadcast from the points shown below. Laufou Station
can be heard within a distance of 100 km, 99.1 FM can be heard within a
distance of 120km and SBC can be heard within a distance of 55km.
a.
Using a scale of 1 cm : 20 km, draw an accurate scale drawing of the
triangle.
b.
Mark in the boundaries of each radio&s receiving area.
c.
Shade in the area where all three stations can be heard.
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RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES
PYTHAGORAS
Pythagoras& theorem states that in a right-angled triangle, the sum of the squares of
the two side lengths equals the square of the length of the hypotenuse.

Study the examples below to see how unknown side lengths of right-angled triangle can
be found.
Formula is a2 + b2 = c2
5 2 + 2 2 = c2
25 + 4 = c2
29 = c2
c
c

=
= 5.39 cm (2 dp)

Formula is a2 + b2
272 + b2
729 + b2
b2
b2
b
b

=
=
=
=
=

c2
352
1225
1225 - 729
496

=
= 22.27 m (2 dp)

EXERCISES
1.

For the triangle shown, find the missing side lengths.
The first one is done for you.
Example
a = 3 cm
b = 4 cm
c = 5 cm
i.
a=5m
b = 12 m
c=...
ii.
a = 7 mm
b=...
c = 25 mm
iii.
a = 24 cm
b=...
c = 47 cm

ISBN: 9780958332897

iv.
v.

a=...
a = 8.2 km

b=
b = 10.4 km

c = 4 cm
c=...

vi.

a=

b=...

c=
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Find the lengths of the missing sides for each of the
shapes below.
a. Find the lengths of x and y.

b.

Find the length of BD if AC = 30 m.

c.

Find the lengths of XZ, XY and WY.

d.

Find the length of BE.
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TRIGONOMETRY IN RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES
One of the functions of trigonometry is to deal with relationships between the lengths
of sides and the sizes of angles in triangles. Look at the following triangle and learn the
terms.

ADJACENT SIDE
Helps make up the angle with the hypotenuse
OPPOSITE SIDE
Is found opposite the known angle
HYPOTENUSE
The longest side of a right angled triangle. Is
found opposite the right angle.

EXERCISES
1.

Draw the triangles in your exercise books and write in the missing terms
(hypotenuse, opposite, adjacent or angle).
a.

b.

c.

d.
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USING TRIG RATIOS TO FIND THE SIDE LENGTH OF A TRIANGLE
Three ratios are important when learning trigonometry of right angled triangles. They
are: Sine, Cosine and Tangent (sin, cos and tan). Each of these ratios can be
remembered by the mnemonic SOHCAHTOA. It means:
Sine θ =

Cosine θ =

Tangent θ =

The symbol θ (theta) is typically used to represent the angle.
Look at the following examples:
a.

Find the lengths of AC and CB.

To find AC (the opposite side),
Angle = 43E, Hypotenuse = 10 cm
ˆ use sin B =
Substitute all the known values
sin 43E =
and calculate the answer
sin 43E × 10 = AC
AC = 6.82 cm (2 dp)
To Find CB, use cos B
i.e.

=

cos 43E =
CB = cos 43E × 10
CB = 7.31 cm (2 dp)

(You could do a final check using Pythagoras, i.e. 6.822+ 7.312 = 1002)
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Find the length of YZ and XZ
To find YZ (the hypotenuse), the known information
is opposite (18 cm) and angle (230).
ˆ

use sin Â =

substitute values
sin 23E =
Rearrange the formula to make YZ the
subject, then calculate the answer
sin 23E × YZ
= 18
YZ

=

YZ

= 46.07 cm (2 dp)

To find XZ (adjacent side), the other known information is opposite
(18 cm) and angle (230).
ˆ

use tan A =

substitute values
tan 23E =
Rearrange the equation and calculate the answer
tan 23E × XZ = 18
XZ

=

XZ

= 42.41 cm (2 dp)

Checking with Pythagoras (xy)2 + (xz)2 = (yz)2
182 + 42.412 = 46.072
This is close enough to the calculated hypotenuse length (46.06) when we take
into account rounding errors.

Label each side of the triangle with the terms Adjacent, Opposite and Hypotenuse
then write down all the information that you know. This helps you choose the
relevant ratio.
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FINDING AN ANGLE SIZE IN A RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLE
a.

Find the size of angles A (CAB) and B (ABC).

For this example you need to use the Sine ratio:
sin =
i.e.

sin A =
sin A = 0.45
A = sin-1 (0.45)
A = 26.740 (2 dp)

Angles are found by using the inverse angle key on your
calculator (Sin-1, Cos-1 and Tan-1).
e.g.

sin-1 0.5 =
2nd F sin 0.5 =
Your answer should read 30E

To find angle B, the ratios change
ˆ

cos B

=

cos B = 0.45
B = cos-1 (0.45)
B = 63.26E (2 dp)
To check your answers, remember that angles in a triangle add up to 180E
26.74 + 63.26 + 90 = 180E
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EXERCISES
1.

Find the missing side lengths.

2.

O and P are the peaks of two hills.
On a map, the distance between the hilltops is 5 cm.
a.
The scale of the map is 1: 100 000. Find the actual horizontal distance
in km.

b.

ISBN: 9780958332897

The height of the first hill (O) is given on the map as 1435 metres.
After climbing this mountain, Juliet takes an angle reading to the
second mountain (P) as 16E. How high is the second mountain? (You
can ignore the height of Juliet).
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A yacht travels from Apia Harbour 26 km due North,
then 17 km east.
a.
Calculate the shortest distance needed to travel to get
back to the harbour.
b.

In what direction must the yacht&s skipper turn, in
order for the boat to go directly back to the
harbour?

4.

The isosceles triangle below can be made up of two right-angled triangles by
sketching an axis of symmetry through point O.
Use this information to find the length of the side PQ.

5.

The shape below is a quadrilateral ABCD. From the diagram, calculate:
a.
The length of sides: AD, DC and CB.
b.
The four internal angles: ÊA, ÊB, ÊADC, and ÊDCB.
c.
The perimeter of the shape ABCD.
d.
Find the area of the shape ABCD.
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The diagram below shows a pyramid ABCD. The base is a right-angled triangle
and is horizontal, while the edge DC is perpendicular to the base.
a.
Find the length of CD.
b.
Find the length of AB.
c.
Find the angle DAB.
d.
Find the angle between the plane ABD and the base of the pyramid.

TRIANGLES WITHOUT RIGHT ANGLES
The trigonometric ratios only work with right-angled triangles. For non-right-angled
triangles, there are different rules to learn.
1.

In non-right-angled triangles, there is no hypotenuse. For these cases, label the
triangle with UPPER case letters to represent angles, and lower case letters to
represent the sides opposite the angles.

2.

The Cosine Rule: this formula is used
when finding the third side of a triangle
if given two sides and an (included)
angle.
a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cos A
The Cosine Rule can be rearranged if you
are given all three sides and you are
required to find the size of an angle.
cos A =
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The Sine Rule: this formula is used when given 2 angles and 1 side length, or
1 angle and two sides. It is commonly used when the Cosine Rule cannot be
used to find side lengths or angle sizes.
When finding sides use:

=

=

When finding angles use:

=

=

The Area of a Triangle: this formula is used when given two side lengths and
an (included) angle.
Area =

ab sin C

Which angle is the included angle?
This is the angle between the two given sides.

When naming the sides and angles of a triangle
check that the angles are in UPPER case and sides
opposite the angles are in lower case.

Examples

This triangle example gives two sides plus the included angle.
Therefore, use the Cosine Rule.

a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cos A
x2 = (5.5)2+(8.3)2- 2(5.5)(8.3) cos 51.1E
x=
x = 6.47 m
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The next triangle gives two angles plus one side length (therefore, use the Sine
Rule). With the Sine Rule, write the unknown side or angle on the top left of
the first fraction - this helps determines which sine formula to use.

=
=
x sin 77E = sin 59E × 8.5
x
x

=
= 7.48 cm (2 dp)

Finding the area - (given 2 sides and the included angle)
Area

=
=

bc sin A
(9.1)(8.7) sin 121E

= 33.93 cm2
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EXERCISES
1.

Use the Cosine Rule to find the indicated angles and sides.

2.

Use the Sine Rule to find the indicated angles and sides.

3.

In the diagram DB = 12 cm, DC = 12 cm, ÊDBC = 250 and ÊDAB = 150.
a.
Find the length of AD and AC.
b.
Find the areas of ÎADC and ÎADB.
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TRIGONOMETRIC GRAPHS
The graphs of the trigonometric functions are shown below. Copy and complete the
table to give the (shaded) missing sine and cosine values.
x

(degrees)

0E

90E

180E

y = sin x

0

y = cos x

1

x

0E

30E

60E

90E

0

0.6

1.7

-

(degrees)

y = tan x

270E

360E

120E 150E 180E 21E0 240E 270E 300E 330E 360E
-1.7

-0.6

0

0.6

1.7

-

-1.7

-0.6

0

For each of the trigonometric graphs below, the general pattern of each graph
continues beyond 360E
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)
1.

At 9 am a fishing boat is 5.5 km due north of Hutt&s Harbour. The boat is sailing
on a bearing of 130E at an average speed of 7.5 km per hour.
a.
Copy the map shown on the next page.
Show where the boat will be at 11 am.
b.
The boat begins to fish. It travels on a bearing of 260E for 2.5 hours,
at an average speed of 4 km per hr. Plot the new position of the boat.
c.
The boat now changes its bearing to 050E. It continues to fish for one
hour at an average speed of 4 km per hour. Plot the new position of
the boat.
d.
Since 9 am, the boat has been on three different courses. What is the
time on the captain&s watch now?
e.
The fishing boat&s captain receives information that a heavy gale is
coming from the east. There is shelter either back at Hutt&s Harbour
or inside Anglers& Cove. In which direction should the captain head?
f.
The boat increases its speed to 6 km per hour. Plot a course for shelter
and calculate how long it will take to reach it.
g.
The coastguard stations situated at points A and B are tracking another
boat. Just before the storm hits the area, they calculate that the boat
is on a bearing of 200E from A and 275E from B. Draw an accurate fix
of the boat.

2.

On another fishing expedition, the boat pulls a net using two ropes. The ropes
are 650 metres long and the angle between the ropes is 15E. The ropes and the
net make up the shape of a circle sector (see the diagram below).

a..
b.
c.

What fraction of a circle is the sector?
What is the approximate length of the net?
The boat drags in its nets. The captain calculates that they have
caught 25% less fish than yesterday. Yesterday they caught 1.5 tonnes.
How many fish were caught today?
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SCALE 1 cm = 1 km
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d.

The boat travels at a constant speed on a straight line course. At 9:55
pm the boat is at A and the lighthouse is at an angle of 55E to the left
of the boat&s course. At 11:45 pm the boat has travelled 25 km to B
and the lighthouse is at an angle of 110E.
What sort of triangle is formed by the figure ABL?

e.
f.
g.

How far is the boat from the light house at 11:45 pm?
What was the speed of the boat from A to B in km/h?
The boat&s course for AC was 125E. At C the boat turns 110E
anticlockwise. What is the new bearing?
There are three boats fishing in one area of ocean. Their positions
relative to each other are shown on the diagram below (at the bottom
of the page).
i.
Using a pencil, compass and ruler draw a scale diagram of the
triangle. Indicate the scale you are using. Start from the given
point A.

h.

ii.

On your diagram, find the point, P, which is 80 km from C and
equidistant from the points A & B.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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a.

In the circle below, O is the centre. Find the missing angles P and Q.
Give reasons for each.

b.

The chord BC is a diameter of the smaller circle. Point B is a tangent
to the smaller circle. Find the sizes of the marked angles x, y and z.

c.

In the diagram below, CB is a diameter of 5 cm. Calculate the length
of AC.
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d.

In the circle shown, VX = 8.5 cm, VZ = 12.2 cm and WY is
perpendicular to VX. Point Y is the centre of the circle. Find the length
of WY.

a.

The Ferris wheel shown has a radius of 5 metres and travels round in
an anticlockwise direction. Brian and Selina are on the wheel sitting
at point X. What is their height above the ground?

b.

Write down another angle that the wheel will turn (starting from point
G) in order to get Brian and Selina to the same height.
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences:
An angle is formed where two lines 1. . . We measure angles with a 2. . . There are 3.
. . in one complete revolution.
Two angles are complementary if 4. . . while they are 5. . . if they sum to 180E. Acute
angles are those 6. . . , while 7 . . . are those that measure between 90E and 180E.
Reflex angles measure between 8. . . and . . .
A straight angle measures 9. . . and a 10. . . measures 90E.
The interior angles of a triangle sum to equal 11. . .
Two sorts of parallel angles are 12. . . and 13. . .
Corresponding angles can be 14 . . . , while alternate angles can be 15. . . onto each
other.
There are four main types of triangles:
Pythagoras& theorem states

17

16

. . . and . . .

...

There are three ratios to learn when studying trigonometry and right-angled triangles.
They can be remembered by the mnemonic 18 . . . It means 19. . .
When calculating unknown side lengths of angles in non-right-angled triangles, we use
either the 20. . . or the 21. . . When we label non right-angled triangles,
use 22. . . letters to represent angle sizes and lower case letters to represent 23. . .
There are two formulae that can be used to calculate the area of triangles. The most
common is 24. . . while the trigonometric formula is 25 . . .
Two lines that can help define a circle are 26. . .( a line segment with one end at the
centre and the other on the circumference) and the diameter (a chord that passes
through the 27 . . . of the circle). The circumference of a circle is the 28. . . around the
circle.
Within a circle, the diameter is a chord drawn through the 29. . . Other important
concepts in circle geometry are: the angle at the centre is 30. . . the angle at the
31
. . . , angles in the same 32. . . are equal, and opposite angles in a 33. . . are
supplementary.
Quite often, a school exam will have a construction question. This is why you should
always take the following equipment into an exam room:
34
...
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.
z.
aa.
ab.
ac.

ad.

side lengths
Sine Rule
translated
twice
360E
centre
supplementary
Area = 0.5 B H
between 0 and 90E
upper case letters (capital
letters)
segment / arc
isosceles, equilateral, scalene and
right angled.
obtuse angles
distance (perimeter)
180E and 360E
circumference
right angle
180E
they sum to 90E
Pencil,
Rubber,
Compass,
Protractor and Ruler
centre
corresponding
180E
Area = 0.5 ab Sin C
alternate (also co-interior)
protractor
cyclic quadrilateral
rotated
in a right angled triangle, the
length of the hypotenuse squared
equals the sum of the squares of
the other two side lengths.
SOHCAHTOA

ae.

af.
ag.
ah.

,

,

intersect / meet
Cosine Rule
radius
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UNIT FOUR
TRANSFORMATION
GEOMETRY
In this unit you will be:
C
C
C
C
C
C

Using vectors to describe translations.
Using vectors to describe displacement.
Solving problems involving vector addition and subtraction.
Using transformational geometry processes (enlargement,
translation, reflection and rotation) to solve problems.
Using the properties of enlargement to find the scale factors of
length, area and volume.
Describing the effect of combined transformations (enlargement,
translation, reflection and rotation).
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VECTORS

The diagram above shows triangle ABC translated to the points A!B!C!. All the points
have been translated 9 units to the right (x axis) and 1 unit up (y axis). Another way
of writing this is

This known as the column vector format.

Vectors can also be represented by lines. The line x, represents the vector
arrow indicates the direction of the vector.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

Write down the vectors that describe the following translations.

ÎA to ÎB = . . . . . . . . . .
ÎA to ÎC = . . . . . . . . . .
ÎB to ÎC = . . . . . . . . . .
ÎD to ÎA = . . . . . . . . . .
ÎB to ÎD = . . . . . . . . . .

2.

Describe e to i in column vector format.
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TRIANGLES OF VECTORS
Vector problems can involve a diagram of two vector forces or velocities which require
you to find the resultant vector (usually by using Pythagoras, or the Sine or Cosine
Rules).
a.

If

and

, find

Draw vector A, then where it ends draw vector
B. The resultant vector is found by drawing a
line between the start and finishing points of the
2 vectors. Alternately, add the top numbers and
bottom numbers of each vector.
i.e.

b.

+

=

Penitala wants to take his boat directly across a
river which is flowing in an easterly direction at
a speed of 3 m/s.
i.
If Penitala&s boat can reach speeds of 4 m/s relative to the water,
what speed can he travel at if he heads east?

ii.

If Penitala travels north at a speed of 4 m/s relative to the water,
illustrate with a vector diagram what will happen.
The resultant speed is 5 m/s, the
direction is 36.9E

iii.

What does Penitala have to do to travel directly across the river?
To travel due north, Penitala will have to travel
at a speed of 5 m/s on a bearing of 323.1E
(360E - 36.9E).

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

a.

Give the vector that the figure AB
represents.

b.

Copy the vector AB then draw the vector
BC

c.

2.

Calculate the vector AB + BC.
Illustrate your answer.

a.

Give the vector that the figure CD
represents.

b.

Copy vector CD then draw the vector DE

c.

Calculate the vector CD + DE.
Illustrate your answer.

3.

a.

Give the vector that the figure EF represents.

b.

Copy vector EF then draw the vector
FG

c.
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Calculate the vector EF + FG.
Illustrate your answer.
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4.

A hot air balloon is drifting over the Town Area. It starts at point A and
drifts to a point P, given by the vector

a.
b.

c.

d.

.

Mark point P on the map above. Which part of the town does the
balloon finish drifting over?
A sudden wind change has the balloon blown from point P to point B,
over National University of Samoa. What vector will take it to this
position?
From point B, at the National University, the balloon wants to pass
directly over the top of Apia Park. What vector direction will it need
to travel?
Finally, the balloon drifts back to Mt Vaea where it lands. Give the
vector that will take it from Apia Park to a landing point at Mt Vaea.

5.

A large container ship is being towed into the Port of Napier. Tug A pulls with
a force of 8 × 104 Newtons in a direction of 090E while Tug B pulls with a force
of 6 × 104 Newtons in a direction of 000E
a.
Draw a vector diagram of this situation.
b.
Find the resultant force on the ship.
c.
Find the resultant direction the ship is moving.

6.

A yacht is sailing with a wind blowing at 15 km/h in a direction of 135E.
There is a tidal current of 3 km/h flowing in a direction of 045E
Draw a vector diagram of this situation, then find the resultant speed and
direction of the yacht

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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ENLARGEMENTS
A figure and its enlargement have the same shape. Enlargements are indicated by
giving the centre of enlargement, and the scale factor (usually represented by the
letter k). The scale factor (k) of an enlargement is the number of times that the figure
has been enlarged. When a scale factor is a proper fraction, then the enlarged figure
is actually smaller than the original. A negative scale factor means that the figure is
inversed.

To find the centre of enlargement join corresponding points on each figure.

What happens to area under an enlargement?
If a figure is enlarged by scale factor k, then the area of the figure is enlarged by the
factor k2. To demonstrate this, complete the areas of the rectangles below.

Scale Factor = 1
Area = . . .

Scale Factor = 2
Area = . . .
i.e.
22 × 12

Scale Factor = 3
Area = . . .
i.e.
32 × 12

ISBN: 9780958332897
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EXERCISES
1.

Copy the diagram below into your exercise books, draw the images of A under
the following enlargements:
a.
Scale factor ½, centre (-10, 3). Label the image A!.
b.
Scale factor 2, centre (2, 10). Label the image A!!.
c.
Scale factor -1, centre (0,0). Label the image A!!!.
d.
Complete these sentences:
“Under an enlargement a figure and its image are . . . ”
If the area of A is 4 cm2 then the area of A!!! = . . . cm2.

2.

a.
b.

Find the centre of enlargement that maps triangle ABC onto A!B!C!.
Give the scale factor (k) for the enlargement.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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3.

a.
b.
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Find the centre of enlargement that maps the shape S onto S!.
Give the scale factor (k) for the enlargement.

REFLECTION
With a reflection, all points are transformed perpendicular to, and the same distance
from, the mirror line. Size, shape and area are all invariant (i.e. they stay the same),
however “sense” (the direction of the figure) is changed. A line of symmetry is a mirror
line drawn through an object where one side reflects onto the other.
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EXERCISES
Copy each of the shapes below into your exercise books.
Mark on your diagram any axes of symmetry.

2.

Copy the following into your exercise books.
a.
Draw the image of arrow A after reflection in the X axis. Label the
image A!.
b.
Draw the image of arrow A after reflection in the Y axis. Label this
image A!!.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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ROTATION
To rotate an object you need a centre of
rotation and an angle.
A positive angle of rotation means a rotation
in an anticlockwise direction.

EXERCISES

1.

Triangle A is shown above. Copy the diagram into your exercise books.
Rotate A through centre (8,2), 90E clockwise. Label this figure A!.
a.
b.
Rotate A through centre (8,8) 180E. Label this figure A!!.
c.
Rotate A through centre (5,3) 180E anticlockwise.
Label this figure A!!!.
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2.

Unit FOUR, Transformation Geometry

Copy the following diagram into your exercise books.

a.
b.
c.

3.

Rotate the rectangle above 90E about A.
Rotate the rectangle above 270E about B.
Complete the sentence: “ A rotation of 270E anticlockwise is the same
as a rotation of . . . E clockwise.”

The following shape is rotated about D until CD lies on the table top. It is
further rotated about C, until CB lies on the table top, then about B until AB
lies on the table top. Illustrate in your exercise books each of the rotations and
show how the shape lies after each.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)
1.

In the diagram shown OZ = 6, OW = 9 cm and YZ = 4 cm.
The lines YZ and WX are parallel.
a.
Two figures are similar if they have exactly the same shape. Explain
why OWX and OYZ are similar triangles.
b.
Calculate the length of WX.

2.

Elisa is standing directly opposite a tree trying to calculate the width of a
river. She walks 50 m along the river bank and hammers in a flag, then
continues to walk another 50 metres, turns 90E and walks to a point where the
flag is in a direct line with her and the tree (see the diagram below).
a.
Congruent figures have the same shape and size. Prove that the two
triangles formed below are congruent.
b.
How wide is the river?
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3.

The triangle shown is rotated anticlockwise about X until XY lies on the table.
It is then rotated anticlockwise about Y until YZ is on the table. Illustrate in
your exercise book the two rotations and show how the triangle now lies.

4.

Two window frames (shown below) are designed by combining a rectangle and
a semicircle.
a.
Give the scale factor of enlargement for A to B.
b.
Give the scale factor of enlargement of the perimeter for A to B.
c.
Find the area of A, then use the scale factor of enlargement to find
the area of B (in square metres).

5.

a.

Triangle ªP!Q!R! is an enlargement of ªPQR. Give the scale factor.

b.
c.

Find the length of the sides PR and P!R!.
Find angles QRP and Q!P!R!.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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6.

a.

b.

7.

Copy the snooker table shown above into your exercise book.
One particular shot strikes a ball at point A and its first bounce is at
B. If the ball always bounces symmetrically off the sides, continue
drawing the path of the ball until it drops into a pocket.
Find the length of AB on the right-angled triangle shown below.

c.

Using your answer to b. calculate the total
distance (in units) that the ball will travel from
point A to the pocket.

a.

Reflect the figure MNO through the y axis.
Name your new image M!N!O!.
Reflect this new figure M!N!O! through the x axis.
Name this image M!!N!!O!!.
Write down the co-ordinates of M!!N!!O!!.
True / False. p ONM = p O!!N!!M!!.

b.
c.
d.
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences. Use the words from the box below.
In any transformation, the original points of interest are given letter names, e.g. A, B
and C while their images are indicated by 1. . . , . . . and . . .
A vector can be represented as an ordered set of numbers, e.g.

that can be used

to describe a 2. . . Vectors can also be represented by a 3. . . with an 4. . . that
indicates the direction. When a figure is translated, all points on the original are
5
. . . according to the vector.
To complete an enlargement you require a 6. . . and a 7. . . In maths, enlarging a figure
means both 8. . . and shrinking the figure, while a negative enlargement means that
the figure is 9. . .
If a figure is enlarged by a scale factor of k, then the area of the figure will be enlarged
by the scale factor 10. . .
With a reflection, all points are transformed 11. . . to, and the same distance from, the
12
. . . Size shape and area are all invariant under a reflection. This means 13. . .
A line of symmetry is a mirror line that has been drawn through an object where
14
...
To rotate an object you need 15. . . and 16. . . A positive angle of rotation means a
rotation in an 17. . . direction, however some school exam questions on rotation will
specifically asked for rotations in the clockwise or anticlockwise directions.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

an angle of rotation.
line
one side reflects onto
the other.
arrow
moved
centre of enlargement
A!, B! and C!
enlarging / increasing
translation
inversed (on the other
side of the centre).
k2
scale factor
they stay the same.
a centre point
mirror line
perpendicular
anticlockwise
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UNIT FIVE
ALGEBRA I
In this unit you will be:
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Simplifying algebraic expressions using basic
arithmetic operations.
Simplifying algebraic expressions involving fractions.
Expanding and factorising quadratic expressions.
Solving linear equations.
Solving linear inequations and showing the solutions
on a number line.
Solving quadratic equations.
Using algebra in practical contexts.
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ALGEBRA
In algebra, numbers are replaced with letters (called variables). Examples of algebraic
expressions could read:
4x3 + 2x2 + 3y 2a + 4bc
or
x2 + y + xy
This section of work deals with simplifying expressions either by adding, subtracting,
multiplying or dividing. Later on you will be required to interpret a written question
and devise an equation from the information it contains.

The BEDMAS Rule still applies to algebra.

MANIPULATING ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS
If you think of each variable letter as an item, e.g. a = apple, b = banana then it can
make it easier to add and subtract variables in expressions. Look at these examples.
Simplify:
a.
2a + 4a = 6a (2 apples + 4 apples = 6 apples)
b.
5a + a + 9b = 6a + 9b
(5 apples + 1 apple + 9 bananas = 6 apples + 9 bananas)
It does not equal 15ab i.e. 15 fruit salads!!

ADDITION / SUBTRACTION
To simplify an algebraic expression, collect then add or subtract the like terms. We can
collect like terms in the expression: 9xy + 8xy (= 17xy), but there are no like terms in
the expression: 5ab + 2ac. Look at this next set of examples.
Simplify:
a.
5x - 2a + 4x - 6a = 9x - 8a
(collect the like terms together)
b.

7x + 2a2 - 5x - 4a2 = 2x - 2a2

c.

2x2 + 5 - 4x + 5x = 2x2 + x + 5 The only like terms are -4x + 5x.
Write the variables in order of their exponents.

d.

5ab + 12a - 9ab + 4b

The only like terms are 5ab - 9ab
= -4ab + 12a + 4b

MULTIPLYING
When multiplying variables, we usually do not use the multiplication symbol (×) as it
can often be mistaken for the alphabetical letter x. To get around this, either use a dot
(.) or no symbol at all. When multiplying, multiply all the numbers, then each
individual variable.
e.g.
Simplify:
a.
2 . 4x
= 8x
Remember the rules of indices.
b.
5x . 8x
= 40x2
2
3 2
See the first section
c.
2x y . 4xy = 8x y
if you have forgotten.
2
d.
p . 3pq
= 3p q
3
3 2
e.
6xy . 7x y = 42x4y5
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DIVIDING
Dividing is a similar process to multiplying. Divide the numbers, then divide each of
the variables.
e.g.
Simplify:
a.

= 6x

divide 12 by 2

b.

= 7x2

divide 28 by 4 then divide the variables

c.

=

d.

=

don&t forget to use the rules of indices

some cannot be simplified

Some questions will be written within a problem. With these sort of problems, you
need to be able to form then solve the equation. You can only become skilled at this
sort of problem by doing many examples:
e.

ISBN: 9780958332897

Three mathematicians are travelling through the desert. Their truck
breaks down. They discover that they have 5 full canteens of water,
5 half full canteens of water and 5 empty canteens of water. How
should they divide up the water?
1.

Try to complete a statement to show the problem.
For this situation, the problem is not how to fix the truck, it
is not how to get to the next town, but how to share the
water equally.

2.

What data are needed?
Make a list of the data - 5 full canteens, 5 half full canteens,
5 empty canteens, 3 mathematicians.

3.

See if there are any relationships.
5 full canteens is the same as 10 half full canteens. Add to this
the other 5 half full canteens and there is a total of 15 half
full canteens. This can be divided by 3.

4.

Find the solution.
15 half canteens ÷ 3 gives each mathematician 5 half full
canteens. The first two mathematicians get 2 full and 1 half
full canteens each, while the third gets 1 full and 3 half full
canteens - no spillage transferring water from 1 canteen to
another.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

The rule for making a pot of tea is one spoonful for each person and one for
the pot. Reduce this rule to a formula, letting t represent the number of
spoonfuls of tea, and p the number of people.

2.

Mika goes shopping for fruit. He has $5 in his pocket. He buys 10 oranges and
is given $1.50 change. Form an equation and solve to find the cost of each
orange.

3.

Simplify the following:
a.
8p - 5p

b.

5x - 12x

c.

4a + 6b - 2a + 2b

d.

5a - 7a + 2b - 8b

e.

2x - y - 4y + x

f.

4a . 5 . 3y

g.

5p . 3q . 2r

h.

3a2b . ab . b2

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

14x5 ÷ 7x2

5t3 .

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXPANDING EXPRESSIONS
a.

2(x + 7)
= 2x + 14

b.

-8 (2x - 4)
= -16x + 32

c.

5x + 3x(x - 5)
= 5x + 3x2 - 15x
= 3x2 - 10x

d.

3(x + 2) + 5(x - 6)
= 3x + 6 + 5x - 30
= 8x - 24

e.

x(5x2 - 2x + 4) - 2x(x + 5)
= 5x3 - 2x2 + 4x - 2x2 - 10x
= 5x3 - 4x2 - 6x

EXERCISES

When expanding expressions with brackets,
multiply each of the terms inside the brackets
by the term outside, then collect any like
terms.

Expand and simplify:
1.
8 (3x - 5)
2.
4(2x + 3) + 6(3x + 2)
3.
x(x + 3) - 4(x + 3)
4.
3(x2 + 5x) - 2 (x2 + 4x - 5)
5.
2x(3x + 7) + 3(2x + 7)

EXPANDING QUADRATICS
A quadratic expression has the form ax2 + bx + c, where a … 0.
Sometimes there will be no bx part and sometimes there will be no c part to the
expression (if b = 0 or c = 0).
Examples of quadratic expressions are:
x2 + 4x + 2
4x2 + 3x
3x2 - 7
8
8
8
quadratics have 2 as their highest power

Quadratic expressions can usually be obtained by multiplying two bracketed
expressions. This involves multiplying all the terms (numbers and variables) in the first
bracket by all the terms in the second bracket then simplifying by collecting all the like
terms. The following examples show typical expansion and simplifying.
a.

(x + 5) (x + 3)
= x2 + 3x + 5x + 15
= x2 + 8x + 15

b.

(x + 4) (x - 2)
= x2 - 2x + 4x - 8
= x2 + 2x - 8

c.

(x - 6) (x - 9)
= x2 - 9x - 6x + 54
= x2 - 15x + 54

d.

(2a - 5)(4a + 5)
= 8a2 + 10a - 20a - 25
= 8a2 - 10a - 25
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EXERCISES
Expand and simplify
(x + 5) (x + 7)
1.
3.
(x - 4) (x - 7)
5.
(2x + 3) (x + 5)
7.
(x + 4)2

2.
4.
6.
8.

9.

10.

(b + 1) (b - 3)
(x - 2) (x + 6)
(5a + 4) (2 - a)
(x - 10)2

FACTORISING
Factorising is the reverse process of expanding. Look at the examples that follow
below, and note how the common factor is removed and placed outside the brackets.
a.
9x + 12
= 3(3x + 4)
b.
5xy + 15x
= 5x (y + 3)
c.
3x - xy
= x (3 - y)

EXERCISES
Factorise the following expressions.
1.
2x2 + 4
3.
15a - 9a2
5.
10a2 - a
7.
5ax + 10a2
9.
5x2 + 5x2 + 5

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

9y2 + 3y
4xy + 8y
5x + ax
2x + 4y + 6z + 8
12ab + 20b2

FACTORISING QUADRATICS
(x + y) (x - y) = x2 - y2

This is called the difference of 2 squares.

The difference of 2 squares rule helps to factorise expressions that contain two squared
terms with different signs. Look at these examples.
Factorise:
a.
x2 - 36
b.

9a2 - 25b2

= ( x - 6) (x + 6)
= (3a - 5b) (3a + 5b)

Factorise and simplify:
c.

=
=
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PERFECT SQUARES
x2 + 2xy + y2

= (x + y)2

x2 - 2xy + y2

= (x - y)2

Factorise:
d.
x2 + 12x + 36
= (x + 6)2

f.

x2 - 4x + 4
= (x - 2)2

e.

2x2 + 12x + 18
= 2(x2 + 6x + 9)
= 2(x + 3)2

g.

3x2 - 24x + 48
= 3(x2 - 8x + 16)
= 3(x - 4)2

OTHER QUADRATICS
Most factorising is achieved through trial and error. Look at these examples.
Factorise:
a.
x2 + 7x + 6
The completed answer will be of the form ( x ) (x ). This gives the x2 term.
The middle term (7x) comes from adding the two unknown terms, while the
last term (6) comes from multiplying the two terms.
Find the factors of 6 and determine which pair add up to 7
The factor pairs of 6 are 6, 1; 3, 2; -6, -1 and -3, -2
ˆ x2 + 7x + 6 = (x + 6) (x + 1)
b.

x2 + 4x - 21
The factor pairs of -21 are -7, 3; 7, -3; 21, -1 and -21,1
From these factors, the ones that add to give +4 are 7, -3
ˆ x2 + 4x - 21 = (x + 7) (x - 3)

c.

y2 - 7y + 10
The factors of 10 are 5, 2; -5, -2;
10, 1
and -10, -1
From these factors, the ones that add to give -7 are -5, -2
ˆ y2 - 7y + 10 = (y - 5) (y - 2)

d.

a2 - 4a - 5
Factors of -5 are: -5, 1 and 5, -1
From these factors, the ones that add up to -4 are -5, 1
ˆ a2 - 4a - 5 = (a - 5) (a + 1)

Note how the larger of the two numbers in the expansion has the same sign as
the middle term in the expression.
i.e.
y2 - 12y + 32 = (y - 8)(y - 4)
8
8
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EXERCISES
1.

Factorise the following
9x2 - 16
a.
c.
x2 - 10x + 21
e.
x2 + x - 6
g.
y2 - 4y - 12

b.
d.
f.
h.

2.

Calculate 502 - 492 by factorising. Show all working.

3.

Simplify

4.

Simplify by factorising p( x + y) + q (x + y)

5.

Simplify

x2 + 18x + 81
y2 + 9y + 20
a2 - 9a + 8
a2 - 14a + 49

a.
b.
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EQUATIONS
An equation is the equivalent of a mathematical sentence. Within this sentence, two
expressions have the same value. Imagine that an equation sits on a balance beam. The
balancing point is the equals sign. At all stages of the calculation, the beam must stay
balanced. This means if you add, subtract, multiply, or divide one side of the equation,
then you have to do exactly the same operation to the other side of the equation.

Add 12 to each side of the balance
beam shown - it stays balanced and
you find the answer to the equation x
= 27

e.g.

Solve the following equations
a.
x - 12 = 15
add 12 to both sides
x
= 27

c.

4.2x - 9 = -30
add 9 to both sides
4.2x
= -21
divide each side by 4.2
x
= -5

e.
multiply each side by
a

= 48

b.

3x + 4 = 25
subtract 4 from both sides
3x
= 21
divide each side by 3
x
=7

d.

6x + 7 = 4x + 19
subtract 4x from both sides
2x + 7 = 19
subtract 7 from both sides
2x
= 12
divide each side by 2
x
=6

f.

a = 5(a-2)+3
expand the brackets &
simplify
a = 5a - 10 + 3
a = 5a - 7
-4a = -7
(now divide by -4)
a = 1.75 or
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EXERCISES
Solve these equations:
6x = 42
1.
3.
3a - 4 = 23
5.
3x -27 = -6

2.
4.
6.

x+5=0
8x - 6 = -26
13x + 7x = 10

7.

8.

= 10

9.

7 - 8x = -17
=

10.

x+9=

11.

7 + 3(x - 1) = 19

12.

+ 3x = 33

13.

3 - a = 12 - 2a

14.

3x ! 2 = x + 7

16.

x=

Calculate the value of x when:
15.

2x = 26
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EQUATIONS AND INEQUATIONS
An inequation is an expression that includes a >, <, #, or $ sign. These signs
mean that there could be no solutions, one, or more than one solution to the given
expression.
e.g.
Solve the following inequations and show the solution set on a number line.
3a + 7 < 2(a + 10) + 3
3a + 7 < 2a + 20 + 3
Solve this type of inequation the same way you
3a
< 2a + 16
would solve an equation - move any letters to
a < 16
one side and the numbers to the other.

These examples assume that the domain is R (real numbers). This is the set of
all possible numbers.
16 - 4x # 24
-4x
#8
x$2

When multiplying or dividing both sides of an inequation
by a negative number, the inequality sign must be
reversed.
e.g. 8 > -5 and -8 < 5 (if both sides are multiplied by -1)

When illustrating inequalities on a number line:
> means to the right of
< means to the left of
Use an open circle if there is no equal sign
Use a filled circle if there is an equal sign
When multiplying or dividing both sides of an inequation by a negative
number, the inequality sign must be reversed.
e.g.
10 > -3 and -10 < 3
(if both sides are multiplied by -1)

C

C
C
C

EXERCISES
1.

Solve the following inequations and show the solution set of each on a number
line. Use the domain R.
a.
5x + 7 > 32
b.
2(1 + 4x) # 4x + 14
c.

ISBN: 9780958332897
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d.

<
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OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION
N means natural or counting numbers.
N = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . .}
W means Whole Numbers (Natural numbers + zero).
W = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,....}
I means Integers
I = {. . . . -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . .}
There are positive integers (+) and negative integers (-).
Q means rational numbers.
A rational number can be expressed as the ratio of two integers.
e.g.

= 2,

=-3 and

= -1.2.

Numbers such as π or /2 are called Irrational Numbers as there
is no fraction that can exactly represent them.
R means Real Numbers - the set of every possible number.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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SOLVING QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
e.g.
a.

b.

Solve:
x2 + 2x - 8 = 0
(x + 4) (x - 2) = 0
x = -4 or x = 2

factorise the equation then solve it by finding
the value(s) of x that make the equation = 0

6x + 3x2 = 0
3x (2 + x) = 0
x = 0 or x = -2

factorise, then solve by finding the value(s) of x
that make the equation = 0

x2 = 4x + 21
x2 - 4x - 21 = 0
(x - 7)(x + 3) = 0
x = 7 or x = -3

c.

rearrange the formula
factorise, then solve

(x + 1)2 = 9
(x + 1)(x + 1) = 9
x2 + 2x + 1 = 9
x2 + 2x - 8 = 0
(x + 4)(x - 2) = 0
x = -4 or x = 2

d.

expand the squared part
expand the brackets, and rearrange the equation
now factorise
solve the equation

For a quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, the two solutions must sum
to equal
e.g

i.e

x2 - 6x + 8 = 0

6

a = 1, b = -6,

(x - 4) (x - 2) = 0
x = 4 or x = 2
=

= 6,

ˆ solutions 4 + 2 = 6

ISBN: 9780958332897
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EXERCISES
1.

Solve the following equations:
(x - 8) (x + 4) = 0
a.

b.

x2 + 10x + 21 = 0

c.

(x - 4)2 = 0

d.

x2 -

e.
g.
i.

(x + 5)2 = 49
(x - 3)2 - 16 = 0
x2 + 10x = 600

f.
h.
j.

x2 = 6x - 8
(2a + 6) (a + a) = 0
2x2 - 2x = 220

=0

USING QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
A ball bearing rolls down a slope labelled AB. The time, t seconds, for the ball bearing
to reach B is the solution of the equation: t2 + 5t = 36.
a.

How long does it take for the ball bearing to reach B?

t2 + 5t - 36 = 0
(t + 9) (t - 4) = 0
t = -9 or t = 4

rearrange the formula into a quadratic = 0
factorise
solve

It takes the ball 4 sec to reach point B (as time cannot be negative).
After reaching B, the ball bearing then rolls along the ground and stops at point C.
The time (t sec) to go from B to C is the solution of the equation

b.

How long does the ball bearing take to roll to C?
= 45
t = 18

rearrange the formula
multiply both sides by

to solve

It takes the ball a further 18 seconds to roll from B to C.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

At the Middle Eastern Rug Bazaar, Kumar is creating a new style of mat made
from fabric cut into 25 cm equilateral triangles. The size of the mat is
determined by the number of triangles. The diagram shows a mat made with
4 rows of equilateral triangles.

a.

Copy and complete the table below to show the number of (25.cm)
triangles along the bottom row, as well as the total number of
(25 cm) triangles that make up each different size of mat.
Number of
Triangles in
R the bottom
o
row
w

Total Number of
Equilateral Triangles
in the Mat

1

3

3

2

5

8

3

7

15

4
5
6

2
0
n

n2 + 2n

b.

c.
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How wide will the mat be (in metres) if Kumar has completed a mat
5 rows long?
Kumar has cut out 255 equilateral triangles for a new rug. Solve the
quadratic equation n2 + 2n = 255 to calculate how many rows long the
rug will be. (Hint: Use the factors of 255, 15 and 17)
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An artist uses tiles to create different designs. For the design below, she uses
square tiles some of which are black (÷), others have crosses (:) and the rest
are white (G). The first four designs are shown below.
a.
Complete the fifth design so that it fits in with the other patterns.
Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
Design 4

b.

Copy the table below into your exercise books. Use the information
found in the patterns, to complete the shaded gaps in your table.
Design
Number

Number of
black tiles

Number of
crossed tiles

Number of
white tiles

1

5

0

4

2

9

4

12

3

4

24

17

5

40

6
n

c.

d.
e.

4n + 1

2(n2 - n)

2(n2 + n)

The variable n gives the design number, and the expression
2(n2 - n) gives the total number of tiles that contain crosses.
Expand the expression 2(n2 - n).
One particular design in the same pattern uses 180 crosses.
By solving the equation 2n2 - 2n = 180, find the design number, n.
The total number of tiles in any of the designs, n, is given by either
adding the formulae in the table (4n + 1, 2n2 - 2n and
2n2 + 2n) or by expanding (2n + 1)2.
Prove that (4n + 1) + (2n2 - 2n) + (2n2 + 2n) = (2n + 1)2.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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The following problem has been started for you. Read and complete the rest.
A field is 40 m longer than it is wide. The area of the field is 3200 m2.
a.
What is the length and width of the field?
Let L = the length and W = the width
Using the information given above,
L = W + 40,
and
Area = L × W
or
3200 = (W + 40) × W
Multiplying the equation out:

b.
c.
d.

4.

W2 + 40W = 3200
W2 + 40W - 3200 = 0
(W + . . . . ) ( W - . . . . ) = 0
Either W = . . . . . or W = . . . . .

Which of the answers has no meaning when referring to the width of
the field? Give a reason why.
This means that: the length = . . . m and width = . . . m
Measuring another field, surveyors find that the length is 28 m longer
than the width. If the area of the field is 7200 m2, find the length and
width.

Given that the volume of the box below is 60 litres, find the dimensions of the
box.
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)
1.

Amosa and Sina need to borrow some money. The bank sends them the
following Repayment Schedule. It gives the monthly repayment amounts for
each $1000 borrowed.
Monthly Repayment (per $1000 borrowed)
Interest Rate
% pa
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0

a.

b.

c.

2.

Term
2 years

5 years

10 years

47.07
47.31
47.54
47.78
48.01
48.25
48.49

22.24
22.50
22.75
23.01
23.27
23.53
23.79

14.35
14.64
14.93
15.23
15.83
16.13
16.44

20 years
11.01
11.36
11.72
12.44
12.80
13.17
13.57

Amosa and Sina are told that the repayments for any amount borrowed
cannot exceed 25% of their total income. Amosa earns
$32 000 per year while Sina earns $27 000. What is the maximum
monthly repayment that they can afford?
Current interest rates for home loans are 12.5%. They will need to
borrow the money over 20 years. How much are Amosa and Sina able
to borrow for a house? (Round your answer to the nearest
$1 000.)
After borrowing the money, interest rates increase by 1.5%. How much
extra per year will Amosa and Sina need to pay?

A packaging company has been asked to design packaging for a chocolate
company. One particular type of chocolate is round, with a diameter of 4 cm,
and is sold in a box of 6. The packaging company designs two particular types
of box. These are shown below. By comparing the boxes& perimeters, calculate
which box is more economical to make?
Box 1
AB =

the chocolate&s circumference

BC = 2 times the chocolate&s diameter

Box 2
Length = 3 times the chocolate&s diameter
Width = 2 times the chocolate&s diameter

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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3.

A hall is about to have its floor covered with matting. The matting comes in
rolls 2 metres wide, and costs $145 per metre. The Newlay Company quotes a
total price of $6 820 which includes the cost and 8 hours labour. How much
does the Newlay Company charge per hour for labour?

4.

The diagram below represents a hopper which is used to carry large amounts
of rice.

The hopper has a length of 4x metres and has a constant cross-sectional area
comprising of a square of side length x metres and a triangle with a
perpendicular height of
a.
b.

ISBN: 9780958332897

x metres.

Find in terms of x, the area of the cross section of the hopper.
(i.e. write an equation A = ...)
If the hopper can hold 40 m3 of rice calculate the size of x.
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Expand and simplify the following:
a.
(x + 5) (x + 7)
c.
(x - 2) (x + 3)
e.
(x + 7) (x - 7)
g.
(x + 7)2
i.
(x + 1) (x - 1) (x + 3)

b.
d.
f.
h.
j.

(x
(x
(x
(x
(x

+ 1) (x + 1)
- 4) (x + 10)
+ 8) (x - 5)
- 12)2
+ 1) (x + 2) + (x2 + 3x + 2)

6.

Factorise the following quadratic equations (where possible):
a.
x2 + 5x + 4
b.
x2 - 5x + 4
2
d.
x2 + 2x - 8
c.
x + 4x - 12

7.

Factorise and solve:
a.
x2 - 5x + 6 = 0
c.
x2 + 4x + 4 = 0
e.
x2 - 12 = 4

8.

b.
d.
f.

x2 - 4x - 21 = 0
x2 - 4x = 96
x2 - 15x = -54

The first 3 terms of a sequence are: (3 × 4) + 1, (4 × 5) + 2, (5 × 6) + 3.
a.
Write down the next term of the sequence.
b.
Write down the sixth term of the sequence.
c.
Write down the nth term. Simplify your answer.
Look at the three sequences of numbers below:
Sequence p
Sequence q
Sequence r

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, . . .
3, 8, 15, 24, 35, . . .
5, 10, 17, 26, 37, . . .

The sequence r is obtained from sequences p and q by the following formula:

d.
e.

9.

Calculate the sixth term of each of the sequences p, q and r.
The nth term of sequence q is n2 + kn, where k represents a number.
Find the value of k.

An artist uses tiles to create different designs. For the design below, she uses
square tiles some of which are white (Q), while the rest are black ().
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Copy the table below into your exercise book. Use the patterns to complete
the shaded gaps.
Number of squares
on the bottom line

Total number
of squares

Number of
black squares

Number of
white squares

4
5
6
7
8

n

20

b.

Total number of squares in a design, n, is given by the expression:
n(n + 1). Expand this expression.

c.

One particular design has a total of 171 squares. By using the equation
that you formed in b., find the size, n, of the design.

d.

The expression

gives the number of plain squares in a

design of size n. Use this expression to find the size, n, of the design
that has 36 plain squares.
The designs are further modified. Copy and complete the table to give
the formula for the number of white squares.

e.

Number of Squares on
the bottom line

Total Number of
Squares

Number of
Black Squares

n

n2

5n - 6

f.

ISBN: 9780958332897

Number of
White Squares

A square courtyard is to be tiled using the same design as above. Each
side of the courtyard requires 25 tiles. Give the total number of tiles
required (include both black and white tiles).
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences:
In algebra, numbers are replaced with letters (called 1. . . . ). When simplifying an
algebraic expression, collect then add or subtract the 2. . . . When multiplying
variables we do not use the 3. . . (×) symbol as it can often be mistaken for the letter
x. To get around this, either use a 4. . . . or 5. . . .
When expanding expressions such as 15(2x - 7), multiply each of the terms inside the
brackets by the term 6. . . . The opposite of expanding is 7. . . . Most factorising
involves finding a common 8 . . . .
A quadratic is an expression of the form 9. . . ., where a … 0. Factorising quadratics is
usually achieved through 10. . . . and 11. . . . The difference of two squares rule helps
to factorise expressions that contain 12. . . . squared terms. Typical examples are (x2 36) = (x-6) (x+6) or (40x2 - 1000) = 10 (2x-10) (2x+10).
An equation is the equivalent of a mathematical 13. . . Within this sentence, two
expressions have the same value. If you imagine an equation as a balance beam,
whatever operation that is performed on one side of the equation means that exactly
the same operation has to be performed on 14. . . . This means the balance beam
(equation) will stay 15. . . .
An inequation is an expression that includes a 16. . . . , . . . . , . . . . or . . . . sign.
These signs mean that we will have either no solutions, one solution or 17. . . . Quite
often, you are asked to illustrate inequations on a 18. . . . When illustrating an
inequation on a number line, the > or < signs are indicated by 19. . . . while a closed
circle 20. . . .

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
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more than one answer / solution
error
factor
variables
open circles
multiplication symbol
no symbol
factorising
ax2 + bx + c
trial
two
like terms
sentence
dot
the other side
balanced
number line
outside the brackets
> , < , # or $ sign
indicates the equals sign (also # and
$).
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UNIT SIX
GRAPHS
In this unit you will be:
C
C
C
C

Interpreting graphs.
Forming a linear graph by plotting points, by the axes-intercept
method and by the gradient-intercept method.
Sketching quadratic expressions which can be factorised.
Recognising the equations and sketching the graphs of exponential,
cubic, circle and hyperbole functions.
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INTERPRETING GRAPHS
Sometimes it is hard to see trends or relationships simply by looking at sets or tables
of numbers. A graph can give a clearer picture of what is happening.
e.g. Three observers in different balloons note the relationship between the height of
the balloon and the distance to the horizon.

Observer 1.
Note that as the balloon rises, then the distance to the horizon increases by
equal amounts. For every 10 m of distance that the balloon rises, the distance
to the horizon increases by 6 km.
Balloon&s Height (m)

10

20

30

40

50

Distance to the horizon (km)

16

22

28

34

40

Observer 2.
Note that as the balloon&s height increases, the distance to the horizon
increases by greater amounts.
Balloon&s Height (m)

10

20

30

40

50

Distance to the horizon (km)

16

18

22

30

46
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Observer 3.
Note that as the balloon&s height increases, the distance to the horizon
increases by continually smaller amounts. Eventually, no matter how high the
balloon rises the observer will only see up to 30 km of the horizon.

Balloon&s Height (m)

10

20

30

40

50

Distance to the horizon (km)

16

22

26

28

29

LINEAR GRAPHS
A linear graph is a straight line graph.
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Terms to Remember
a.
b.

c.
d.

A linear graph is a straight line graph.
Co-ordinates are ordered pairs of numbers that indicate points on the
graph. The first number gives the x value while the second number
gives the y value.
The origin has the co-ordinates (0,0).
Intercepts are where the lines of the graph cut either the x axis (called
the x intercept) or the y axis (called the y intercept).

GRAPHING A LINEAR FUNCTION
Here are two ways of plotting a straight line.
1.

Plotting Points
e.g.

a.

Graph the line y = 3x - 2

Draw up a table and give some initial x values (usually -3 to 3, unless told
otherwise). Then for each of the x values, calculate using the equation, the
corresponding y value. Use the points to plot the graph.
x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = 3x - 2

-11

-8

-5

-2

1

4

7
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b.

2.

Graph the line y =

127

x+2

x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = ½x + 2

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

The Axes-Intercept Method
c.

Draw the graph 2x + 4y = 12

Find the intercepts by putting x = 0 and solving the equation, then
putting y = 0 and solving the equation. Plot the two co-ordinates and then join
the points to form the graph.
2x + 4y = 12

4y = 12
y =3
if y = 0, then
2x = 12
x =6
i.e. first point is (0,3), second point is (6,0)
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if x = 0, then
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d.

Draw the graph 3y - 2x = 24
x = 0 means
3y = 24
y=8
y = 0 means

i.e. first point is (0,8)

-2x = 24
x = -12

i.e. second point is (-12, 0)

EXERCISES
1.

Copy and complete the table of values and then draw graphs of each line.
a.
x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = 2x - 4

b.
x
y = 3x + 1

c.
x
y=

x+1

d.
x
y = -2x + 8

2.

Draw the following graphs using the axes-intercept method.
a.
x+y=3
b.
2x + 5y = 20
c.

-

x + 4y = 10
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y - 2x = 2
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FINDING THE GRADIENT OF A STRAIGHT LINE
A gradient means the “slope” of a straight line.
It is defined as:

.

Look at this line on the graph below:

gradient

=
= 2 (or

)

This means for every 1 unit moved along
the x axis, the line will slope up 2 units.

The equation of any (non-vertical) straight line can be written in the
form: y = mx + c.
c is the y intercept
9
y = mx + c
8
m is the gradient

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drawing a Graph with the Gradient-Intercept Method
Write the equation in the form y = mx + c
Plot the y intercept (0, c)
Write the gradient (m) as a fraction
Starting from the y intercept move x ÷ and y ù

The equation of a vertical straight line is x = c (a constant).
e.g. x = 2 where c is the x intercept. The equation of a horizontal line
is y = c, e.g. y = -4 where c is the y intercept.
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Using the gradient-intercept method, draw the lines formed by
the following equations:
a.
y = 2x + 3
For the equation y = 2x + 3,
the y intercept is (0, 3)
the gradient is 2.
i.e

ii.

means 1 unit 6, 2 units 8

y=

x -2

For the equation y =

x - 2 the y intercept is -2, and the gradient is

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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THE PROPERTIES OF GRADIENTS
A line sloping from left upwards to the right has a positive gradient.
The equations: y = 6x + 4, y =

x - 2 and y = 15x + 1.2

will all have a positive gradient i.e. m is positive.

A line sloping from left downwards to the right has a negative gradient.
The equations: y = -3x + 7
y = -0.8x + 5
and
y = -12x - 1
will all have a negative gradient i.e. m is negative.

Parallel lines have the same gradients.
e.g.
The following pairs of lines are parallel:
i.
y = 4x + 5
and
y = 4x - 2 (gradient of 4)
and
ii.
y = -3x + 7
and
y = -3x + 12 (gradient of -3)

A horizontal line has a gradient of 0 (it has no slope).
e.g. y = 5
The gradient of a vertical line is undefined.
e.g. x = 5
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EXERCISES
1.

2.

Draw the graphs of the following:
y=x+1
a.
c.
y = -2x + 4

b.
d.

y = 3x - 2
y = -4x + 1

e.

y=

f.

y=-

g.

y = 3x

h.

x=5

a.

Sketch the following graphs on the same set of axes.
x = -3, y = -3x and y = -3
Give the coordinates of the intersection points of each pair of the
three lines.

b.

3.

x-5

x+1

Give the equation (y = mx + c) for each of the following straight line graphs.
a.
b.

c.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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e.

f.

4.

The line y + 4x = 8 meets the x axis at A.
Find the equation of the line with a gradient of 4 that passes through A.

5.

A straight line with gradient of 2 passes through the points (1, 6)
and (-3, a). Find the value of a.
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GRAPHING QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS
A quadratic function is a function that can be represented in the form
y = ax2 + bx + c, (a … 0). Quadratic functions form graphs that are parabolae.
y = a(x - h)2 + k
The equations: y = ax2 + bx + c
2
y=x +4
y = 2x2 + 3x - 6
2
and
y = 5(x - 2) + 3 all form graphs of parabolae
The graph of a parabola looks like

or

Sketching Parabolas
Plotting Points: If you are unsure, this is still a good method of graphing any sort of
function.
e.g.
a.
Draw the graph of the function y = x2 + 8.
x
x2
+8
y = x2 + 8

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

9
+8

4
+8

1
+8

0
+8

1
+8

4
+8

9
+8

17

12

9

8

9

12

17
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b.

x

Draw the graph of the function y = x2 - 5.
First, draw up a table of values for each function then use the results
from these to draw the graphs.
-3

x2
-5

-2

1

2

3

1
-5

0
-5

1
-5

4
-5

9
-5

4

-1

-4

-5

-4

-1

4

Draw a graph of the function y = 2x2 + 4x.
-3

2x2
+ 4x

18
-12

8
-8

6

0
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0

4
-5

x

y = 2x2+ 4x

-1

9
-5

y = x2 - 5

c.

135

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

2
-4

0
+0

2
+4

8
+8

18
+12

-2

0

6

16

30
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Draw the graph of the function (x + 2)2.

d.
x

x+2
y = (x + 2)2

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

0

1

4

9

16

25

You can guess some of the points if you draw a line of symmetry
through the middle of the parabola.
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EXERCISES
1.

Draw each family of graphs on one set of axes.
i.
y = x2
ii.
y = 0.5x2
iii.
y = 0.4x2
a.
2
2
b.
i.
y = 2x
ii.
y = 3x
iii.
y = 5x2
2
c.
The basic parabola has the equation y = ax .
What happens to the graph as a increases or decreases in value?

2.

a.

b.

3.

a.
b.
c.

5.

a.
b.

ISBN: 9780958332897

Calculate the values for each of the functions, then on a set of axes
draw the graphs.
i.
y = x2 + 1
ii.
y = x2 - 3
iii.
y = x2 + 5
2
For the equation y = x ± k, explain what happens to the parabola as
the value of k changes.
Draw the graphs of:
i.
y = (x + 3)2
ii.
y = (x - 5)2
For the equation, y = (x - h)2, explain what happens to the parabola as
the value of h changes?
Draw the graphs of:
i.
y = (x-2)2
ii.
y = (x + 2)2 + 3

i
y = -2x2
ii. y = -x2 - 2
2
For the equation y = ±ax , what effect does a negative value of a have?

Draw graphs of:
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GRAPHS OF OTHER FUNCTIONS
CUBIC
e.g.

a.

y = x3

b.

c.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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HYPERBOLA
The general equation of a hyperbola is xy = c or y =

.

If the value of c is positive
e.g.
xy = 4

If the value of c is negative
e.g.
xy = -5

ISBN: 9780958332897
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CIRCLE
The general equation of a circle is x2 + y2 = a2

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION
The general equation of an exponential function is y = ax. All curves of this type pass
through the point (0,1). If a > 1, they are referred to as Growth Curves, and if 0 < a
< 1 they are Decay Curves.
e.g.
y = 2x
y = 5x

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

The correct graph for each of the equations is listed in the box below.
Write the correct equation for each graph.
a.
b.
c.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h

Choose from the following equations:

ISBN: 9780958332897

y = 4x

x 2 + y2 = 4

xy = 4

xy = -4

y = x2 + 4

y = x2 - 4x

y = x(x - 2) (x + 2)

y = 4 - x2

x+y=4
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Mose throws a cricket ball. The height of the ball follows the equation:
h = 20x - 4x2, where h = the height in metres that the ball reaches, and x is the
time in seconds that the ball in is the air.
a.
Copy and complete the shaded areas of the table below for the
equation h = 20x - 4x2.
x
20x
- 4x2
20x - 4x2

1

0
-0

20
-4

0

16

2

3

4

5

6

Use the results of the table to draw a graph of h = 20x - 4x2.
Describe what happens to the ball. (e.g. What is the greatest height
of the ball? How long is it in the air?)
What happens to the ball after 5 seconds?

b.
c.
d.
3.

0

A storage tank has a square base with sides x metres in length and a height of
(4 - x) metres. The volume of the tank is y metres3.
a.
Write an equation connecting x and y (i.e. the equation for the volume
of the tank).
b.
Copy the grid below, draw a graph of the equation y = x2 (4 - x) using
values of x from -2 to 5 and values of y from 0 to 25.
x

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

y = x2(4 - x)

c.

4.

How would you find the possible measurements of the tank if the
volume of water that it holds is 8 m3? (You do not need to give the
actual measurements just explain how you would find them.)

The diagram below shows the path of a jet of water from a park&s water
sprinkler. The furthest distance that the water travels can be described by the
equation: y = 0.5x - 0.01x2, where x is the horizontal distance travelled and y
is the vertical height that the water reaches.

a.

Show that the furthest distance that the water travels is 50 metres.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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The point mid-way between S and D is the highest point of the water
(H). Find the greatest height (MH) that the water reaches.

At one end of the park is a 2.25 m high fence. The water is just managing to
go over the fence.

c.
d.
e.

f.
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Substitute y = 2.25 into the water equation and show that it can be
rearranged as: x2 - 50x + 225 = 0.
Calculate the distance of the wall from the sprinkler.
If the park caretaker moves the sprinkler so that the water just
reaches the base of the fence how far will the sprinkler have to be
moved?

The sprinkler rotates in a circular motion watering all the grass within
a radius of 50 m. Calculate the area of ground that the water covers.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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g.

A sky rocket is fired into the air. Its speed at different times is
calculated in the table below. Note: the rocket starts in a parabolic
flight, however after 12 seconds it falls at a constant speed towards
the ground.

Time from start (s)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Speed (m / s)

0

9

13

15

16

16

15

7

0

i.
ii.
iii.

5.

a.

Draw graphs of the two functions:
{(x,y): y = -x (x + 3)} and {(x,y): y = x - 5}
Give the solutions to the equation -x(x + 3) = 0.
Solve the equation -x(x + 3) = x - 5.
The parabola formed by the equation y = -x(x + 3) is translated 3 units
to the right. Draw the graph that models the translation on the grid
above.
Write the equation of the new graph formed by the translation.

b.
c.
d.

e.
6.

Draw a speed / time graph.
When was the sky rocket travelling at its greatest speed? . .
Find the times when the sky rocket was travelling at half its
greatest speed.

Copy and complete the table, then use the values to sketch the graph
of y =

x

-6

y

-0.75

-5

-4

-3

-2½

-2

-1½

-1

0

1

2

3

The graph above is called a hyperbola. Note that in the above example,
the value x = -2 has no y value.
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GRAPH FACTS
STRAIGHT LINE
EQUATION: y = mx + c
Has the terms x, y a constant (c) and a coefficient/gradient (m). Does NOT have terms
such as xy, x2 or y2. The most common equation for a (non-vertical) straight line is y
= mx + c, where m is the gradient of the line and c is the y intercept.

PARABOLA
EQUATION: y = ax2 + bx + c, (a … 0)
For equations such as y = x2, the y axis is an axis of symmetry (i.e the right hand side
of the curve is a reflection of the left hand side if a mirror is placed on the y axis). If
we know the axis of symmetry, then we only need to take the values on one side of the
axis, then reflect the points. The axis of symmetry of a parabola with the equation y
= ax2 + bx + c can be calculated by using the equation

(which is a vertical

line). A negative sign in front of the x2 turns the parabola upside down, a number
added or subtracted to the x2 term (e.g. x2 + 4 or x2 - 3) moves the parabola up or
down the y axis. For a parabola formed by an equation such as y = (x + 2)2, the number
inside the brackets shifts the parabola along the x axis in the opposite direction to its
sign.

HYPERBOLA
EQUATION: xy = c or y =
A hyperbola has two parts, both of which are the same shape and size but are in
opposite quadrants. The x and y axes are called asymptotes, when x = 0, no value
for y exists. The curve is symmetrical and approaches but never touches the
asymptotes. If the c is negative in

(e.g.

) then the curve is in quadrants

2 and 4 (the curve of hyperbola in the example above is in quadrants 1 and 3).
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GRAPHS IN ACTION
SPEED GRAPHS

Object is moving at
a steady speed

Object is moving with
increasing speed
(accelerating)

Object is moving with
decreasing speed
(slowing)

PROFIT GRAPHS

Steady increase
in profits

Steady decrease
in profits

Profits increased,
slowed, reached a
maximum and then
began to fall.

OTHER GRAPHS
The height of the tide in a harbour

Hot liquid cools quickly then the rate of
cooling slows as the temperature gets closer
to the temperature of the surroundings.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
1.

Draw a height / time graph for each of the following circumstances involving
a container being filled with water. The graph should show the height of the
water in the container versus the time taken to be filled.
a.
The jug (assume that the jug is the same width for the whole length)
b.
The watering can shown (the top is wider than the base).
c.
The wine glass shown (wide base, narrow top).

2.

One weekend, 5 people made phone calls to various parts of the world. They
recorded both the costs of their calls and also the times they were on the
phone. A graph of their data is shown below.

a.
b.
c.

3.

Who is most likely to be calling long distance?
Explain your reason.
Who is the most likely to be making a local call?
Explain your reason.
Which people were dialling (approximately) the same distance? Explain
your reason.

Draw a graph that converts degrees Fahrenheit (EF) to degrees
Celsius ( EC).
a.
Draw the horizontal axes and label them from 0 to 240 (EF).
Draw the vertical axes and label them from 0 to 120 (EC).
When the temperature of water is at freezing point, it is 0E C or 32E F.
When the temperature of water is at boiling point, it is 100E C or 212E F.
b.
Plot and label these two points and then join them with a straight line
to form a conversion graph.
c.
Convert 30EC to EF.
d.
A nurse took a patient&s temperature as 98.4E F (normal).
Convert this value to EC.
e.
Temperatures in Antarctica often reach -35E C. Describe how you
could modify your graph to convert this temperature to EF.

ISBN: 9780958332897
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In a science experiment, a cup is filled with boiling water and then left to cool.
The temperature of the water is taken every 3 minutes. Results of the
experiment are shown below.
Time (minutes)

0

3

6

9

12

15

18

Temp EC

100

70

50

40

35

32

30

a.
b.
c.

5.

Draw a graph using the data in the table.
Estimate the temperature of the water in the cup after 10 minutes.
Are you able to accurately estimate the temperature of the water
after 20 minutes? Explain.

The graph below represents the time taken for 4 trains (A, B, C & D) travelling
between Auckland and Hamilton in New Zealand.

a.
b.
c.
d.

According to the graph, what is the distance between Auckland and
Hamilton?
Which of the trains travel at the same speed?
What is the average speed of Train A?
In the graph, some lines representing the trains& travel are drawn
upwards while the others are drawn downwards. Explain why they are
drawn this way.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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6.

Helen is a saleswoman. She travels New Zealand selling books to
shops. The graph below, shows her car journey, on one
trip last week, driving from Manukau (A), through
Hamilton (B), where she visits some booksellers, then
on to Hastings (C).

a.
b.
c.
d.
7.

149

At what time did Helen reach Hamilton?
How long did Helen stay at Hamilton?
Between Hamilton and Hastings, the graph line changes. What could
have happened?
What was Helen&s average speed for the whole journey?

Each year a car&s value depreciates by 20%. Luisa buys a car for $22 000.
a.
Draw a table to show the value of the car after successive years, then
use the data to draw a depreciation graph.
b.
Write a formula for the depreciation on Luisa&s car.
c.
In what year is the car first worth less than $ 10 000?
d.
Will the car ever depreciate so much that it will be worth $0?
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The graph below shows the temperature inside an oven.

a.

Give 3 pieces of information about the oven that can be gained from
this graph.

b.

Does the oven heat up or cool down quicker?
Explain your answer.

c.

The baker has to perform maintenance work on part of the oven.
Calculate, the time when it will cool down below 30E C. Assume that
it will continue to cool at the same rate.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)
1.

a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

Elizabeth buys a 2.25 kg Pork Leg Roast for dinner. The price per
kilogram is $5.48. How much does the Pork Leg Roast cost?
Recipe books suggest that a pork roast be cooked at 120EC for 30
minutes plus 50 times the mass in kg (minutes). Calculate how long in
hours and minutes the roast should be cooked.
Complete the table and then draw a graph on the grid that shows the
cooking time for a roast.
x (kilograms)

0.5

y (cooking time)

55

1

2

h.
i.

j.

4

5

Give the equation of the line that you drew in c.
Elizabeth&s mum has another method of calculating cooking time. She
tells Elizabeth to cook the roast for 2

f.
g.

3

hours - that&s an hour for

every kilogram. On your graph, draw another line that shows this new
formula.
Compare the two lines and comment.
Elizabeth decides to cook the roast for 2hrs and 10 minutes. She wants
dinner to be served at 7.30pm. She prepares the roast and puts it in
the oven. At what time should she set the oven timer to turn on the
oven?
The oven&s inside measurements are 45 cm (length) × 35 cm (height)
× 40 cm depth. What is the volume of air to be heated inside the oven?
While the roast is baking Elizabeth cooks up some chips in a chip frier.
The frier is round with a 20 cm diameter and is 9 cm deep. What
volume of cooking oil will the frier hold?
The oil in the frier rises from

to

full when a load of chips is

immersed into the pot. What would be the volume of chips that were
loaded into the pot?

2.

3.

Calculate the following.
a.
0.6 + 2.7 - 1.2
c.
0.08 × 0.9

b.
d.

e.

f.

88 ÷ 0.22

Estimate the answers.
a.
59 ÷ 2.1
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b.

7.88 × 100
4.2 ÷ 60

6.4 × 10.7
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If p = 1

,q=

and r =

3p - q

b.

c.

3r2

d.

e.

3r + 3(2p + q)

f.

r÷p

Simplify:
a.
x4 × x6 ÷ x7

b.

(x4)2

c.

d.

g.

y+y×y-y

f.
3x + 2(x + 3)

h.

Which is smaller:
a.

7.

p2 + q2

a.

e.

6.

, then calculate:

or

?

b.

or

?

0.06 as a fraction.

b.

as a decimal.

Write:
a.

8.

Find the surface area of a cube with side lengths of 5 cm.

9.

An electrician completes three jobs on a particular working day. On the first
he works from 8.35 am to 11.15 am, on the second he works from 11.40 am to
2.30 pm and on the third he works from 3.10 pm to 5.55 pm. What was the
average time taken for the three jobs?

10.

Look at the two lines below. AB = 54 mm, CD = 29 mm and CB (the overlap) =
13 mm. Find the length of AD.

11.

A triangle has co-ordinates A(4,1), B (8,4) and C(2,2).
a.
Draw some X and Y axes and then draw the triangle ABC.
b.
Enlarge the figure ABC by a scale factor of 2.5 through the centre
point O (0,0). Call this new figure A!B!C!.
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12.

Look at the photo below. If x = 15 mm, find the area of the shaded border.

13.

Factorise
a.
5r - r2
c.
x2 - x - 30

14.

b.
d.

5x2 - 125
p2 - 13p + 40

Solve
a.

10x + 4 = 13

b.

c.

x2 + 11x + 18 = 0

d.

x2 = 4x + 60

15.

One of the solutions of 4x2 + 8x + 3 = 0 is x = -1.5.
Use this solution to find the second solution of the
equation 4x2 + 8x + 3 = 0.

16.

Show the solution set of 5x - 3 > 11 on a number line (x 0 W).

17.

a.

A farmer wants to create a fenced field which has a length 3 times the
measurement of the width. He draws sketch below. Write an equation
for the area (y) of the field.

b.

Draw a table of values using x = {0, 10, 30, 40, 50} and the area (y) of
the field for different values for x.
Then draw a graph of the results.
What is the name given to the line you have drawn?
Give two ways in which you could find the value for x, if you are told
that the area of the field is 6000 m2.
Use both your methods to give the measurements of the field if the
final area of the field is 6000 m2.
The farmer digs a drainage soak hole in the field. The hole has the
dimensions 1 m × 1 m × 1 m. He calculates that he has dug 1200 kg of
earth. If he was to dig another hole, 50 cm × 50 cm × 50 cm, calculate
how much earth he will have to dig?

c.
d.
e.
f.
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences: Use the answers from the box below.
A linear graph is a 1. . . . line graph. Co-ordinates are 2. . . . of numbers that indicate
points on the graph. The first number gives the 3. . . . while the second number gives
the 4. . . . The origin has the co-ordinates 5. . . . Intercepts are where the lines cut the
6
. . . . or . . . . axes.
The gradient/intercept equation of a straight line is 7. . . . where m is the gradient and
. . . . is the y intercept. The gradient of a linear graph is another name for the 9. . .
. It can be calculated by 10. . . . A line formed by the equation y = 10 will be 11. . . .,
and pass through the point (0, 10), while the line formed by the equation
12
. . . . will be vertical and will pass through the point (10,0).
8

Quadratic functions form graphs that are called 13. . . . The general equation of a
parabola is 14. . . . The equation y = x3 will form a 15 . . . . graph. Other general
equations to learn are the hyperbola, (16. . . . ), the 17. . . . , ( x2 + y2 = a2 ) and the
exponential function (18. . . .). The graph formed by an exponential function is
sometimes referred to as a 19. . . . All curves of this type pass through the
point 20. . . .
Any algebraic relation can be graphed by plotting points. This involves choosing x
values usually between 21. . . . and 22. . . ., then substituting them into the equation to
find the corresponding 23. . . .

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
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y values
x value
3
growth or decay curve
y value
parabolae
(0,0)
-3
x or y
c
circle
y = ax
dividing the vertical change by
the horizontal change in the
slope.
ordered pairs
x = 10
y = ax2 + bx + c
y = mx + c
(0,1)
cubic
straight
slope
horizontal
xy = c
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UNIT SEVEN
ALGEBRA II
In this unit you will be:
C
C
C
C
C

Sketching quadratic graphs which are capable of being factorised.
Substituting into, rearranging and using equations.
Solving simultaneous equations.
Sketching linear inequalities and solving them using graphical
methods.
Using algebra in practical contexts.
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SKETCHING GRAPHS BY FACTORISING QUADRATICS
e.g.

Sketch the graph y = x2 + 6x + 5
C Factorise the equation:

y = (x + 5) (x + 1)

C Put x = 0 into the equation:

y = (0 + 5)(0 + 1)
y=5×1
ˆ the y intercept = (0,5)

C Put y = 0 into the equation

(x + 5) (x + 1) = 0
x = -5 or x = -1
ˆ the x intercepts are (-5,0) and (-1,0)

C The x coordinate of the vertex of a parabola can be found half way
between the x intercepts, ˆ the vertex x value = -3
ˆ to find f(-3) = (-3 + 5) (-3 + 1)
= -4
C Values found: (0,5) y intercept
(-5, 0) (-1, 0) x intercepts (-3, -4) vertex
C Use the information to sketch the graph

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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EXERCISES
Draw the following parabolae.
y = x2 - 6x + 8
1.
3.
y = x2 - 4x - 5

2.
4.

y = x2 + 2x - 8
y = x2 + 4x + 3

FORMULAE
Formulae are algebraic equations. In mathematics there are many general formulae.
For example there are some that calculate areas, perimeters, and volumes and others
that convert metric measurements.

SUBSTITUTION
This involves putting given values into a formula.
e.g.
a.
Find the value of p, if: c = 15p - 3q + 8
and q = 5, c = 128
128
= 15p - 3(5) + 8
put the values into the equation
128
= 15p - 15 + 8
now solve the equation
128
= 15p - 7
135
= 15p, Y p = 9
b.

For her Christmas mail, a woman buys the same number of 40c stamps
as 80c stamps. She spends a total of $12. How much of each stamp
does she buy?
Let x = number of stamps
0.4x + 0.8x = 12
form an equation from the information
1.2x = 12
x = 10
she buys ten 40c and ten 80c stamps

REARRANGING FORMULA
Look at these formulae:

A = L × B,
A=
and

BH

A = 0.5(B + H).

The subject of each of these equations is A. It stands alone on one side of the equals
sign.
e.g.

c.

Make B the subject of the formula A = L × B.
Divide each side by L, B is now the subject
B =

d.

Make r the subject of the formula A = πr2.
Divide each side by π
= r2
Find the square root of each side, r is now the subject
r =
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EXERCISES
1.

The volume of a cylinder is given by the formula V = πr2 h where r is the radius
and h is the height of the cylinder. Find the volume of a tin can which has
measurements of
r = 3.5 cm and h = 10 cm.

2.

The local library introduces user-pay charges. Some books are charged out at
50c while other new-release and popular books are charged out at 75c. The
total number of books borrowed one Saturday morning was 226, while the total
amount of money collected was $122.75. How many of each book went out.

3.

Make x the subject of the formula y = 3x + 7.

4.

Make x the subject of the formula y - 4x - 6 = 0.

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
Some questions give two equations with two unknowns. To solve the unknowns you
need to use one of the following methods.

GRAPHS
e.g.

a.

Find where the two lines y = x + 2 and y = -2x - 1 intersect.

The lines intersect at the point (-1, 1)
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Find the point of intersection of y = x2 and y = x + 2

b.

There are two points of intersection: (-1, 1) and (2, 4)

COMPARISON
This method can be used if both equations have the same subject.
e.g.

c.
ˆ

Solve for x and y when y = 90 - x and y = 63 +
90 - x = 63 +
-x
-1

x

U

d.
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x

= -27 +

x

y
y
72

x.

x

subtract 90 from both sides

= -27

subtract

x from both sides

= 18

divide both sides by -1

= 90 - 18
= 72
= 63 + 9

put the x value into one of the equations
solve for y
check with the other equation

Solve for x and y when : y = 4x and y = 6x + 21
6x + 21
= 4x
2x + 21
=0
subtract 4x from both sides
2x
= -21
subtract 21 from both sides
x
= -10.5
divide each side by 2
y
= 4x
Use the x value to solve for y
y
= 4(-10.5)
y
= -42
U
-42
= -63 + 21
Check your answers with the other
equation
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SUBSTITUTION
This method can be used if one of the equations has a single variable as the subject.
e.g.
e.
Solve the simultaneous equations:
y = 3x - 9
4x - y = 13
The first equation can be substituted into the second
4x - (3x - 9)
= 13
4x - 3x + 9
= 13
x+9
=13
x=4
y
= 3x - 9
y
= 3(4) - 9
y=3
Check your answer with the other equation
4x - y = 13
4(4) - (3) = 13
13 = 13 U
f.

y = 2x + 14
3x ! y = -16

â
ã
Substitute â into ã
3x ! (2x + 14) = -16
x ! 14 = -16
x=-2

Now solve for y (using â)

y = 2x + 14
y = 2(-2) + 14
y = 10

Check your answers with the other equation.
3(-2) ! (10)
-6 ! 10 = -16 U

ELIMINATION
Use this method if the co-efficients of either x or y are the same in both equations.
e.g.
g.
4y - 3x = -4
â
8y + 3x = 28
ã
Add â and ã. This eliminates x:
12y
= 24
y =2
Put the solution for y into one of the equations
Using â
4(2) - 3x = -4
8 - 3x = -4
- 3x = -12
x =4
Check with ã

8(2) + 3(4) = 28 U
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Some equations have to be calculated from within a question.
e.g.
h.
A farmer has chickens and pigs. If he counts 100 heads and 280 feet
how many chickens and pigs are there?
What do we need to know? - the number of chickens and pigs.
Data available is 100 heads and 280 feet.
Relate the data. Let number of chickens = C and number of pigs = P.
Chickens have 2 feet and pigs have 4.
ˆ
C + P = 100
heads
2C + 4P = 280
feet
Using the substitution method
Using the elimination method
C = 100 - P
2C + 2P = 200
2(100 - P) + 4P = 280
2C + 4P = 280 (subtract)
200 - 2P + 4P = 280
- 2P = -80
200 + 2P = 280
P = 40
2P = 80
P = 40
To calculate the number of chickens, C + P = 100
C + 40 = 100, C = 60
Check with the other equation 2C + 4P = 280
2(60) + 4(40) = 280
120 + 160
= 280 U
There must be 60 chickens and 40 pigs

EXERCISES
1.

A triangle is formed by the lines x + y = 1,

and y + 2x = 9.

Draw a set of axes and graph the three lines to find the co-ordinates of the
vertices of the triangle.
2.

3.

Solve the following simultaneous equations.
a.
y = 2 + 4x
b.
y = 3 + 2x

y = 2x + 3
y = -x + 6

c.

2y + x = 12
y=x-6

d.

y = 4x - 2
y - 2x = 1

e.

x+y=6
4x + y = 12

f.

3y - 2x = 9
y + 2x = 7

a.
b.
c.

Draw the graph of y = x2.
On the same figure, draw the line y = -5x - 4.
The intersection points of the graphs are also the roots of the
equation: x2 + 5x + 4 = 0. Read the points off the graph, then prove
your answer algebraically.
Another straight line meets the graph of y = x2 at the two
co-ordinates (1, 1) and (-3, 9). Draw the line above and find:
i.
The gradient.
ii.
The intercept it makes on the y axis.
iii.
The equation it represents.

d.
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a.

b.

c.
d.

e.
f.

To watch the Tornadoes basket ball team play, adults
pay $12 and children pay $5. What would it cost a
group of 4 adults and 5 children?
Last week 560 people paid a total of $4480 to watch
the game. Write two expressions - one to show the
number of adults (a) and the number of children (c) at the
game and one to show how the total was achieved.
Solve the equations to give the number of adults and children
at the game.
The Tornadoes Basket Ball Club wants to extend its gymnasium to
incorporate more seating. It will cost $4800 to purchase and deliver
the materials and $60 an hour for carpenters to do the work. Using the
variables C (for the total cost of the extensions) and h (for the number
of hours of labour needed to complete the building), write an equation
that shows the total cost of the project.
The club has raised $25,000 to spend on the extensions. How many
hours of labour can it afford?
At present the gymnasium is square, but when the extensions are
finished they will measure 10 metres longer and 5 metres wider. The
new area will measure 2250 m2. By expanding and solving the equation
below, calculate the present size of the gymnasium.
Area:

g.

h.
i.

(x + 10) (x + 5) = 2250

The Tornadoes Basket Ball team hires a 40 seater bus to transport the
players to the national basket ball tournament. Last year, it cost each
adult $15 and each junior player $10 for the bus trip. This year it will
cost $520 to hire the bus. As the club wants to keep its charges the
same as last year, you are asked to calculate the minimum number of
adults needed to cover the cost of the bus. The simultaneous
equations
x + y = 40
and
15x + 10y = 520
can be used to find the minimum number of adults. Explain what each
line in the equations represents.
Solve the simultaneous equations to find the minimum number of
adults needed.
To raise money for the trip, Tornado players sold pizzas. Large pizzas
were sold for $10 and small pizzas were sold for $7. There were 234
pizzas sold altogether, for a total raised of $2178. By forming a pair
of simultaneous equations, calculate how many of each type of pizza
were sold.
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LINEAR INEQUALITIES
A linear equation produces a straight line graph. The line can divide a plane into 2
regions on either side of the line.
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An inequality is a number sentence that contains one of the following: <, #, Û, Ü, >,
$, Ý, Þ or …. It is better to identify a region by shading. If the region does not include
the boundary line, then draw a ‘dotted’ line. If the region does include the boundary
line, then draw a solid line.
e.g.

EXERCISES
1.

2.

Draw the graph of the functions y = x and y = 3x - 2.
Identify on the graph the following regions:
a.
x$0
b.
y$x
c.

y # 3x - 2

The diagram shows 3 lines whose equations are: x = 5, y = 3 and x + 2y = 15.
Write down all the inequalities satisfied by the shaded area inside ÎABC.
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)
1.

a.

A recipe for a Christmas Cake requires all of the following ingredients:
Butter
Brown Sugar
All Spice
Eggs
Mixed Fruit
Flour

400 g
200 g
4 teaspoons
8
2.5 kg
5 cups

Katrina has just started to gather the ingredients when she discovers that she
only has five eggs. Calculate the measures necessary for each of the
ingredients in order for Katrina to be able to make the cake.
b.
What fraction of the size will the smaller Christmas cake be?
c.
The cake needs to be baked at 105E C for 6 hours. Katrina decides to
reduce the cooking time by the same amount as the ingredients. For
how long should she bake the cake?
d.
If the cake is placed in the oven at 10:35 am, when should it be
removed?
e.
Katrina divides the baked cake into 15 wedges. What will be the angle
formed by each wedge?
2.

The triangle drawn below is equilateral.
The value of the perimeter is 30 cm.
a.
Calculate the value of each side length.
b.
Write down two of the equations and solve simultaneously to find the
values of x and y.

c.

The area of an equilateral triangle can be calculated by the formula:
, where l is the side length.
Calculate the area of the triangle above.

d.

Show that the formula in c. is correct by finding the area of the
triangle using the trigonometric formula:
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3.

Draw the graph of the functions y = x2 and y = -x + 6.
b.
The intersection of the two lines can be found by finding the roots of
the equation x2 + x - 6 = 0. Read the points of intersection off your
graph above, then prove that these are the correct points
algebraically.
c.
Another straight line meets the graph of y = x2 at two points whose coordinates are (-1,1) and (3, 9). Draw in this line on your graph above
and find:
i.
The gradient of the line.
ii.
The intercept it makes with the y axis.
iii.
The equation it represents.

4.

The formula for taxi charges at Speedy Cabs is C = 15 + 2k, where C is the total
cost for the trip and k is the number of kilometres travelled.
a.
What is the cost of a 45 km journey?
b.
Make k the subject of the formula c = 15 + 2k.
c.
By using the formula found in b, calculate the greatest distance that
a passenger can travel for $100.

5.

Without using a calculator, estimate the answers to the following:
a.

6.

b.

Simplify the following:
a.

7.

Solve the following:
a.

8.

b.

1 - 8x = x + 10

b.

A golf ball is hit into the air. Its flight can be calculated by the equation:
h = 40t - 8t2, where h = height from the ground and t = time in the air.
a.
Find the time taken for the ball to reach a height of 48 metres.
b.
Illustrate on a graph why there are two answers to the problem
(in a.)
c.
Calculate the maximum height that the ball will rise above the ground.
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10.
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a.

Mrs Fredericks is at the hairdressers looking in the mirror. In the salon,
the sign is next to Mrs Fredericks& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shoulder. The
price of a hair cut is $ . . . . . . . . . . and it costs $45 for a . . . . . . .
...

b.

The pictures below are two views of a person outside a shop window.
Draw in your exercise books the complete second picture (the sign
from inside the shop).

a.

A kite similar to the one in the diagram below is made with 2 sticks.
The ratio of the width to height is 2:3.
Copy and complete the table.

b.
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Width

Height

2m
....m
1m
. . . . cm

....
300 cm
....m
42 cm

Toni makes a bird shaped kite. The pattern shown below is used to
design the shape. He uses a 50 cm square piece of nylon material. If
the nylon is divided into 100 squares (each with sides of 5 cm), find
the approximate area of nylon used in the kite.
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences. Use the answers from the box below.
The coefficient of a term is the 1. . . . part of the term while the variables are any
letters that are within the term.
The x coordinate of the turning point of a parabola is midway between the
two 2. . . intercepts. A line of symmetry can be drawn through the 3. . . .
A negative number in front of the x2 term (e.g. -3x2) means that the parabola will
be 4. . . ., while a number added or subtracted to the x2 term (e.g. x2 + 10
or x2 - 4) moves the parabola 5. . . . or down the y axis.
6

. . . . are algebraic equations. In mathematics there are many general formulae, for
example those that calculate areas, perimeters, volumes or convert metric
measurements. When you are asked to substitute values into a formula, replace the
given variable with the value and then 7. . . . the answer.

Rearranging a formula usually involves changing the subject of an equation. The
subject of an equation is a single variable that comes before the 8. . . . sign.
Finding the solution of an equation means to find the 9. . . .
There are four ways of solving simultaneous equations: draw a graph, the comparison
method, the 10. . . . method and the 11. . . . method. Once the unknown values are
found it is important to test them in both equations to double check your 12. . . .
With inequalities, we shade an area on a graph to identify specific regions.
A 13. . . . line means that the line is included in the region, however a dotted or dashed
line means that the line is 14. . . . in the region.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
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answer
vertex
x
substitution
not included
up
Formulae
number
calculate
solid
equals (=)
upside down
answer / value
elimination
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UNIT EIGHT
STATISTICS
&
PROBABILITY
In this unit you will be:
C
C

C

C
C
C
C

Calculating and interpreting measures of central tendency (mean,
median, mode, range and quartiles).
Representing data with an appropriate graphical method (pie graph,
bar graph, histogram, linear graph, pictograph, box and whisker
diagram, stem and leaf diagram, cumulative frequency graph).
Presenting data in grouped and ungrouped frequency tables and
analysing the associated measures (mean, median, mode, range
and quartiles).
Determining the probabilities of events based on observations of
long-run relative frequencies.
Determining the theoretical probabilities of the outcomes of events
(rolling a die, drawing a card from a deck).
Predicting the outcome of a simple probability experiment, testing
it, and explaining the results.
Constructing and using tree diagrams to determine the probability
of a given sequence of events.
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STATISTICS & DATA
Statistics is a branch of mathematics in which data are collected, analysed and
presented in order to show trends or make predictions.
Discrete data are whole numbers (obtained by counting items), e.g. if counting eggs
in a nest you could count 1, 2 or 3 eggs but could not count 2.5 eggs.
Continuous data include all possible values, e.g. if measuring the eggs’ masses and
presenting the data, you would probably put them into categories (10 - 20g, 20 - 30g
etc). This process is called grouping the data.

AVERAGES & MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY
An average is a value that is typical or representative of a set of data. Because these
values usually lie in the middle of the whole data set, they are usually called “Measures
of Central Tendency”.
The range is the difference between the largest and smallest number in a data set. The
range tells us how the data are spread (i.e. the extent of the spread).
The mode is the value that occurs the most.
The median is the middle number when all the values are placed in numerical order.
The median is a useful average to use. However it can be difficult to calculate
especially if there is a lot of values to be placed in order.
Quartiles are also found by placing the values in numerical order. The middle value is
the median. When the values are further divided into four quarters, the first quarter
value is the Lower Quartile and the third quarter value is the Upper Quartile. The Inter
Quartile Range is the difference between the upper and lower quartiles.
The mean is the sum of all values divided by the number of data items.
The mean is only reliable when there are no extreme data values.
e.g.

a.

Look at the following data values and find the range, mode, median,
quartiles and mean. 2, 2, 4, 7, 5, 7, 1, 3, 1, 2, 2, 25, 50

Range = 49 (50 - 1 biggest value - smallest value)
Mode = 2 (there are more 2's than any other value)
Median = 3 (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 7, 25, 50 - all the numbers are in order.
If there are 2 “middle numbers” add them and divide by 2)
Mean = 8.54 (2dp). Add all the data values and divide by 13. However note that
the final result has been affected by the extreme 25 and 50 data values and
the mean is not really representative of the data.
Quartiles (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 7, 25, 50)
8
8
8
LQ
median
UQ
Lower Quartile = 2, Upper Quartile = 7 Inter Quartile range = 5
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12 maths students& test marks were recorded as follows:
9, 33, 57, 61, 61, 62, 62, 63, 65, 65, 65, 69.
Calculate the mean, median and mode and comment on which is the
most appropriate average.
The mean is 672 ÷ 12 = 56
The median = 62
The mode is 65
Comment: the best average is the median. It is the only mark that is
truly central. The mean is distorted by two low values (only two
students out of twelve have marks less than the mean) and only one
person has a mark better than the mode.

DEVELOPING A STATISTICAL SURVEY
THE QUESTIONS
Before you start, you must have a hypothesis (this is the theory that you are going to
test). If you are asked to design a survey, the questions are best answered from
categories. This makes it easier to compile the results.
Bad Survey

Good Survey

Note how the second survey has possible answers placed into categories. This
makes it easier to compile the results later.
e.g.
If asking a question on TV watching habits, do not just ask:
“How many hours of TV do you usually watch”
but ask something like:
“How many hours of TV did you watch last night?:
U
9
none
9
up to 1 hour
9
between 1 and 3 hours
9
between 3 and 5 hours
9
over 5 hours”
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THE SAMPLE
Your sample must be representative of the whole population. E.g. Do not go to the Apia
Shops and ask the question What shopping centre do you usually shop at? Your sample
must be large enough to be representative of the population, it must be randomly
selected and include people of different sex, ages and ethnicities.

WHAT CAN GO WRONG?
Look at these results to the survey question, “What is your favourite soft drink?”
Drink

Results

Cola

3

Lemon

6

Spring Water

8

Juice

7

Coconut

6

Spring Water appears to be the
favourite drink, however only 8
out of 30 people (27%) thought
it was the most popular.

Now look at this second attempt.
1st Choice
Results

2nd Choice
Results

Cola

3

22

25

Lemon

6

2

8

Spring Water

8

2

10

Juice

7

1

8

Coconut

6

3

9

30

30

60

Drink

Totals When the survey asked

to list both the first
and second choice of
drinks, Cola comes out
on top overall (42%),
while Spring Water
comes second.

HOW TO ORGANISE AND PRESENT THE DATA
On the next few pages there are different types of graphs and tables. Study all of these
as each is used for different purposes. Information such as the mean, median, mode
and quartiles can still be calculated from the graphs and the tables of data.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
When you have finished your survey, drawn graphs to illustrate and summarise the
results, and calculated any averages, you must write a conclusion. Your conclusion
summarises the results of your survey. The conclusion should say things like: The
results show . . . . . and The most popular . . . . was . . . . .

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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TYPES OF GRAPHS IN STATISTICS
LINE GRAPH
A line graph has successive points connected by a line. The y axis is called the
dependent variable, while the x axis is called the independent variable. The most
common independent variable for line graphs is time. On the graph below, temperature
readings were taken every 2 hours, however temperatures between these times can
still be calculated.

BAR GRAPH
Bar graphs are used to graph discrete data. The bars do not touch and the heights of
the bars show the frequency. All the widths of the bars are equal.

A bar graph can be vertical like the one shown on the previous page, or the bars can
be horizontal. Note that the continents have been listed in alphabetical order, however
they could also have been listed in increasing or decreasing order of area.
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HISTOGRAM
Used most commonly to display grouped continuous data. The area of the bars
represent the frequency.
If the x value intervals are equal, then the heights of the rectangles are proportional
to the frequencies. Because the area of the bar represents the frequency, if the
intervals are not equal then the heights must be adjusted.

PIE CHART
Pie Charts are used to illustrate proportions. Each sector in the pie represents the
frequency. To calculate the angles needed for each sector, calculate each category as
a percentage of the total and then multiply by 360E.
Ocean
Pacific
Atlantic
Indian
Antarctic (Southern)
Arctic

Area (square km)
161 million
94 million
74 million
20 million
14 million
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Percentage(%)
44
25
20
6
5

Chart Angle
158E
90E
72E
22E
18E
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PICTOGRAM
Pictograms (short for picture diagrams) show data as pictures. Their presentation can
be more appealing to the reader with different pictures or figures representing data
amounts.

In the year 2000, ½ a rat indicates 25 rats. This means 75 rats in total were
counted in the year 2000.

SCATTER GRAPH
A scatter graph is used to show whether there is a relationship between two sets of
data. Plot the points - one along the x axis and the other along the y axis, and draw a
line that best fits the points. The line should have the same general slope as the points
which should be balanced on either side of the line. If the points are close to the line
then there is a good relationship (correlation) Look at the examples below.

Good (strong) Correlation

No Correlation
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Exact Correlation

Some Correlation

Negative Correlation - as one variable increases, the
other decreases
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CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY GRAPH
Cumulative frequency is the total of all the frequencies of a set of data. These can be
plotted onto a graph and from this the median and interquartile range can be easily
found. The frequency table below shows the exam marks of 300 Samoan students. From
this data a cumulative frequency graph has been drawn.
Frequency Table

Cum Freq

0

0

#10

3

#20

10

#30

23

#40

52

#50

96

#60

161

Mark

f

1-10

3

11-20

7

21-30

13

31-40

29

41-50

44

51-60

65

61-70

70

#70

231

71-80

49

#80

280

81-90

14

#90

294

91-100

6

#100

300

Total

300
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Add each of the frequencies
together to find the cumulative
frequency for each value. Then
plot the points on a graph with
the cumulative frequency on the
vertical axis.

Mark

The Cumulative Frequency
graph below shows that the
lower quartile is a mark of 59,
the median mark is 150 and the
upper quartile mark is 71.
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EXERCISES
1.

The Vaivase soccer team played 12 games last season.
Here are the results:
Game

Result
For-Against

a.
b.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2-1

3-2

2-0

3-1

4-1

0-5

4-3

1-0

0-0

0-2

1-1

3-1

Organise the data and complete a bar graph for goals scored by the
Vaivase soccer team.
The table below gives the number of spectators at each of the soccer
games. Find the mean, median and mode of the figures.

Game

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Spectators

20

19

24

22

20

20

20

23

28

24

26

24

2.

In a gymnastics competition, Tina scored the following scores:
8.9 8.9 9.2 8.4 9.0 9.2 8.9
The final score was calculated by eliminating the highest and lowest scores,
and then finding the mean. Find Tina&s final score.

3.

An athletics club has the following membership:
20 women, 12 men, 27 under 20&s (male), 31 under 20&s (female).
Copy and complete the table, then draw a pie chart illustrating the data.
Number
Women

20

Calculation

Pie Chart Angle Size
80E

Men

U/20 Male
U/20
Female
Totals
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The pie graph below gives the quantities of farm livestock exported from New
Zealand.
a.
By measuring the angle, calculate the percentage of the total exports
of beef.

b.

If New Zealand exported the equivalent of 20 million animals overseas,
how many of the exports would be beef?

5.

To obtain an A in Maths this year, Sala needs to average 90 or more in 5 class
tests. In the first 4 tests his marks were: 86, 95, 95 and 89.
a.
How many marks out of 500 must he obtain to receive an A?
b.
What is the total that Sala has obtained in the first 4 class tests?

6.

Members of the Society for the Protection of Mathematicians go door-to-door
to collect money for their organisation. Below is a summary of the money
collected.

a.
b.

Donatio
n

Number
of
Donations

$500

1

$200

1

$100

2

$50

2

$25

8

$20

10

$10

47

$5

9

Find the range, mean, mode, median, and quartiles of the money
collected.
Mean, median and mode are commonly called averages. Which of the
averages above is the best representative of the donations received?
Give a reason.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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7.

8.

Fifteen tomato growers& garden plots were treated with varying amounts of
fertilizer to try and work out the ideal amount of fertilizer needed for
maximum crop yield. Plot the results that are shown below on a scatter
diagram and comment on the relationship.
Fertilizer (cups / m2)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Crop Yield (kg)

34

39

55

57

66

72

71

87

79

60

42

33

21

11

4

a.

b.

9.
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A class of 20 students sat both Maths and
Science exams. Their results are given in the
table below. Draw a scatter diagram of the
results and then comment on any relationship.

Mat

Scie

56

75

72

95

74

94

One particular student was sick during the
Science exam. If she received 47 in Maths,
estimate a possible science mark.

53

72

67

80

64

79

58

78

44

58

62

79

55

75

71

84

48

59

66

89

51

67

57

73

32

43

56

67

74

91

85

98

79

90

Use the frequency distribution tables below to make
cumulative frequency graphs of the data. From your graphs, find the median
value, the upper and lower quartile values and the interquartile range.
a.

The heights of 80 men taken at random.
Height (cm)

Number of men

b.
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168-170 171-173 174-176 177-179 180-182 183-185 186-188 189-191
4

9

12

19

17

11

5

3

The speeds of 200 vehicles passing along a road.
Speed (km/h)

25-30

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

50-55

55-60

f

4

9

12

19

17

11

5
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COLLECTING DATA - FREQUENCY TABLES
When collecting large amounts of data, use Frequency Tables to present the results
rather than listing individual data items. There are two sorts of frequency table:
ungrouped and grouped.

UNGROUPED DATA
e.g.

Nineteen birds were studied at one particular nesting site and the number of
eggs per nest were counted. The results are shown in the table below.
Eggs per nest

Tally

Total number of
nests

Total number of
eggs

4

0

6

6

0

1111

1

11111

2

111

3

6

3

111

3

9

4

11

2

8

0

0

1

6

19

35

1

5
6

1
Totals

The mode:

Look at the table and identify the data item with the largest
frequency
= 1 egg per nest

The median and quartiles

Count down the frequency column until you get to the appropriate data item.
Median = 1 (the 10th data item) 1 egg per nest
Lower Quartile = 1 (the 5th data item)
Upper Quartile = 3 (the 15th data item)
The mean

Sum to find the total of the data values and divide by the
number of values.
i.e. 35 ÷ 19 = 1.8 (1 dp)
On average there are 1.8 eggs per nest.
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GROUPED DATA
When summarizing large amounts of continuous data, or data with a wide range, sort
the data into categories or groups and work out the amount belonging to each
category. When data are grouped, the individual data details can be lost (e.g. in the
table below we cannot determine how many students were 157 or 162 cm tall),
however such a table is useful to gain an overall picture or to see any relationships.
An approximate mean can still be calculated from frequency distribution tables when
the data are grouped. This process involves taking the mid-point of each group and
then using it as a base for all calculations.
e.g.

One hundred Year 11 students had their heights measured. Graph the results,
then find the mean, median and mode.

Height (cm)
(h)
155
160
165
170
175

#
#
#
#
#

h
h
h
h
h

<
<
<
<
<

Number of
Students
(f)

160
165
170
175
180

5
22
46
25
2
Totals

Mid-point
(x)

x.f

157.5
162.5
167.5
172.5
177.5

787.5
3575.0
7705.0
4312.5
355.0

100

16735

Such frequency distributions are illustrated by
histograms. The line is produced by connecting up the
mid-point of each bar in the histogram.
Using the table, the mean

=
= 167.35 cm

With grouped frequency tables, the first column
contains intervals of data and the second contains
the frequencies. An extra column is then added this is the midpoint column.
The midpoint is used to help calculate the means.
If there are large amounts of data, then any error
involved will be very small.
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ILLUSTRATING MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY
STEM AND LEAF DIAGRAM
A stem and leaf diagram is a quick way of collecting and grouping data.
The stem and leaf diagram for the numbers: 45, 67, 32, 35, 66, 48, 41, 57,55, 42, 31,
52, 44 and 48; is below. The middle column is the stem and it holds any common digits
(ie, 3, 4, 5 and 6). The other two columns hold both the raw data (unordered) and the
ordered data. With a Stem and Leaf diagram you can quickly see the shape of the
distribution and easily find medians and quartiles.
Unordered Data

Stem

Ordered Data

2, 5, 1

3

1 2 5

5, 8, 1, 2, 4, 8

4

1 2 4 5 8 8

7, 5, 2

5

2 5 7

7, 6

6

6 7

Note how the stem column holds any common digits. In the example above it
represents the data value 30, 40, 50, and 60.

BOX AND WHISKER GRAPH
Once you have found the highest and lowest data values, the median and the quartiles,
you can draw a Box and Whisker Graph. A Box and Whisker Graph can be vertical or
horizontal.
e.g.

In a moth infested area, scientists counted the number of caterpillars
on each property in one particular street. Here are their results: 19,
15, 18, 21, 17, 12, 25, 25, 18, 23. Draw a stem and leaf diagram, then
a box and whisker graph to illustrate this data.
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EXERCISES
1.

The table below gives average town-house prices in one particular Auckland
suburb during 1996 and 1997.
Mont
h
1996
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

243

241

240

231

232

233

238

235

230

248

240

241

1997
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

243

243

242

244

240

238

234

240

255

254

252

245

a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Average ($1000&&s)

Draw a graph of the data.
When was the best time to buy a house in this suburb?
When was the greatest decrease in house prices (compared to the
previous month)?
When was the greatest increase in house prices (compared to the
previous month)?

The results of another survey of average house prices for New Zealand in 1997
is given below and on the next page.
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a.
b.

Give the mean and median house prices for New Zealand in 1997.
Analysts believe that house prices around the Auckland area (North
Shore, Auckland and Manukau) are causing the national average to be
distorted. Recalculate the mean and median prices without these
averages and comment.
Summary
(Listed in Order of Value)
Masterton
$ 89 000
Greymouth
$ 92 000
Wanganui
$ 92 000
Timaru
$ 99 000
Ashburton
$100 000
Gisborne
$115 000
Dunedin
$117 000
New Plymouth $121 000
Hastings
$132 000
Upper Hutt
$132 000
Rotorua
$139 000
Palmerston Nth $140 000
Whangarei
$157 000
Taupo
$157 000
Napier
$159 000
Porirua
$160 000
Nelson
$168 000
Christchurch $177 000
Hamilton
$184 000
Tauranga
$206 000
Queenstown
$229 000
Manukau
$238 000
Wellington
$241 000
North Shore
$317 000
Auckland
$357 000

The graphs below show the number of houses and their prices which sold in
both Auckland and the rest of New Zealand.

c.

d.

Calculate the percentage of houses that sold in New Zealand for
$200,000 or more and compare it to the percentage of houses that
sold in Auckland for $200,000 or more.
Convert the New Zealand House Sales graph above to a pie chart.
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3.

A tourist was given the following information regarding climate in New
Zealand.

South
Island

North
Island

Town

Rainfall (mm)

Rain Days

Sunshine (hrs)

Mean Temp (Jan EC)

Dargaville
Auckland
Tauranga
Hamilton
Rotorua
Gisborne
Napier
Wanganui
Palmerston North
Wellington

1 248
1 185
1 349
1 201
1 491
1 058
824
906
995
1 240

149
140
118
131
123
113
95
115
126
125

1 956
2 102
2 277
2 006
2 102
2 204
2 245
2 087
1 794
2 019

18.9
19.4
18.5
17.8
17.6
18.7
13.8
17.8
17.3
16.4

Nelson
Blenheim
Christchurch
Timaru
Dunedin
Invercargill

986
642
666
587
686
1 037

99
81
87
81
85
157

2 397
2 447
1 974
1 869
1 802
1 621

17.2
17.8
16.6
16.2
15.1
13.7

a.
b.
c.

4.

185

What would be the three sunniest areas in New Zealand?
Give the mean temperature for the North Island towns compared to
the South Island towns.
There is no direct correlation between annual rainfall and rain days.
Draw a scatter diagram using the x axis as annual rainfall, and the y
axis as rain days then comment on this statement.

Rainfall in Bellingham was measured over 1997. The graph below gives each
month&s rainfall and the median rainfall for each month from 1920 to 1997.
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a.
b.

Did more or less rain fall in 1997 than usual?
What was the difference between the historical average rainfall and
the actual rainfall in February?
What was the percentage increase in rainfall for July compared to the
historical average?
Which month was closest to the historic average monthly rainfall?
Which month was the furthest below the historical average rainfall?
If you were planning an outdoor tramp in Bellingham, during which
month/s would you plan to go?

c.
d.
e.
f.

5.

Below

is

a

table

and

graphs

of

company

profits

for

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

4000

4200

4250

4300

4400

4480

4500

4850

4900

5100

5250

5300

a.
b.

c.

Which graph is the best representation of the actual profits for The
Balloon Company? Explain why.
You are the manager of The Balloon Company and have to present the
profit figures to the owners of the company. There is a chance of a
pay rise if they are pleased with your performance this year. Which
graph will you present?
The pie chart shows how money was spent at The Balloon Company.
i.
On what item is the most money spent?
ii.
The angle of the Stationery sector is 68E. What percentage of
the overall expenses is this?
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Seventy students were given a maths test. The test marks are below. (All the
marks are given as percentages.)
55, 40, 42, 27, 78, 75, 56, 64, 48, 64, 73, 94, 49, 48, 52, 51, 55, 82, 84, 27, 34, 58, 66,
64, 72, 37, 54, 58, 61, 62, 74, 63, 61, 75, 59, 55, 89, 81, 12, 57, 63, 54, 71, 18, 58, 64,
77, 72, 69, 64, 67, 56, 74, 52, 71, 66, 64, 68, 55, 51, 73, 73, 98, 64, 62, 52, 57, 68, 55,
80.

a.
b.

7.

Tally the results using a grouped frequency table then illustrate the
results by drawing an appropriate graph on the grid.
Give the mean of the results.

A number of international tourists was surveyed at Faleolo International
Airport. Their countries of origin were noted.
Draw a pie chart of the information given.
Country
Japan
France
Germany
Great Britain
USA
Other

8.

Number
60
7
10
33
45
5

A survey was conducted to find what recreational activity people living around
Apia like to do in the weekends. The survey asked for their 3 top choices of
activity. Here are the results.
Choices
2nd
3rd
Activity
1st
Fishing
6
11
12
Gardening
12
15
16
Playing Sport
12
9
3
Shopping
10
13
16
Watching TV
10
2
3
a.
b.
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How many people were surveyed?
What was the most popular recreation?
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Lauulu and Iulia are working at a New Zealand apple orchard through the
summer holidays. The orchard manager promises that he will employ one of
them at the end of the holidays in a full time position. The table below shows
the number of bags of apples that both Lauulu and Iulia picked over a twelve
day period.

Day

Mo

Tu

We

Th

Fr

Sa

Mo

Tu

We

Th

Fr

Sa

Lauulu

22

24

54

19

27

51

22

54

20

24

24

55

Iulia

30

33

32

34

33

32

35

32

34

33

34

34

a.
b.

c.

10.

Total

Complete the totals column for both Lauulu and Iulia and then give the
mean number of bags picked for each.
On the lines below, write all of Lauulu&s and Iulia&s apple picking data.
Use this data to draw a box and whisker graph to illustrate the number
of bags of apples picked by both Lauulu and Iulia.
At the end of the two weeks, the orchard manager has to decide whom
to employ full time - Lauulu or Iulia? If you were the manager, whom
would you employ? Use the data to justify your decision.

50 students (25 males and 25 females) take part in a javelin throwing
competition. The distances thrown (rounded to the nearest metre) are listed
below.
Males:

29, 44, 51, 57, 34, 60, 46, 39, 33, 40, 51, 48, 26, 38, 26, 25,
39, 41, 43, 57, 58, 45, 38, 42, 22

Females:

19, 42, 32, 25, 45, 44, 44, 58, 57, 43, 41, 39, 25, 26, 38, 39,
22, 42, 38, 45, 26, 48, 51, 40, 33

a.

b.

Draw a stem and leaf graph of the results and find the median, lower
quartile, upper quartile, minimum and maximum for both males and
females. Draw conclusions about the ability of males v females in
javelin throwing.
Use the data to draw a Box and Whisker graph to represent males and
females in the throwing competition.
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PROBABILITY
Probability is a number that tells how likely it is that an event will happen. To
calculate probability of an event happening use the formula
.
Expected Number = probability × number of trials

e.g.

a.

What is the probability that when selecting a card from a pack you will
get an ace?
There are fifty two cards in a pack, and four of them are aces.
Therefore the probability of getting an ace is

b.

What is meant by a probability of 0.85?
This means that (in theory) for every 100 trials, 85 will give success.
There is, therefore, a good chance of the event happening.

c.

The weather forecaster says that there is a 0.2 chance tomorrow of
rain. Should I take an umbrella to school?
0.2 is a very small chance. You could leave your umbrella at home.

d.

If a dice is tossed 50 times, how many times would you expect an even
number to be thrown?
The probability of an even number is 0.5, as there are 3 even numbers
on a dice (2, 4, 6) and 6 numbers in all. ˆ 50 (throws) × 0.5 = 25 times

ISBN: 9780958332897
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TREE DIAGRAMS
With some probability problems, it is useful to draw a tree diagram. This lists all the
possible outcomes.

When drawing tree diagrams remember these points:
C The number of branches of the tree gives the number of
activities/selections.
C Within each branch, the number of forks gives the possible outcome of each
activity.
C Probabilities are multiplied along each branch.
C If more than one branch gives the final outcome then add together the
totals of each branch.

e.g.

A yachtsman has ten tins of food. However all have lost their labels. The
yachtsman knows that there are six tins that contain sweet-corn and four tins
that contain pineapple. If two tins are selected at random, what is the
probability one will contain sweet-corn and one will contain pineapple?
A tree diagram can give all the possible values and probabilities.
Note that in this example, the probabilities change as the yachtsman selects
a tin. Both the number available, and the total number reduce by one with
each selection. Looking at the final outcome of the tree diagram, there are
two possibilities that meet the question&s criteria. These are:
(SP)
(PS)
ˆ

=
.
2×

=
=
= 0.53 (2 dp)
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EXERCISES
1.

In a computer game, the main character, Lana, is walking along a jungle path.
At one particular junction, Lana must turn left or right. If she turns left, she
must fight a tiger, however the tiger spends half its life asleep. If she turns
right, she has to pass through a village of the Xarinas. The Xarinas are a vicious
cut throat tribe of nasties, however they spend 3 days a week away from the
village. If Lana fights the tiger she has a 0.7 chance of survival and if she fights
the Xarinas she has a 0.8 chance of survival.
a.
Copy and complete the probability tree diagram below
b.
Use the probability tree to calculate Lana&s overall probable chance of
survival.

2.

In a recent survey of tourists at Lolomani Beach
had used sunscreen while

of women said that they

of males interviewed said that they had used

sunscreen. Returning to the beach on another day, interviewers counted 850
sun-bathers with

being male. Draw a tree diagram of this situation and use

it to calculate the number of sun-bathers you would expect to be using
sunscreen.
3.

a.

Draw up a table like the one below.
Toss a coin 100 times and record the outcomes on your table.
Toss

1

2

3

1-10

T

H

H

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100
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b.

Copy and complete the table below that gives the proportion of Heads
after a number of throws.
Number of
throws

Number of
Heads

Fraction

Proportion

1

0

0

0

2

1

1/2

0.5

3

2

2/3

0.67

4
5
10
25
50
75
100

c.

Copy the graph outline below, then complete your graph to show the
proportion of heads given 100 throws of a coin.

d.
e.

What can you conclude about the graph results?
If you were to throw the coin another 100 times, what would happen
to the graph?
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The Venn Diagram below shows the number of students sitting School
Certificate Maths and School Certificate Geography exams at Mahobe College.

a.
b.

If a student from this group is chosen at random what is the
probability that they will be sitting both Geography and Maths?
A student is chosen at random from a Maths class.
What is the probability that they also study Geography?

5.

A raffle is held at the local swimming club. One hundred tickets are sold and
to help draw the winning numbers, balls numbered 1 to 100 are placed in a bag
and then drawn one by one.
a.
Give the probability the winner will have a ticket number > 25.
b.
Give the probability that the winner will have a ticket with a 9 in the
number.
c.
Give the probability that the first and second balls drawn have
numbers > 50.
(Hint: draw a tree diagram to help you calculate this answer.)

6.

A number of families were interviewed to try and ascertain the most common
makeup of brothers and sisters in each family. The table below lists the
number of families that contained up to 4 girls or 4 boys.

Girls

B
o
y
s

a.
b.
c.
d.
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0

1

2

3

4

0

53

9

5

2

0

1

13

18

13

1

1

2

4

14

4

2

0

3

1

4

2

1

0

4

1

0

0

1

1

How many families were interviewed?
Give the probability that a family interviewed will contain 2 girls and
1 boy.
Give the probability that a family interviewed will contain equal
numbers of boys and girls.
Give the probability that a family interviewed will contain at least 3
children.
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REVIEW EXERCISES (taken from all the work covered so far)

1.

Tom and Gary both work for Heems Fitness. They agree to take a fitness
assessment which involves taking their pulse rates after various activities.
a.
Copy and complete the table below by filling in the pulse rates for
different activities.

Sleeping

Walking

Climbing
Stairs

TV
Watching

Tom
Gary

b.

c.

After the initial assessment, Gary is advised to start a training
programme. He reads the following information in a fitness magazine:
Your ITZ (Ideal Training Zone) is between 70% and 80% of your MHR
(Maximum Heart Rate). To calculate your MHR, take your age away
from 220. Copy the graph above and shade in the area for Gary&s Ideal
Training Zone.
True / False: The average person&s heart beats approximately 32
million beats per year. (Assume that the average heart rate is 60 beats
per minute.)
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At Giordanno&s Pizza large pizzas sell for $12 and small ones sell for $7 each.
On one particular Friday evening, a total of 300 pizzas was sold for a total
turnover of $3250. There were x large pizzas and y small pizzas.
a.
Solve the simultaneous equations to find the number of each size of
pizza sold:
12x + 7y = 3250
x + y = 300

b.

c.

3.

On New Year&s Eve, the staff at Giordanno&s Pizza run a special deal.
If customers purchase 2 large pizzas, they receive the pizzas for $10
per pizza and they also get a free Cola. During New Year&s Eve, the
following purchases are made: 45 Special Deals, 16 Large Pizzas and
12 Small Pizzas. What will the total takings of New Year&s Eve be?
The manager of Giordanno&s Pizza has the following costs to take into
account:
Small pizzas cost $2.50 to make.
Large pizzas cost $4 to make.
Cola costs $1 per bottle.
Staff wages and other shop operating costs total $150
per evening.
Use this information, to calculate the total profit from the New Year&s
Eve sale.

The diagram below gives the stopping distance for cars travelling at different
speeds.

a.
b.
c.
d.

ISBN: 9780958332897

What is the braking distance at 40 km/hr?
What is the thinking distance at 80 km/hr?
How much longer is the overall stopping distance at 80 km/hr
compared to 40 km/hr?
Why does the thinking distance become greater as the speed
increases?
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The formula to find the overall stopping distance (d) of a car travelling at a
speed of s km/hr is:

e.
f.

4.

Use this formula to calculate the overall stopping distance of a car
travelling at 50 km/hr.
Draw a graph that represents the overall stopping distance for a car
travelling at speeds between 0 and 120 km/hr.

The graph below shows the results of a test on the ANZ staff car. For this test,
the car was started from rest and driven as fast as possible until it reached a
certain speed. The time taken to reach this speed was noted. For example, the
car was started from rest and driven until a speed of 100 km was reached. The
time taken for this was 13 seconds.

a.
b.

Use the graph to find the time taken to reach a speed of 60 km/h.
What is the greatest speed the car can reach, starting from rest, in 25
seconds?

A similar test is carried out on a different car. The results are given in the
table below:

c.
d.

Time

5

7

9

11

14

19

26

Speed
(km / hr)

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

Copy the graph above, and on your diagram draw this information.
Compare the graphs. Which car do you think has the greater
acceleration?
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A final test is carried out on the ANZ staff car. The car is driven at a certain
speed and when it has used 1 litre of petrol the distance travelled is noted. For
example, when the car is driven at 100 km/hr the car covered 8.5 km on 1 litre
of petrol.

e.
f.
g.

What distance did the car cover, using 1 litre of petrol, when the
average speed was 130 km/hr?
At what speed was the car driven when the distance covered on 1 litre
of petrol was 10.5 km?
What was the most economical speed at which the car travelled?

5.

The graphs of y = -x and y = x(x + 2) are shown.
a.
Write down the co-ordinates of points A and B.
b.
Write down any other co-ordinate on the line y = x(x + 2).
c.
Copy the graph and shade the area where y # -x and y $ x(x + 2).
d.
If the parabola y = x(x + 2) is reflected in the x axis, what would be
the equation of the image parabola formed?
e.
The equation of the parabola shown can be written: y = x(x + 2)
or y = (x + 1)2 - 1. Show that both these equations are correct.
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f.

g.

The line y = 2x + 4 passes through point B.
i.
What is the gradient of the line y = 2x + 4?
ii.
On the diagram, draw in the line y = 2x + 4.
There are two methods of finding the intersection point of the
parabola and the line. One is to read the co-ordinates off the graph,
and the other is to solve their equations simultaneously.
By completing the working below, find the intersection points of the
parabola y = x(x + 2) and the line y = 2x + 4.
x(x + 2) = 2x + 4

6.

The flight of a golf ball can be described by the equation h = 42t - 6t2, where
h is the height that the ball reaches and t is the time taken.
a.
Find the height of the ball when t = 4 seconds.
b.
When is the ball at a height of 36 metres?

7.

A class of Year 12 students were given a test. The results of the test are below:
20 16 16 10 11 14 16 19 9 8 8 13 11 16 18
a.
Put all the results in numerical order.
Calculate:
b.
how many were in the class
d.
the median
f.
the range
h.
the lower quartile

8.

c.
e.
g.
i.

the mode
the mean
the upper quartile
the interquartile range

At the Nu#u Gardening Centre, packets of 8 bulbs were planted into pots. The
germination of the seeds was studied by counting how many in each pot
actually grew. Here are the results:
Germinating Seeds

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of Pots

0

0

1

4

16

12

10

5

2

a.
b.
c.
d.

Draw a graph to illustrate the results.
How many pots were planted with bulbs?
Give the mean, median and mode of the results.
If you buy a pot, what is the probability that it will produce 4 or more
plants?
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THE VOCABULARY OF MATHEMATICS
Complete these sentences. Use the answers from the box below.
An average is one that is 1. . . . of a set of data. Averages usually lie in the 2. . . . of a
data set and can also be called 3. . . .
The range is the difference between the 4. . . . and 5. . . .value in a data set. It tells
us how the data is 6. . . . The 7. . . . is the data value that occurs the most often. The
8
. . . . is the middle value when all the data is placed in numerical order. Quartiles
divide the data into 9. . . . The 10. . . . sums the data values and then divides by the
number of data items. It is only reliable when there are no
11
. . . . data values.
With statistical graphs, the x axis contains the independent variables. The most
common independent variable is 12. . . . Frequency tables use grouped or ungrouped
data. Grouped data is particularly useful if you have 13. . . . amounts of data or data
with a 14. . . . range. It involves arranging the data into 15. . . . and then determining
the amount belonging to each category.
Probability measures the likelihood of an event happening. It is expressed as a fraction,
decimal or percentage and will always be between 16. . . . and 17. . . .
A probability of 0 means the event will 18. . . . happen and a probability of 1 means the
event is 19. . . . to occur. Tree diagrams can help illustrate probabilities. Each branch
of the tree shows the 20. . . . of the event and each set of branches must always add
up to 21. . . .

a.
b.
tendency
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
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large
measures

of

central

certain
largest
spread
probability
1
mode
typical / representative
not / never
categories / intervals
median
centre
quarters
mean
smallest
extreme
1
wide
0
time
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THE ANSWERS
Unit ONE - NUMBER
Page 6
1. 35 + 2 = 37
3. 8 x 1 = 8
5. 16 - 6 = 10
7. 60 ÷ 10 + 2 = 8
9. 5 + 16 = 21
10. = 2 + 2 x 2 ÷ 2 + 6
=2+4÷2+6
=2+2+6
= 10

3.
2.
4.
6.
8.

28 / 2 = 14
16 - 10 = 6
20 + 3 = 23
144 ÷ 4 = 36

brackets
multiplication
division

a.

b. 0.875

c. 0.25

2.

a.

b.

c.

d. -

e. -

f. -

a.

b. 3

c. 6

d. -5

e. -1

f. -3

a.

b. 1

c. 3

4.

3

1

20%
2. 40%
24
4. 16
90 x 0.5 = 45
90 + 45 = 135 (or 90 x 1.5 = 135)
6. 140 x 0.95 = 133
140 + 133 = 273 (or 140 x 1.95 = 273)
7. 220 x 0.15 = 33
220 - 33 = 187 (or 220 x 0.85 = 187)
8. 147 x 0.1 = 14.7
147 - 14.7 = 132.3 (or 147 x 0.9 = 132.3)
9. 40% profit
10. 16.7% loss
11. 250 ÷ 1.125 = $222.22
12. Discount = $15.75. New price $29.25

Page 17
1.
2.

a.

b.

c. -

3.
4.

d. -

e. -2

f. -1

5.

6.

a.

b.

c. 3

7.

a.

b.

c. 6

5.

-4.3
0.17

1.
3.
5.

1.

3.

b.
d.

Page 15

Page 10
0.8

a. 8.62
c. 205

a. 16:10
b. 20:48
Shaded : Unshaded = 4:12, i.e 1:3
Proportion = 4/16 , i.e. 1/4 or 25%
x = 8 cm, y = 10 cm
measured length= 5 cm ÿ actual = 125 cm
measured height= 2.8 cm ÿ actual = 70 cm
11 500 ÷ 5 = 2 300 litres / hour
= 27 600 litres in 12 hours

Page 20
1

Page 11
1. 2
4. -25
7. -105
10. 132
13. 5
16. 16

2.
5.
8.
11.
14.
17.

16
-3
-108
-4
-25
-5

3.
6.
9.
12.
15.
18.

Page 13
1.

2

a.
c.
e.
g.
a.
c.
e.
g.

21.72
12.4
8.73
11.77
164
183.75
1.8
120

b.
d.
f.
h.
b.
d.
f.
h.

21.15
10.55
3.48
2.5
5.64
1.928
12
620
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1.
2
-3
-11
70
16
-6
-10

3

a. 125
a. = 210
= 1024
a. = 62

b. 1024
b. = 52
= 25
b. = 7-2

= 36

=

a. = 26 (or 82)
= 64
5. a. 1
c. 0.008
6. a. 16
7. a. 4x3
8. a. 3a
9. a. 16x4
10. a. 20a4b3 + 3ab2

b.
d.
b.
b.
b.
b.
b.

= 38 (or 94)
= 6561
16
0.0625
10
16x4
13x3
81x6
2x6

Page 23
1. a.
c.
2. a.
c.

b.
d.
b.
d.

3.217 x 106
4.16 x 10-5
46 110
0.000 006 411

4.

6.4 x 107
5.2 x 10-6
264 000
0.0052
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Page 23 (cont)

Page 27

3.

3.

a.
b.
c.
d.

4.
5.
6.

a.
c.
a.
c.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Estimate: 10% of 350 = 35
Actual: 0.095 x 350 = 33.25
Estimate: 21 / 3 = 7
Actual: 21.1 / 2.9 = 7.276 (3 dp)
Estimate: 13 + 4 = 17
Actual 12.75 + 4.15 = 16.9
Estimate = 0.5
Actual = 0.486 (3 dp)
6.25 (2 dp)
b. 8.150 (3 dp)
0.00046 (5 dp)
d. 27.9 (1 dp)
6.667 (4 sf)
b. 9 990 000 (3 sf)
1 000 (1 sf)
d. 289 (3 sf)
32.76 = 32.8 (1 dp)
3.3428 = 3.343 (3 dp)
19.88 = 20 (2 sf)
-1.45
= -1.5 (2 sf)

Page 24
1.
5.
9.

8
-4
3

2. 12
6. 5
10. 7

3. 27
7. 9

4. 32
8. 13
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a. i. The overseas manufacturer
ii. 39.36% (2 dp)
b. i. 35.33% (2 dp)
ii. 11.28% (2 dp)
iii. $7 500 - $2 650 = $4 850
c. $1 900
d. 3 x $23 500 = $70 500
0.5% is 0.005 × 70 500 = $352.50
e. i. 5% of 23 500 = $1 175
23 500 - $1 175 = $22 325
(or 0.95 x 23 500 = $22 325)
ii. Dealer will lose $1 175
$4 750 - $1 175 = $3 575
iii. 3.125%
f. Depreciation:
Year 1: 0.8 x $23 500 = $18 800
Year 2: 0.8 x $18 800 = $15 040
Year 3: 0.8 x $15 040 = $12 032
Year 4: 0.8 x $12 032 = $9 625.60
Year 5: 0.8 x $9 625.6 = $7 700 (4 sf)
or
23 500 x (0.8)5 = $7 700 (4 sf)

Page 28, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
Page 25, Review Exercises
1.

a. Normal Price is $2450 + $150 = $2 600
b. Hire Purchase is used when you cannot afford
to pay the whole amount of an item at once.
Filipo will pay a deposit (in this case 10% of
the full price) and then pay $20.40 each
week for the next 3 years.
c. Deposit is 10% of $2450 = $245
Add to this the $35 Booking & Insurance Fee,
$245 + $35 = $280
d. There are 52 weeks in 1 year.
Deposit
245.00
Insurance / Booking Fee
35.00
156 repayments @ 20.40
3182.40
Total
$3 462.40
e. 1.82 = 182 cm
ˆ 182 CD&s x $55
= $10 010
= $10 000
(nearest $100)

Page 26
2. a. 1 loaf of bread
1.52
1 pack of butter
1.89
½ kg Prime Steak
4.75
2 bags Apples
3.98
9 oranges
1.50
Total
$ 13.64
b. Total cost to pay (rounded down) = $13.60
c. Change given, $20 - $13.60 = $6.40
d. The 2 litre ice-cream carton = $1.39 per l
3 litres at the same price would be $4.17
ˆ the 3 litre carton is the best.
Or 2 litres @ $2.78 = $1.39 per litre
3 litres @ $3.95 = 1.32 per litre
the 3 l carton is the best value for money.
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Brackets, Exponents, Division and, Multiplication,
Addition and Subtraction. This is the order in
which multi-operations should be completed.
the same number (or value). Equivalent fractions
can be reduced to the same fraction.
top
bottom
“divided by”.
larger
integer
proper fraction
fraction
100.
the same items (the same unit or quantity).
multiplied by itself.
index (singular) or indices (plural)
small.
a guess (but not a wild guess - good estimates will
always be close to the actual answer)
accuracy
significant figures
decimal places
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Unit TWO, MEASUREMENT
Page 35 - 37
a. 06 00
b. 18 15
c. 10 00
d. 22 30
e. 08 25
f. 00 05
2. b. Twenty minutes to two in the afternoon
c. Twelve thirty at night
d. Nine fifteen at night
e. One minute to midday
3. a. kg
b. km
c. mm
d. m
e. m
4. a. 1 hr 40min
b. 11:15 am
c. 1 hr 45 min
d. 3 hr 45 min
5. Top Rectangle Area is 5 x 3 = 15m2
Bottom Rectangle Area is 10 x 5 = 50m2
Overlap Area is 2.5 x 2 = 5m2
Total Area is 15 + 50 ! 5 = 60m2
6. a. 1000 cm2 = 1 litre
b. 7 x 7 x h = 1000, ˆ h = 1000 ÷ 49
h = 20.4 cm (1 dp)
c. 7 x 7 x h = 300, ˆ
h = 300 ÷ 49
h = 6.1 cm (1 dp)
7. = (2 x 28.5) + (2 x 46) + (4 x 21) + 30
ˆ Ribbon Length = 263 cm
8. The distance of screw 1 to screw 5 is
58 cm ! 20 cm = 38 cm
38 ÷ 4 = 9.5 cm apart
9. a. Perimeter: 8 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 3 = 26 m
b. Area of the concrete is (8x3)+(2x3) = 30 m2
Convert the 15cm to metres (Remember all
units must be the same) 15 cm = 0.15 m
ˆ 30 x 0.15 = 4.5 m3 of concrete.
10. 400 ! 2(95) = 210 metres of curves
C = πD (both curves combined make a circle)
210 = 3.142 D
D = 210 ÷ 3.142
ˆ D = 66.836 m
Radius is ½ diameter, radius = 33.42 m (2 dp)
11. Area of the top = πr2
= 3.142 x 42
= 50.272 cm2
Volume is Area x Height = 50.272 x 15
=754.08 cm3
Amount = 0.75 litres (2 dp)
12. Area WXYZ = 100 cm2
Subtract from this all the triangle areas
½.5.6 = 15 cm2
½.4.3 = 6 cm2
½.8.7 = 28 cm2
½.2.5 = 5 cm2
ˆ Shaded Area = 100 ! (15+6+28+5)
= 46 cm2

Page 39 - 40
1.

1.

Page 38
1. 4.5 h # x < 5.5 h
2. 10.85 cm # x < 10.95 cm
3. 0.45 l # x < 0.55 l
4. 145 tonnes # x < 155 tonnes
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

a.
c.
d.
e.

$0.337
0.208 × 40 000 = $8 320
$0.399
Average value between 20 000 and 30 000
= 39.9 × 25 000 = $9 975
Mitsubishi = $6960
Toyota = $12 112.50 (using operating cost of
25.5 which is 3/4 of the interval between
0.282 and 0.246)
22%
b.
$315.10
$27 496.80
Borrow $7 000
= $11 715.84
You need to pay car off as soon as possible to
avoid extra interest costs. Therefore if
borrowing $2000 borrow over 12 months, if
borrowing $5000 try and find a little extra
and pay if off over 30 months.

Page 41 - 43, Review Exercises
1.

2.

3.

a. Cost is 5 x 0.91 = $4.55
b. Petrol : Oil = 25 : 1.
As we have 5 litres of petrol,
divide both by 5
i.e. Petrol : Oil = 5 : 0.2
Remember, 1 000 ml = 1 litre
ˆ we need 200ml of oil
c. As the bottle is marked with
200ml graduations the mark
will be on the top graduation
d. House Area
Drive Area
= (9 x 8) + (5 x 6)
= 10 x 5
= 50m2
= 102 m2
2
Garden = πr
= 3.142 x 1.52
= 7 m2 (1 sf)
Total Area = 400 ! (102 + 50 + 7)
= 241 m2
a. AB = 4.5m, BC = 4m
b. Perimeter = 36m
c. Area = 66m2
a. Diameter = 92cm, and circumference = πD
The arc is 0.25 of the whole circumference
AB = 72.3 cm
b. The panels form 3 isosceles triangles each
one with angles 30E, 75E and 75E
If a perpendicular bisector line is drawn
through the base and top of the triangle a
right angled triangle is formed with angles
90E, 15E and 75E. Now use either sin or cos.
The window panel will be 23.8cm
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Page 37, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
Measuring: 1 000 mm = 1 m
1 000 metres = 1 km
Mass:
1 000 g = 1 kg
1 000 kg = 1 tonne
Capacity: 1000 ml = 1 litre
1 litre = 1 000 cm3
Time: 60 minutes = 1hour, 1leap year = 366 days
1. metre (m)
2. kilometres (km)
3. centimetres (cm)
4. millimetres (mm)
5. the amount of material in it. 6. kilogram (kg)
7. gram (g)
8. tonnes
9. weight
10. the liquid volume
11. litre (l)
12. millilitres (ml)
13. length by breadth
14. the area (of a cross section) by the thickness
15. the distance or length around the object
16. 0EC
17. 100EC.
18. 3.142 (3 dp)

6.

7.

a. a = 45E angles on a straight line
i.e. 45E + 90E + 45E (corresponding angle)
b. b = 50E corresponding angles
c = 50E vertically opposite angles
c. d = 28E, e = 96E angles in a triangle
d. f =140E, g = 70E
base angles of an isosceles triangle
Diagram
Number of Name Ext/Int
Sides
Angle

Unit THREE, Shape & Space
Page 51 - 56
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

EFG = 122E an obtuse angle
HIJ = 90E a right angle
x = 328E a reflex angle
vE = sE + tE
sE + tE + uE = 180E
b = 53E Angles on a straight line sum to 180E
c = 86E Angles around a point sum to 360E
d = 37E Vertically Opposite angles are equal
e = 136ECo-interior angles, * lines sum to 180E
f = 135E Angles around a point sum to 360E
g. 2g + 2g + g + 40 = 180
5g = 140
g = 28
ˆ angles are 56E, 56E and 68E (sum to 180)
h. 3h + h + 60 = 180
ˆ
h = 30E
ˆ 3h = 90E, h + 60 = 90E, i = 90E
e = 112E, f = 68E, g = 112E, h = 112E, i = 68E
j = 68E, k = 68E
eE and fE are supplementary angles
hE and iE are co-interior angles
eE and hE are corresponding angles
fE and jE are vertically opposite angles
kE and iE are alternate angles
a. P = 114E angle sum of a triangle = 180E. The
other triangle angles are 44E and 22E
Both are vertically opposite
b. Q = 86E this angle is the sum of the two
opposite interior angles of the triangle
c. S = 180 ! (82 + 40)
S = 58E angles on a straight line
T = 40E corresponding angles
(parallel lines)
R = 82E angle sum of a triangle
d. 70 + 5U = 180
5U = 110,
ˆ U = 22 angle sum of a triangle
ˆ 2U = 44, 3U = 66,
e. V = 30Eangles in a triangle
W = 52E (the sum of angles V & 22E)
X = 38E (angles in a ª, 90+52 + 38 = 180E)
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3

Equilateral Triangle
120E 60E

4

Square

90E 90E

5

Pentagon

72E 108E

6

Hexagon

60E 120E

10

Decagon

36E 144E

n:

Exterior Angle Formulae
=

Interior Angle Formulae
= 180 -

Page 58 - 59
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a = 43E supplementary angles
b = 180 ! 2(a)
ˆ 180 ! 86 = 94E interior angles of a triangle
2c + 54 = 180
ˆ
c = 63 interior angle, isosceles triangle
d = 63E vertically opposite angle to the base
angle of an isosceles triangle
e = 60E interior angles of an equilateral triangle
Because BC and XZ are parallel,
f = 120E cointerior angles
pg and pj are alternate angles
ph = pj, base angles of an isosceles triangle
ˆ pg = ph
x = 36E, base angles of an isosceles triangle
y = 72E, angles on a straight line sum to 180E
z = 36E, angle sum of a triangle
(3z + 2(36) = 180)

6.
Sides

3

4

5

6

8

10

n

42

Triangles

1

2

3

4

6

8

n!2

40
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Page 58 - 59 (cont)
7.

Convert all measurements to cm
Area
= 0.5BH
= 0.5 (15) (42)
Area
= 315 cm2
Volume = area of isosceles triangle × thickness
= 315 × 15
Volume = 4725 cm3
Remember, 1000cm3 = 1 litre
ˆ Volume of gauge = 4.725 litres

Page 65 - 66
1.

Page 61
1.

a = 40E angle at the circumference
b = 120E angle at the centre
c = 45E angles in the same segment
d = 20E angle in a semicircle, in a triangle
e = 105E opposite angles in a cyclic quad
f = 75E opposite angles in a cyclic quadrilateral
g = 90E angle in a semi-circle
h = 27E angle between a tangent & a radius
i = 63E angle sum of a triangle

Page 63, Scale Drawings
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

1 cm = 10 mm
1m = 100 cm
2 : 100 = 1 : 50
1 cm : 10 m means 1 mm : 1 m
True

Page 63 - 64
1.
2.

ADC = 90E Reason: angle in a semicircle
Triples such as 3, 4, 5; 6, 8, 10 or 5, 12 &13
meet the condition of Pythagoras&s theorem
which is a triangle has a right angle when the
square of the hypotenuse (longest side) equals
the sum of the squares of the two other sides.

3.

4.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

2.

Use a2 + b2 = c2
i. (5)2 + (12)2 = c2
c=
,
ˆ c = 13 m
ii. (7)2 + b2 = (25)2
b2 = 625 ! 49
b=
,
ˆ b = 24 mm
iii. (24)2 + b2 = 472
b2 = 2209 ! 576
b=
, ˆ b = 40.41 cm
iv. a2 + (/7)2 = 42
a2 = 16 ! 7
a= ,
ˆa=3
v. (8.2)2 + (10.4)2 = c2
67.24 + 108.16 = c2
c=
ˆ c = 13.24 km
vi. 12.7 + b2 = 17.1
b2 = 17.1 ! 12.7
b=
ˆ b = 2.10
a. x2 = (18)2 ! (7)2
x2 = 324 ! 49
x=
, ˆ x = 16.58 cm
y2 = (16.58)2 ! (52)
y2 = 275 ! 25
y=
, ˆ y = 15.81 cm
b. Let x = top triangle height,
y = bottom triangle height
x2 = (20)2 ! (15)2
x2 = 400 ! 225
x=
i.e. top triangle height = 13.23 m (2dp)
y2 = (35)2 ! (15)2
y2 = 1225 ! 225
y=
bottom triangle height = 31.62 m (2 dp)
ˆ the length of BD
13.23 + 31.62= 44.85 m (2 dp)
c. XZ2 = (15.9)2 ! 82
XZ2 = 252.81 ! 64
XZ =
,
ˆ XZ = 13.74 cm (2 dp)
XY = XZ ! YZ
XY = 13.74 ! 9, ˆ XY = 4.74 cm (2 dp)
WY2 = XY2 + XW2
WY2 = (4.74)2 + (8)2
WY =
ˆ WY = 9.30 cm (2 dp)
d. First, find the length of EG
EG2 = (20)2 + (14)2
EG2 = 400 + 196
EG =
BE2 = EG2 + GB2
BE2 = 596 + 100
BE =
, ˆ BE =26.38 cm (2 dp)
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2.

Page 67
1.

a.
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a. 100 000 cm = 1 km
ˆ the actual distance = 5 km (or 5 000 m)
b.

b.

Note how all units were changed to metres.
tan 16E =

3.

c.

ˆ tan 16E x 5 000 = 1 434 m (4 sf)
Add to this the height of the first mountain
1 434 + 1 435 = 2 869 metres (4 sf)
a. Using Pythagoras x2 = (26)2 + (17)2
x2 = 676 + 289
x=
Distance = 31.06 km (2 dp)
b.

d.

Page 71 - 73
1.

a.

sin 24E =
tan θ =

ˆ sin 24E x 7 = 2.85 cm (2 dp)
b. cos 53E =
ˆ
c.

= 41.54 cm (2 dp)

tan 52E =
ˆ tan 52E x 7.5 = 9.60 cm (2 dp)
cos 52E =
ˆ

= 12.18 cm (2 dp)

Double check the answers
7.52 + 9.62 = 12.182 T

ISBN: 9780958332897

4.

tan θ = 1.5294, ˆ θ = 56.82E
The bearing the skipper must turn
360 ! (90 + 56.82) = 213.18E
Draw a line of symmetry down through the centre
of O. Each angle is now 73.5E.
sin 73.5E =
OQ = sin 73.5E x 48
OQ = 46.0233 (4 dp)
PQ = 2 (OQ)
PQ = 2 x 46.0233
PQ = 92.05 cm (2 dp)
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6.

Page 71 - 73 (cont)
5.

a. Finding the length CD

There are three triangles involved.
Triangle 1.
CD2 = (25)2 ! (10)2
CD2 = 625 ! 100
CD =
CD = 22.91 cm (2 dp)

pA, Tan A =
A = 71.57E
pD, Tan D =
D = 18.43E
AD2 = 32 + 12
AD =
AD = 3.16 cm

b. Finding the length AB
AB2 = (10)2 + (10)2
AB2 = 100 + 100
AB =
AB = 14.14 cm (2 dp)
c. Finding the angle DAB

Triangle 2.

pD, Tan D =

ˆ D = 11.31E

pC, Tan C =

, ˆ C = 78.69E

2

2

2

DC = 1 + 5
DC =
, ˆ DC = 5.10 cm
Triangle 3.
pC,

tan C =

C = 26.57E
pB, tan B =
B = 63.43E
CB2 = 22 + 42
CB =
ˆ CB = 4.47 cm

Angle ADC

c.
d.

= 18.43E + 90E + 11.31E
= 119.74E
Angle DCB = 78.69E + 26.57E
= 105.26E
Double Check - the internal angles of a
quadrilateral sum to 360E
71.57E + 63.43E + 119.74E + 105.26E = 360E.
Perimeter = 8 + 3.16 + 5.10 + 4.47
= 20.73 cm
Area: sum together the areas of the three
triangles and the middle rectangle:
0.5 x 1 x 3 = 1.5
0.5 x 5 x 1 = 2.5
0.5 x 2 x 4 = 4
5x3
= 15
= 23.0 cm2

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

cos A =
cos A = 0.2828
ˆ A = 73.57E (2 dp)
d. Finding the angle between the plane ABD and
the base.
Find angle p DKC
KC = KB = 7.07
tan DKC =
tan K =
tan
ˆ

K = 3.24
K = 72.8E
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Find AD, use the Sin Rule, ( 2 angles, 1 side)

Page 76
1.

207

a2 = (4)2 + (3)2 ! 2(4)(3) cos 65
a2 = 16 + 9 ! 24 cos 65
a=
a= 3.85 m (2 dp)
b. b2 = (10)2 + (8)2 ! 2(10)(8) cos 82
b2 = 100 + 64 ! 160 cos 82
b=
b = 11.91 m (2 dp)

a.

c.

i.e. AD x sin 15E= 12 x sin 25E
AD =
AD = 19.59 cm (2 dp)
Find AC, using the Sine Rule

cos C =
i.e. AC x sin 15E = 12 x sin 140E
cos C =

AC =

cos C = 0.7944,
C = 37.40E (2 dp)
2.

D.
sin D × 8 = 15 x sin 25E
sin D =
sin D = 0.7924,
D = 52.41E (2 dp)
E.
sin E × 6 = 5 x sin 11E
sin E =
sin E = 0.1590,
E = 9.15E (2 dp)
f.
f x sin 45E = sin 80E × 12
f=
f= 16.71 cm (2 dp)

1.

Because one of the triangles is isosceles, the
following angles can also be placed in the
diagram.
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AD = 29.80 cm (2 dp)
Or if using the Cosine Rule, with the newly found
length AD = 19.59 cm
AC2 = (19.59)2 + (12)2 ! 2(19.59)(12) cos 140E
AC2 = 887.93
AC = 29.80 cm (2 dp)
To find the length of BC use the cosine rule (we
are given 2 sides and the included angle)
BC2 = (12)2 + (12)2 ! (2) (12) (12) cos 130E
BC2 = 288 ! 288 cos 130
BC =
BC = 21.75 cm (2 dp)
Area of ADC = (0.5) (12) (19.59) (sin 140E)
= 117.54 x sin 140E
= 75.55 cm2 (2 dp)
Other possible equations
(they will all give the same answer) are:
i. (0.5)(29.8)(12)(sin 25E) = 75.56 cm2
ii. (0.5)(19.59)(29.80)(sin 15E) = 75.55 cm2
Area of ABD (the small triangle)
= (0.5)(12)(19.59) (sin 10E)
= 20.41 cm2 (2 dp)
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Page 78, Review Exercises
1.

a.

Note: 2 hours @ 7.5 km per hour = 15km.

a. P = 55E, 2 radii form an isosceles triangle.
Q = 40E, Isosceles triangle
also 40+55 = ½×190 (angle at the centre)
b. x = 39E, Angles in the same arc / chord
y = 90E, Angle in a semicircle
z = 51E, Angle sum of a triangle
c. Angle CAB = 90E (angle in a semicircle)
sin 23E =

ˆ

AC = sin 23E x 5

AC = 1.95 cm (2 dp)
d. VXZ = 90E, Angle in a semi circle.
cos V =

ˆ

cos V = 0.6967
ˆ Angle XVZ = 45.84E

Using this angle, VY =

diameter

ˆ sin 45.84E =
WY = sin 45.84E x 6.1
WY = 4.38 cm (2 dp)
or
WY2 + 4.252 = 6.12
WY=
= 4.38 (2 dp)
4.
d. 9 am + 2.5 hour + 2 hours + 1 hour
= 2:30 pm (or 1430 hours)
e. The gale is coming in from the east,
therefore the captain should choose to head
back to Anglers Cove.
f. Sail for 4.5 km (45 minutes) on a bearing of
210E (to the mouth of Anglers Cove) then on
a bearing of 130E for 2 km (20 min). By now
the boat is safely in the cove.
Total time taken (@ 6km / hr)= 65 minutes.
g. See map on previous page (Point G)
2.

a.

a. sin 60E =
a = sin 60 x 5
a = 4.33

This means that the height is
radius + height above centre.
Height = 5m + 4.33m
Height = 9.33 m
b. Another angle = 210E

=

b. the length of the net will be
circumference.
= πD (where D = 2 x 650)
=

of the

x 3.142 x 1300

= 170.19 m (2 dp)
They have caught 75% of yesterdays catch
= 1.5 x 0.75
= 1.125 tonnes
d. ABL is an isosceles triangle.
e. Distance = 25 km
f. 25 km in 1 hrs 50 min
(25 km in 1.83 hours) = 13.6 km / hour
g. Bearing = 015E
h. Get your teacher to check your answer.
c.
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Page 83,The Vocabulary of Mathematics
1. top, sides or ends of the object.
2. polygons
3. intersect / meet
4. protractor
5. 360E
6. they sum to 90E
7. supplementary
8. between 0E and 90E
9. obtuse angles
10. 180E and 360E
11. 180E
12 right angle
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Page 83 (cont)
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

180E
corresponding
alternate (also co-interior)
translated
rotated
isosceles, equilateral, scalene and right angled.
in a right angled triangle, the length of the
hypotenuse squared equals the sum of the
squares of the other two side lengths.
18. SOHACAHTOA
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

,

,

Sine Rule
Cosine Rule
upper case letters (capital letters)
side lengths
Area = 0.5 B H
Area = 0.5 ab Sin C
radius
centre
distance (perimeter)
centre
twice
circumference
segment / arc
cyclic quadrilateral
Pencil, Rubber, Compass, Protractor and Ruler

2.

c.

3.

4.

ªA 6 ªB =

CD + DE =

b.

EF + FG =

a. Position = Government Building
b. vector =

c.

vector =

d. vector =

ªA 6 ªC =
5.

ªB 6 ªC =

b.

a. EF =

c.

Unit FOUR, Transformation Geometry.
Page 87
1.

a. CD =

209

a.

ªD 6 ªA =

ªB 6 ªD =

2.

b. RF = Resultant Force
RF2 = (8 x 104)2 + (6 x 104)2
RF2 = 1 x 1010

c.

Page 89 - 90
1.

a.

c.

AB =

AB + BC =

ISBN: 9780958332897

b.

RF =
RF = 100 000 N
θ = direction
tan θ =
tan θ = 0.75
θ = 36.9E
Resultant Force is at

90E - 36.9E
= 53.1E (1 dp)
Therefore, the bearing = 053E
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Page 89 - 90 (cont)

Page 94

6.

The vector diagram forms a right angled triangle.

1.

RS = Resultant Speed
RS2 = 152 + 32
RS2 = 234
RS =
ˆ
RS = 15.3 km/hr

2.

θ = Direction,

a & b.

Tan θ =
Tan θ = 0.2, ˆ θ = 11.31E

ˆ the bearing is 135 - 11.31

= 123.69E
= 123.7E

Page 91
Scale Factor 1, Area = 12 cm2
Scale Factor 2, Area = 48 cm2
Scale Factor 3, Area = 108 cm2

Page 92 - 93
1.

a., b. & c. See diagram below.

Page 95 - 96
1

2.
3.

d.
a.
b.
a.

.

the same shape., 4cm2
Centre of enlargement = (1, 1)
Scale factor = 3
Centre of enlargement = (10,5)

b. k =

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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Page 95 - 96 (cont)

4.

a. Scale factor = 1.5
b. Scale factor for perimeters = 1.5
c. Area A (radius of semi-circle is 21 cm)
A = Area Rectangle + Area semi-circle
A = (28 x 42) + ( 0.5 × π × 212)
A = 1176 + 692.811
A = 1869 cm2 (4 sf)
Using the scale factor squared times area,
Area B = 1.52 × 1869
= 4 205 cm2 (4 sf)
Or if calculating the area the long way:
B = (42 × 63) + (0.5 × π × 31.52)
B = 2646 + 1558.825
Area B = 4 205 cm2 (4 sf)

5.

a. Scale Factor =

2.

b. PR = 25 m, P!Q! = 6.25 m
(using Pythagoras and the scale factor
c.

211

A rotation of 270E anticlockwise is the same
as a rotation of 90E clockwise.

c.

pQRP,

)

Tan θ =
θ = 16.26E (2 dp)

3.

pQ!P!R!,

Tan θ =

θ = 73.74E (2 dp)
Or, complementary angles P!= 90E - 16.26E
Or, because the angles stay the same under
an enlargement, the angles of
ªPQR = 73.74E, 90E and 16.26E
ˆ ªP!Q!R! = 73.74E, 90E and 16.26E
6.

a.

Page 97 - 99, REVIEW EXERCISES
1.

2.

a.

Alternate angles pW = pZ and pX = pY.
As all the angles are the same, the triangles
must be similar.
b. Scale factor = 1.5, ˆ WX = 6 cm
a. The triangles have 1 pair of right angles, 1
pair of vertically opposite angles and 1 pair
of corresponding sides. This means the
triangles must be congruent.
b. The river width = 85m

3.

ISBN: 9780958332897

b. AB2 = (1.5)2 + (2)2
AB2 = 6.25
AB =
AB = 2.5 units
c. The total distance (TD) of the ball will be:
TD = 4 x 2.5
TD = 10 units
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Page 97 - 99 (cont)
7.

Unit FIVE, Algebra I
Page 104
1.
2.
3.

t=p+1
10o + 1.5 = 5, Cost of each orange = 35 sene
a. 3p
b. -7x
c. 2a + 8b
d. -2a ! 6b
e. 3x ! 5y
f. 60ay
g. 30pqr
h. 3a3b4
i.

1

j.

k.

l.

2x3

m. 20t7

Page 105
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

c. M!! = (-5, -8) N!! = (-5, -3) O!! = (-3, -6)
d. TRUE

Page 100, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

A!, B! and C!
translation
line
arrow
moved
centre of enlargement
scale factor
enlarging / increasing
inversed (on the other side of the centre).
k2
perpendicular
mirror line
they stay the same.
one side reflects onto the other.
a centre point
an angle of rotation.
anticlockwise

24x - 40
26x + 24
x2 - x - 12
x2 + 7x + 10
6x2 + 20x + 21

Page 106, Expanding
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

x2 + 7x + 5x + 35
b2 ! 3b + b ! 3
x2 ! 7x ! 4x + 28
x2 + 6x ! 2x ! 12
2x2 + 10x + 3x + 15
10a ! 5a2 + 8 ! 4a

7.
8.
9.

(x + 4) (x + 4)
(x ! 10) (x ! 10)
x+2

10.

=2

Page 106, Factorising
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.

2(x2 + 2)
3a(5 ! 3a)
a(10a ! 1)
5a(x + 2a)
5(2x2 + 1)

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.

3y(3y + 1)
4y(x + 2)
x(5 + a)
2 (x + 2y + 3z + 4)
4b(3a + 5b)

Page 108
1.

a.
c.
e.
g.

(3x ! 4) (3x + 4)
(x ! 7) (x ! 3)
(x + 3) (x ! 2)
(y ! 6) (y + 2)

2.

(50 ! 49) (50 + 49)

3.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

= x2 + 12x + 35
= b2 ! 2b ! 3
= x2 ! 11x + 28
= x2 + 4x ! 12
= 2x2 + 13x + 15
= 6a ! 5a2 + 8
= !5a2 + 6a + 8
= x2 + 8x + 16
= x2 ! 20x + 100

b.
d.
f.
h.

(x + 9)2
(y + 5) (y + 4)
(a ! 8) (a ! 1)
(a ! 7)2

= 99
=x!1

4.

(p + q) (x + y)

5.

a.

= 2a + 3b

b.

=

ISBN: 9780958332897
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Page 110

Page 114

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.

1.

x=7
x = -5
3a = 27 ,
a=9
8x = -20,
x = -2.5
3x = 21,
x=7
20x = 10,
x = 0.5
-8x = -24, x = 3
a = 37
2x = 18,
x=9
4x + 36 = x + 6
3x + 36 = 6
3x
= !30
x = ! 10
11. 7 + 3x ! 3 = 19
3x + 4 = 19
3x = 15
x=5

12.

e. x2 + 10x ! 24 = 0
(x + 12)(x ! 2) = 0
x = -12, x = 2
f. x2 ! 6x + 8 = 0
(x ! 4) (x ! 2) = 0
x = 4, x = 2
g. x2 ! 6x + 9 ! 16 = 0
x2 ! 6x ! 7 = 0
(x ! 7) (x + 1) = 0
x = 7, x = -1
h. 4a2 + 12a = 0
4a (a + 3) = 0
a = 0, a = -3
i. x2 + 10x - 600 = 0
(x + 30)(x - 20) = 0
x = -30, x = 20
j. 2x2 ! 2x ! 220 = 0
2 (x2 ! x ! 110) = 0
2 (x ! 11) (x + 10) = 0
x = 11, x = -10

=33

Page 111
1.

a.

5x > 25,
x>5

b. 2 + 8x # 4x + 14
2 + 4x # 14
4x # 12,
x#3
c.

a. x = 8, x = -4
b. (x + 7) ( x + 3) = 0
x = -7, x = -3
c. x = 4
d. x = ±

=33

11x = 66
x=6
13. 3 + a = 12, a = 9,
Test your answer: 3!9 = 12!18 T
14. 3x ! x = 7 + 2
2x = 9
x = 4.5
Test your answer: 3(4.5) ! 2 = (4.5) + 7
11.5 = 11.5 T
15. 2x = 64
x = 32
16. x2 = 36
x2 - 36 = 0
(x - 6) (x + 6) = 0
x=±6

213

Page 115-117
1.

a.
Row

Bottom Row
Triangles

Total Equilateral
Triangles

1

3

3

2

5

8

3

7

15

4

9

24

5

11

35

6

13

48

20

41

440

n

2n + 1

n2 + 2n

-x # 72
x $ -72

d. 8x < 28
x < 3.5

ISBN: 9780958332897

b. The 5th row is made up of 11 triangles, 6 of
which form the base.
i.e. 6 x 0.25 m = 1.5 m
c. n2 + 2n = 255
n2 + 2n ! 255 = 0
Using the hint of 15 and 17,
(n + 17) (n ! 15) = 0
n = -17 or n = 15
This means 15 rows
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Page 115 - 117 (cont)

Page 118-121, Review Exercises

2.

1.

a.

a. $32 000 + $27 000 = $59 000
25% of $59 000 = $14 750
$14 750 ÷ 12 months = $1229 per month
b. 12.5% for 20 years = 11.36 per $1000
1229

÷ 11.36 = 108.19 (thousand)

= $108 000
From the table, $12.80 ! $11.36
$1.44 per thousand dollars borrowed, each
month (12 months in a year)
$1.44 x 108 x 12 = $1 866.24
(extra per year)
Corners AB
Box 1:
c.

b.
Design
Number

3.

4.

Number
of
black
tiles

Number
of
crossed
tiles

Number
of
white
tiles

3

13

12

24

4

17

24

40

5

21

40

60

6

25

60

84

c. 2(n2 ! n) = 2n2 ! 2n
d. 2n2 ! 2n ! 180 = 0
2 (n2 ! n ! 90) = 0
2 (n ! 10) (n + 9) = 0
n = 10 or n = -9
i.e. Design Number 10
e. (4n+1) + (2n2!2n) + (2n2+2n)= (2n+1)(2n+1)
4n2 + 4n + 1 = 4n2 + 2n + 2n + 1
4n2 + 4n + 1 = 4n2 + 4n + 1
a. (W + 80) (W ! 40) = 0
Either W = !80 or W = 40
b. -80 m has no meaning in this context.
c. Length = 80 m, Width = 40 m
d. Area = L x W, L = W + 28
7200 = (W + 28) W
7200 = W2 + 28W
W2 + 28W ! 7200 = 0
(W + 100) (W ! 72) = 0
W = 72 (as the field cannot be -100 m)
this means the field has the dimensions:
Length = 100, Width = 72 .
Base Area is W(W + 10) = W2 + 10W
Volume is Base Area x Height
ˆ 50 (W2 + 10W)
= 50W2 + 500W
3
60 litres = 60 000 cm
ˆ 50W2 + 500W = 60 000
50W2 + 500W ! 60 000 = 0
50(W2 + 10W ! 1200) = 0
50 (W + 40) (W ! 30) = 0
W = -40 or W = 30
ˆ W = 30 cm
i.e. W = 30, W+ 10 = 40, Height = 50
ˆ the dimensions are 30 × 40 × 50 cm.
Check 30 x 40 x 50 = 60 000 cm3 (60 litres)

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

2.

=

πD (where D = 4 cm)

= 4.19 cm (2 dp)
Lengths BC
= 2D
= 8 cm
Total = 3 (corners) + 3 (lengths)
ˆ 3 (4.19) + 3(8) = 36.57 cm

3.

Box 2:
Length = 3D
Width = 2D
= 12 cm
= 8 cm
P = 2 (length) + 2 (width)
ˆ 2(12) + 2 (8) = 40 cm
ˆ Box 1 would be more economical.
Total length of carpet
= 4 strips @10 m length + 2 strips @2 m length
= 44 m
Price of Carpet = 44m x $145
= $6 380
Labour Cost
= Total Price ! Carpet Cost
= $6 820 ! $6 380
= $440
Hourly Rate

4.

= Labour Cost

÷ 8 hours

= 440 ÷ 8
= $55 per hour
a. Cross Sect Area = Area Square + Area Triangle
= (length)2 + ( × base. × height)
=
=

x2

+

x2

.x.

x

x2

+

ˆ Cross Sectional Area =

x2

b. Volume = Cross Sectional Area
=

x

2

×

× Length

4x

3

40 = 5x
8 = x 3,
ˆ size of x = 2 m

ISBN: 9780958332897
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Page 118 - 121 (cont)
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

x2 + 12x + 35
b. x2 + 2x + 1
2
x +x!6
d. x2 + 6x ! 40
x2 ! 49
f. x2 + 3x ! 40
x2 + 14x + 49
h. x2 ! 24x + 144
3
2
x + 3x ! x ! 3 j. 2x2 + 6x + 4
(x + 4) (x + 1)
b. (x ! 4) (x ! 1)
(x + 6) (x ! 2)
d. (x + 4) (x ! 2)
(x ! 3) (x ! 2) = 0,
x 0 {3, 2}
(x ! 7) (x + 3)= 0,
x 0 {7, -3}
(x + 2)2 = 0
x = -2
x2 - 4x - 96 = 0
(x ! 12) (x + 8) = 0, x 0 {12, -8}
e. x2 - 16 = 0
(x ! 4) (x + 4) = 0
x 0 {4, -4}
f. x2 - 15x + 54 = 0
(x - 9) (x - 6) = 0
x 0 {9, 6}
a. (6 × 7) + 4
b. Sixth term = (8 × 9) + 6
c. nth term = ( n + 2)(n + 3) + n
= n2 + 2n + 3n + 6 + n
= n2 + 6n + 6
d. Sixth term: p = 14, q = 48, r = 50
e. Using term 1,
n2 + kn = 3
2
1 +k=3
k=2
Note: you will still get the same answer if your
use any of the terms (n) 1 to 6.
a.

d.

a.
c.
e.
g.
i.
a.
c.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bottom
line

Total
squares

Black

White

4

10

9

1

5

15

12

3

6

21

15

6

7

28

18

10

8

36

21

15

215

= 36
2

n ! 5n + 6 = 72
(multiply both sides by 2)
n2 ! 5n ! 66 = 0
(n ! 11) (n + 6) = 0
i.e. Design Size (n) = 11
e. n2 = 5n - 6 + white
(total = black + white)
ˆ white = n2 - 5n + 6
f. Total tiles (n2) = 625,
Black tiles (5n - 6) = 119,
White tiles (n2 - 5n + 6) = 506

Page 122, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

variables
like terms
multiplication symbol
dot
no symbol
outside the brackets
factorising
factor
ax2 + bx + c
trial
error
two
sentence
the other side
balanced
> , < , # or $ sign
more than one answer / solution
number line
open circles
indicates the equals sign (also # and $).

3n ! 3

n

20

210

b.

n2 +

n

c.

n2 +

n = 171

n2 +

n - 171 = 0

57

153

n2 + n ! 342 = 0
(n + 19) (n ! 18) = 0
ˆ Design Size (n) = 18

ISBN: 9780958332897
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c.

Unit SIX, Graphs
Page 128
1.

x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

a.
x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = 2x ! 4

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

y = 0.5x + 1

d.
b.
x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = 3x + 1

-8

-5

-2

1

4

7

10
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x

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y =-2x+ 8

14

12

10

8

6

4

2
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d. Equation: y ! 2x = 2
x = 0, y = 2 Coordinate = (0, 2)
y = 0, x = -1 Coordinate = (-1, 0)

Page 128 (cont)
2.

a.

217

Equation: x + y = 3
x = 0, y = 3 Coordinate = (0, 3)
y = 0, x = 3 Coordinate = (3, 0)

Page 132
1.

a.

b. Equation: 2x + 5y = 20
x = 0, y = 4 Coordinate = (0, 4)
y = 0, x = 10 Coordinate = (10, 0)

b.
c.

Equation: -0.5x + 4y = 10
x = 0, y = 2.5
Coordinate = (0, 2.5)
y = 0, x = 20 Coordinate = (20, 0)

ISBN: 9780958332897
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Page 132 cont

e.

c.

d.

f.

g.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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h.

2.

3.

219

4.

y + 4x = 8, when y = 0, x = 2. This means the x
intercept and the intersection point A is (2, 0)
Look at the graph that follows. From the
intersection point draw a line with a gradient of
4 join in the points and find where the y
intercept is (-8).
This means the equation is y = 4x ! 8.

5.

Plot the co-ordinates (1,6) then draw the line
with a gradient of 2 (every one unit across to the
right means 2 units up). The value of a = -2.

a.

b. Coordinates of intersection points are:
(-3,9), (-3, -3) and (1, -3)
a. y intercept = 1, gradient = 1, y = x + 1
b. y intercept = 1, gradient = -1, y = -x + 1
c. y intercept = 0, gradient = 5, y = 5x
d. y intercept = -1, gradient = 0.5,
y = 0.5x ! 1
e. y intercept = 3, gradient = -2, y = -2x + 3
f.

y intercept = 1, gradient =

ISBN: 9780958332897

,y =

x+1
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c.

Page 137
1.
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = x2

16

9

4

1

0

1

4

9

y=0.5x2

8

4.5

2

0.5

0

0.5

2

4.5

y=0.4x2

6.4

3.6

1.6

0.4

0

0.4

1.6

3.6

2.

As the variable a increases, the gradient of
the graph increases. This also means that as
a decreases, the gradient of the graph
decreases. As the variable a increases the
parabola becomes narrower.

a.
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y = x2 + 1

10

5

2

1

2

5

10

y = x2 ! 3

6

1

-2

-3

-2

1

6

y = x2 + 5

14

9

6

5

6

9

14

b.
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

y=2x2

18

8

2

0

2

8

18

y = 3x2

27

12

3

0

3

12

27

y = 5x2

45

20

5

0

5

20

45

b. The graph is moved up or down the y axis by
the value of k.
i.e. it is translated by the vector
.
3.

a.

y = (x + 3)2

y = (x - 5)2
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-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

16

9

4

1

0

1

4

9

16

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

25

16

9

4

1

0

1

4

9
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5.

Page 137 (cont)

221

a.
-3
y = -2x2

y = -x2 - 2

-2 -1

0

1

-18 -8 -2

0

-2 -8 -18 -32

-3

0

1

-2 -1

2

3

2

3

4

4

-11 -6 -3 -2 -3 -6 -11 -18

b. As the value of h changes the parabola is
moved left or right along the x axis.
i.e. translated by the vector
For the equation (x + h)2 the turning point of
the graph is (0, -h)

b. A negative values of the variable a turns the
graph upside down.

c.

y = (x ! 2)

2

y = (x + 2)2 + 3

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Page 141 - 144

25

16

9

4

1

0

1

4

9

1.

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

The graphs
x+y=4
xy = 4
x 2 + y2 = 4

19

12

7

4

3

4

7

12

19

2.

a.
x
20x
- 4x2
20x - 4x2
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should go in this order:
y = x2 + 4
y = x2 ! 4x
2
y=4!x
xy = -4
y = 4x
y = x(x!2)(x+2)

2

2.5

40
50
- 16 - 25
24

25

3
60
- 36
24

4

5

6

80
100
- 64 - 100
16

0

120
- 144
-24
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c.

Page 141 - 144 (cont)
b.

4.

a.

Or

b.

c.

3.

The ball travels up into the air for 25 m (for
2.5 s). It then travels back down to earth
where it hits the ground at 5 seconds.
d. In theory, after 5 seconds the ball is
travelling underground. In reality, it would
hit the ground and bounce.
a. Area of the base = x2, Height = (4 ! x)
This means, the volume = x2 (4 ! x)
Or you could expand the expression
Volume = 4x2 ! x3.

x

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

x2
4!x

4
6

1
5

0
4

1
3

4
2

9
1

16
0

25
-1

y = x2(4 ! x)

24

5

0

3

8

9

0

-25

c.

d.

e.
f.
g.

To find possible measurements, draw a line
y = 8 and then read off where the line hits
the graph (2, 8) and approx (3.25, 8). The
actual second measure is (3.236, 8).
Or solve the equation 4x2 - x3 = 8.
x = the horizontal distance,
y = the vertical distance.
Find x (the horizontal distance) when y (the
vertical distance) = 0.
y = 0.5(50) ! 0.01(502)
= 25 ! 0.01(2500)
= 25 ! 25 i.e. y = 0 ˆ at x = 50 metres
0.5x ! 0.01x2 = 0
50x ! x2 = 0
x(50 ! x) = 0 i.e. x = 50 metres
The equation is a quadratic, and the
resultant graph (water path) is a parabola
ˆ the midway point of the parabola will be
the highest point that the water will reach.
ˆ at midway x = 25 metres
ˆ y = 0.5(25) ! 0.01(252)
y = 12.5 ! 0.01 (625)
y = 12.5 ! 6.25,
y = 6.25 metres high
2.25 = 0.5x ! 0.01x2
0.01x2 - 0.5x + 2.25= 0
x2 ! 50x + 225 = 0 (multiply by 100)
x2 ! 50x + 225 = 0
(x ! 5) (x ! 45) = 0
ˆ x = 5 or x = 45
The fence is 45 metres (the furthest of the
two factors) from the sprinkler.
From question a., the water travels 50 m.
Therefore it moves back 5 metres.
Area is
i.

π × 502 = 7854 m2

b.

ii. The greatest speed was after 9 sec approx 16.2 m/s.
iii. Draw a line through 8.1 m/s and read
the two values - approx 1.8s & 13.5s
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d.

Page 141 - 144 (cont)
5.
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a.
x

y = -x(x + 3)

y=x!5

-5

-10

-10

-4

-4

-9

-3

0

-8

-2

2

-7

-1

2

-6

0

0

-5

1

-4

-4

2

-10

-3

e. New graph y = -x(x ! 3)
6.
-6

-5 -4 -3 -2½ -2 -1½ -1 0 1

-0.75 -1 -1.5 -3 -6

-

6

2

3

3 1.5 1 0.75 0.6

b. The solutions are where the parabola meets
the x axis. x 0 { -3, 0}
c. The points where the line and the parabola
intersect give the solutions (-5, -10), (1, -4)
x 0 { -5, 1}.
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The accuracy of your answers to c. & d. will
depend on the scale of your graph.
e. To find negative temperatures, you need to
extend the axes and the temperature
conversion line.

Page 147 - 150
1.

a.

4.
Jug
constant
filling, the height is
increasing at the same
rate throughout.
b.

Watering
Can
filling is fast to start
with
but
then
decreases.
c.

2.

3.

Wine Glass - as the
wine glass gets
narrower it fills
quicker.
a. Ioane - not a very long phone call but the
most expensive.
b. Maiki - the longest phone call but the least
expensive.
c. Filipo, Eseta and Iulia - a line (cost v
duration) could be drawn through these three
points. This could also give the cost for
phone calls of other lengths of time.
a. & b. Note that the better the graph’s scale,
the more accurate the results.

5.

6.

b. Temperature = 37EC (see the line above)
c. The graph shows that the temperature is
beginning to level out . It seems to be
approaching 25EC which could be room
temperature. The temperature will not fall
below this value. (Such graphs are not easy
to estimate from.)
a. Distance = 100 km
b. Trains C & D - both have the same gradient.
c. 100 km in 2hrs 20m
= 100 / 2.33
= 42.92 km / hr
d. Some trains travel from Auckland to Hamilton
(lines C & D) while others travel in the
opposite direction from Hamilton to Auckland
(lines A & B).
a. Helen reached Hamilton at 10 am.
b. Helen was in Hamilton for 1 hour.
c. After 1 pm, the car was travelling faster. This
could have been because of better roads, no
road works, good driving conditions or less
cars on the road.
d. total distance = 425 km,
total time for journey = 5.5 hrs
425 ÷ 5.5 = 77 km / hour (2 sf)

c.

30E C = 90EF (reading off the graph)
Actual = 86E
d. 98.4E F = 37E C (reading off the graph)
Actual = 36.9E

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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Page 147 - 150 (cont)
Year

7.

8.
Value (nearest $)

0

$ 22 000

1

$ 17 600

2

$14 080

3

$11 264

4

$9 011

5

$7 209

6

$5 767

7

$4 614

8

$3 691

9

$2 953

10

$2 362

225

a.i. The oven starts off at room temperature and
takes 15 minutes to heat to a temperature of
300E C.
ii. Between 20 - 45 minutes the oven stays at
the same temperature (300EC).
iii. At 45 minutes, the oven is turned off and
starts to cool at a constant rate.
b. The graph&s gradient during the heating
phase is steeper. This means that the oven
heats faster than it cools.
c. Extend the cooling line. It reaches room
temperature (approximately 30E) after
(approx) 90 minutes.

Page 151-153, Review Exercises
1.

a. 5.48 x 2.25 = $12.33
b. 30 + 50 x 2.25 = 142.5 minutes
= 2 hours 23 minutes
c.
x

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

y

55

80

130

180

230

280

b. y = depreciation, n = year,
y = (22 000)(0.8n)
c. During year 4
d. In theory, the value will get closer and closer
to $0, but it will never actually reach it. e.g.
after 100 years, the car will be worth ($)
4.481 x 10-6. The car will be worth 3 cents
after 60 years (0.0337 4dp), 1 cent after 65
years (0.0110 4dp) and less than 1 cent after
70 years (0.0036 4dp). In terms of real money
the car will eventually become worth $0.00.
(However, spare car parts are always
valuable.)
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9.

Page 151-153 (cont)
d. Equation is y = 50x + 30
e. See the graph for the line y = 60x
i.e. 60 min per kg
f. Comparing gradients, the first method
(recipe book) cooks the roast slower. If the
first method is correct, then the second
method will undercook the roast for weights
up to 3 kg, and then overcook it for weights
over 3 kg. Both methods agree on the cooking
time for a 3 kg roast.
g. Time = 5:20 pm
h. 45 × 35 × 40 = 63 000 cm3 (63 litres)
i.

πr2h

j.
2.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

3.

a.
b.

4.

a.

= 3.142 × 102 × 9
= 2827.8 cm3 (2.8 litres (1 dp) )

= 700 cm3 of chips
0.6 + 2.7 ! 1.2 = 2.1
7.88 x 100 = 788
0.08 x 0.9 = 0.072
4.2 / 60 = 0.07
88 / 0.22 = 400
(6.3 x 0.5) ÷ 0.3 = (3.15) ÷ (0.3)
= 10.5
Estimate, 60 ÷ 2 = 30
Actual = 28.1 (1 dp)
Estimate, 6 x 11 = 66
Actual = 68.48
3

+

3

Co-ordinate points:
A!(10,2.5), B!(20, 10), C!(5, 5)

=4
=2

=1

d.
e.

= 2 + 3 (3 +
= 11

f.
5.

11.

×2.8 litres = 0.7 litres,

b.
c.

8:35 am ! 11:15 am = 2 hr 40 min
11:40 am ! 2:30 pm = 2 hr 50 min
3:10 pm ! 5:55 pm = 2 hr 45 min
Total Time = 6 hrs 135 min
(8 hrs 15 min)
495 minutes ÷ 3 = 165 minutes average
= 2 hrs 45 minutes
10. Length is 54 + (29 ! 13) = 70 mm

a.

x3

b.

c.

y2

d.

e. 2x3

f.

g.

h.

5x + 6

x8

)

12. 15 mm = 1.5 cm
ˆ Total Area is 12 x 8 = 96 cm2
Photo Area is 9 x 5 = 45 cm2
Shaded Area is 96 ! 45 = 51 cm2
13. a. r(5 ! r)
b. 5(x2 ! 25) = 5(x ! 5)(x + 5)
c. (x ! 6) (x + 5)
d. (p ! 8) (p ! 5)
14. a. x = 0.9
b. x = -17
c. x = -9 or x = -2
d. x = 10 or x = -6
15. 4x2 + 8x + 3 = 0

10q50

x2 + 2x +
(x +

6.

a.

b.

7.

a.

b.

8.

Area of each face is 5 x 5 = 25 cm2
A cube has 6 faces, i.e. 6 x 25 = 150 cm2

0.8

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

) (x +

=0
)

i.e. solutions are -0.5 and -1.5
16. 5x - 3 > 11
5x > 14
x > 2.8, x 0 W
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Page 151-153 (cont)
17. a. y = 3x2
b.
x

0

10

20

30

40

50

y

0

300

1200

2700

4800

7500

c.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

227

horizontal
x = 10
parabolae
y = ax2 + bx + c
cubic
xy = c
circle
y = ax
growth or decay curve
(0,1)
-3
3
y values

Unit SEVEN - Algebra II
Page 157
1.

c. Graph Name = Parabola
d. The first way is to draw a line through
y = 6 000 and then read the corresponding x
value (however you would need quite an
accurate graph). The second way would be to
work it out algebraically - i.e. 6000 = 3x2
e. See the graph above for the line y = 6 000
Algebraic Method:
3x2 = 6 000
x2 = 2000
x = 44.72 m
ˆ width (x) = 44.72, length is 3x = 134.16
f. 1 m3 = 1200 kg, Volume of the small hole is
(0.5)3 = 0.125 m3
1200kg x 0.125 = 150 kg of earth

Page 214, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

straight
ordered pairs
x value
y value
(0,0)
x or y
y = mx + c
c
slope
dividing the vertical change by the horizontal
change in the slope.

ISBN: 9780958332897

Factorise the equation: y = (x - 4) (x - 2)
Put x = 0, -4 × -2 = 8, Co-ordinate is (0,8)
Put y = 0, 0 = (x - 4)(x - 2)
co-ordinates are (4,0) (2, 0)
The x coordinate of the vertex is halfway
between the x intercepts. The x coordinate of
the vertex, is 3.
To find the y coordinate y(3) = (3 - 4) (3 - 2)
= -1
So the vertex will be at (3, -1)

y = x2 ! 6x + 8
2.

Factorise y = (x+4)(x - 2)
Put x = 0, 4 × -2 = -8, coordinate (0, -8)
Put y = 0, coordinates are (-4,0), (2, 0)
The x coordinate of the vertex is half way
between the x intercepts. Vertex is (-1, -9)

y = x2 + 2x ! 8
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Page 157 (cont)
3.

Page 161 - 162

Factorise y = (x - 5)(x + 1)
Put x = 0, -5 × 1 = -5, coordinate (0, -5)
Put y = 0, coordinates are (5,0), (-1, 0)
The x coordinate of the vertex is half way
between the x intercepts. Vertex is (2, -9)

y = x2 ! 4x ! 5
4.

Factorise y = (x + 3)(x + 1)
x = 0, 3 × 1 = 3, coordinate (0, 3)
y = 0, coordinates are (-3,0), (-1, 0)
The x coordinate of the vertex is half way
between the x intercepts. Vertex is (-2, -1)

y = x2 + 4x + 3

Page 158
1.

2.

3.

= πr2h
= π × (3.5)2 × 10
= 384.85 cm3 (2 dp)
Create a pair of simultaneous equations
T = Total, B = ordinary books and
N = New Release: 122.75 = 0.5B + 0.75N
B + N = 226
B = 226 -N
ˆ 122.75 = 0.5(226 - N) + 0.75N
122.75 = 113 - 0.5N + 0.75N
9.75 = 0.25N
N = 39 (New release books)
B + N = 226
B + 39 = 226
B (ordinary books) = 187
y = 3x + 7
V

3x= y - 7,
4.

x=

y - 4x - 6 = 0
y - 6 = 4x,

Co-ordinates (-2,3), (2,5), (8, -7)
2.

a. Use the comparison method
2 + 4x = 3 + 2x
2 + 2x = 3
2x = 1
ˆ x = 0.5
y = 2 + 4x
or
y = 3 + 2x
y = 2 + 4(0.5)
y = 3 + 2(0.5)
y=4
y=4
ˆ x = 0.5, y = 4
b. Use the comparison method
2x + 3 = -x + 6
3x = 3,
ˆx=1
y = 2x + 3
or
y = -x + 6
y = 2(1) + 3
y = -1 + 6
y=5
y=5
ˆ x = 1, y = 5
c. Use the substitution method
2(x - 6) + x = 12
2x - 12 + x = 12
3x
= 24 ˆ x = 8
y=x-6
or
2y + x = 12
y=8-6
2y + 8 = 12
y=2
2y = 4
y=2
ˆ x = 8, y = 2
d. Use the substitution method
(4x - 2) - 2x = 1
2x - 2
=1
2x = 3
ˆ x = 1.5
y = 4x - 2
or
y - 2x = 1
y = 4(1.5) - 2
y - 2(1.5) = 1
y=4
y=4
ˆ x = 1.5, y = 4

x=

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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d.

Page 161 - 162 (cont)
e. Use the elimination method
4x + 4y = 24
4x + y = 12 (subtract)
3y = 12
ˆ y=4
x+y=6
or
4x + y = 12
x+4=6
4x + 4 = 12
x=2
x=2
ˆ x = 2, y = 4
f. Use the elimination method
3y - 2x = 9
y + 2x = 7
(add)
4y
= 16,
ˆ
y=4
3y - 2x = 9
or
y + 2x = 7
3(4) - 2x = 9
4 + 2x = 7
12 - 2x = 9
2x = 3
x = 1.5
x = 1.5
ˆ x = 1.5, y = 4
3.

a. & b.

4.

a.

b.
c.

c.

The intersection points (off the graph) are:
(-1,1) and (-4, 16)
The two equations are y = x2 & y = -5x - 4
ˆ
x2 + 5x + 4 = 0
(x + 4) (x + 1) = 0
x = -4, x = -1
At the point x = -4
y = (-4)2
or y = -5(-4) - 4
y = 16
y = 16
At the point x = -1
or y = -5(-1) - 4
y = (-1)2
y=1
y=1
ˆ points are (-4, 16) & (-1, 1)
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d.
e.

f.

g.

i. Gradient = -2
ii. Intercept = (0,3)
iii. Equation is y = -2x + 3
12a + 5c, a = 4, c = 5
ˆ 12(4) + 5(5)
= $73
Cost = $73
Expression 1: 12a + 5c = 4480
Expression 2: a + c = 560
Using the elimination method
12a + 5c = 4480
5a + 5c = 2800
7a
= 1680
a = 240
a+c
= 560
240 + c = 560
c = 320
Check with the other equation
12(240) + 5(320) = 4480
2880 + 1600 = 4480
T
Adults = 240, Children = 320
Equation is C = 4800 + 60h
25 000 - 4 800 = $20 200 (labour)
20 200 ÷ 60 = 336.67 hours
The club can afford 336 hours of labour
(x + 10) (x + 5) = 2 250
x2 + 5x + 10x + 50 = 2 250
x2 + 15x - 2 200 = 0
(x + 55) (x - 40) = 0
x = -55 or x = 40
ˆ the present size is 40 × 40 = 1 600 m2
i. Number of adults & juniors in the bus.
ii. Total money collected from adults and
juniors.
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Page 161 - 162 (cont)
h. x + y = 40
15x + 10y = 520
Solving by substitution
y = 40 - x
15x + 10(40 - x) = 520
15x + 400 - 10x = 520
5x = 120
x = 24
A minimum of 24 adults needed.
i. L = Large Pizzas, S = Small Pizzas
L + S = 234
10L + 7S = 2 178
Solving by substitution
L = 234 - S
10(234 - S) + 7S = 2 178
2 340 - 10S + 7S = 2 178
- 3S = - 162
S = 54
L + S = 234
L + 54 = 234,
L = 180
Check the answers with the other equation
10L + 7S = 2 178
10(180) + 7(54) = 2 178
1 800 + 378 = 2 178 T
Small Pizzas Sold = 54
Large Pizzas Sold = 180

Page 165 - 167, Review Exercises
1.

a. All measures are reduced to
quantity.
Butter
Brown Sugar

250 g
125 g

All Spice

2

Eggs
Mixed Fruit

5
1.6 kg (rounded to 1 dp)

Flour

3.125 (3 ) cup

b. Fraction =
c.

2.

d.
e.
a.
b.

Page 164
1.

of the original

a.,b.,c. see graph below

c.

Cooking time 360 minutes x
= 225 min
= 3 hrs 45 min
10:35 am + 3 hrs 45 min = 2:20 pm
360E ÷ 15 = 24E
An equilateral triangle has 3 equal length
sides, ˆSide length = 10 cm
2y + x = 10
2x - y = 10
ˆ
y = 2x - 10
Solving simultaneously
2(2x - 10) + x = 10
4x - 20 + x = 10
5x = 30
x = 6 cm
y = 2x - 10
y = 12 - 10
y = 2 cm
Check with the other equations:
2x - y = 10
and
4y + 2 = 10
2(6) - 2 = 10
4(2) + 2 = 10
12 - 2 = 10 T
8 + 2 = 10 T
Area

=

where L = 10

=
= 43.30 cm2 (2 dp)
d. Equilateral triangle has all angles = 60E
Area
= ½ab Sin C
= 0.5 (10)(10)Sin 60
= 50 Sin 60
= 43.30 cm2 (2 dp)

2.

Inequalities are x $ 5, y $ 3, and y # 7.5 - 0.5x
(or x + 2y # 15)
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Page 165 - 167 (cont)
3.

a.

5.

a.

231

=
= 0.11

b.

(Actual = 0.108 (3 dp))

=
= 0.9 (Actual = 0.946 3 dp)

6.

a. =
=
b. =
=
=

7.

b. Points are (-3, 9) and (2, 4)
Proof: x2 + x - 6 = 0 ˆ (x + 3) (x - 2) = 0
x = -3 or x = 2
on y = x2, points are (-3, 9) & (2, 4)
on y = -x + 6 points are (-3, 9) & (2, 4)
c.

c.

4.

i. gradient = 2 ii. y intercept = (0, 3)
iii. Equation is y = 2x + 3
a. C = 15 + 2k
C = 15 + 2(45)
ˆ C = $105
b. Formula is c = 15 + 2k
ˆ
2k = c - 15
k=
c.

k=

8.

or

a. 1 - 8x = x + 10
-9x = 9
x = -1
b. Cross multiply the fractions
2(x + 1) = 3(x - 2)
2x + 2 = 3x - 6
-x = -8
ˆ
x=8
a. At h = 48 metres,
48 = 40t - 8t2
Rewrite equation
8t2 - 40t + 48 = 0
t2 - 5t + 6 = 0
(t - 3) (t - 2) = 0
Height is 48 metres at t = 3 and t = 2 sec

b. The graph of the equation shows how the ball
rises and then falls back down to the ground.
The dotted line shows why the ball is at 48
metres twice - once on the way up and the
other time on the way down.
c. The top of the parabola will be half way
between the two x intercepts.
At t = 2.5s, h = 40(2.5) - 8(2.5)2
h = 100 - 8(6.25)
h = 100 - 50
Maximum height, h = 50 metres

k = 42.5 km
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b. Mean: Total the attendance & divide by 12
270 ÷ 12 = 22.5 people
Median: put all the data into numerical order
and find the middle value.

Page 165 - 167 (cont)
9.

a.

The sign is next to Mrs Fredericks left
shoulder. The price of a hair cut is $25, and
it costs $45 for a perm.

19, 20, 20, 20, 20, 22, 23, 24, 24, 24, 26, 28

b.
2.

Median = 22.5 people,
Mode = 20 people
The highest score was: 9.2, the lowest was 8.4
Final score = (8.9 + 8.9 + 8.9 + 9.0 + 9.2) ÷ 5
= 9.0 (1 dp )

3.
Number
Women

Height
Width
2m
3m
2m
300 cm
1m
1.5 m
28 cm
42 cm
b. Total of 100 squares each with area of 25cm2.
Whole square area is 2 500 cm2
Approx number of 5 cm squares that the bird
takes up = 53 (53 x 25 cm2 = 1325 cm2)

10. a.

Calculation

80E

20
12

Men

Pie Chart
Angle Size

48E

U/20 Male

27

108E

U/20 Female

31

124E

Totals

Total = 360E

90

Page 168, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

number
x
vertex
upside down
up
Formulae
calculate
equals (=)
answer / value
substitution
elimination
answer
solid
not included
4.

Unit EIGHT, Statistics and Probability
Page 177 - 179
1.

a.
5.

6.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

a. Angle = 162E ,

x

= 45

ˆ Percentage = 45%
b. 20 000 000 × 0.45 = 9 000 000
Total = 9 million animals
a. 90 × 5 = 450 marks out of 500
b. Total is 86 + 95 + 95 + 89
= 365
c. To receive an A pass he needs 450 - 365
= 85 marks
a. Range is 500 - 5 = $495
Mode = $10
Mean
1915 ÷ 80 = $23.94
Median is the 40th and 41st donation = $10
Quartiles:
LQ = the 20 & 21st data
UQ = the 60th & 61st data
ˆ Lower Quartile = $10,
Upper Quartile = $20
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Comment on graph: There seems a strong
positive relationship between the maths &
science marks with maths generally lower
than science marks.
b. Estimate Science mark = 58

Page 177 - 179 (cont)
b. In this case the median and mode are the
better averages as the mean has been
distorted by the high $500, $200 and $100
values. (Of the two, the mode is probably the
best ‘average’ as 59% of the population
payed this amount.)
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9.

7.

a. Cum. Freq. 0, 4, 13, 25, 44, 61, 72, 77, 80
median 179 cm
quartiles 182 cm, 175 cm
interquartile range 7 cm
b. Cum. Freq. 0, 7, 25, 56, 101, 161, 195, 200
median 45
quartiles 49, 39 (km/h)
interquartile range 10

Page 183 - 188
1.

a.

2.

b.
c.
d
a.

Comment: There seems to be a reasonable
correlation up to 8 cups of fertilizer. This means
that there is an increased crop yield. After 8
cups there is a negative correlation meaning that
for each extra cup of fertiliser there is a decrease
in the crop yield (in practice, too much fertilizer
burns the roots).
8.

a.

September 1996
April 1996
October 1996
Total of all the house prices = $4 118 000
There are 25 areas given.

Mean is 4 118 000 ÷ 25 = $164 720.
Median is the 13th data item = $157 000.
b. 238 000 + 317 000 + 357 000 = 912 000
New total is 4 118 000 - 912 000
= 3 206 000
New mean is 3 206 000 ÷ 22 = $145 727
New median is between the 11th & 12th item.
= $139 500
Comment: The national average does drop
(mean by $19,000 and median by $17 500).
Therefore, there seems to be some truth in
the statement - Auckland house prices are
affecting the national figures.
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c.

Page 183 - 188 cont
c.

Total Houses (NZ) = 36 298
$$200 000 = 12 481
= 34%
Total Houses (Auckland) = 3 315
$ $200 000 = 2 889
= 87%
The percentages clearly show that Auckland
house prices are considerably higher than the
rest of New Zealand

d.
Price
Range
($1000's)

3.

Calculation

Pie
Chart
Degrees

500 +

× 360

8E

400 - 500

× 360

9E

300 - 400

× 360

27E

200 - 300

× 360

79E

100 - 200

× 360

170E

0 - 100

× 360

67E

Blenheim has the most sunshine hours
(followed by Nelson then Tauranga)
b. North Island mean = 176.2 ÷ 10 = 17.62EC
South Island mean = 96.6 ÷ 6 = 16.1EC

4.

a.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

5.

Comment: There is some correlation up to
1000 mm of rainfall. Beyond this there is no
correlation between annual rainfall & rain days.
a. 8 months (out of 12) had more rainfall than
usual. The totals are:
Actual is 70+90+200+150+20+330+
350+340+260+190+60+30 = 2090 mm
Historical is 30+60+150+170+200+230+
250+230+220+200+60+20 = 1820 mm
ˆ 270 mm more rain fell in 1997
b. Actual rainfall was 90 mm. The historical
average was 60 mm, ˆ the difference is 30
mm more than what could be expected.
c. Actual rainfall was 350 mm.
The historical average was 250 mm
Percentage Increase = increase / original
100 mm ÷ 250 mm
= 40%
d. November was exactly the same as the
historical average.
e. May - furthest below the historical average
f. December & January (or even between Nov Feb). Note that during these two months, the
historical average monthly rainfall is at its
lowest. Disregard the actual Jan 1997 figure.
a. The first graph gives a better representation
of actual profits. The y axis starts at 0 and
finishes at 6000. It shows a steady increase in
profits. The second graph is a snap shot of
the profit graph. Because the graph starts at
4000 and finishes at 5400 the scale indicates
extreme rises in profits.
b. You would show the second graph as it
appears that the company is making huge
increases in profits.
c. i. Helium - has the biggest sector
ii. 68 ÷ 360 = 18.9%
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Page 183 - 188 (cont)
6.

a.
Mark

Tally

1 - 10

Total Mid Point
(T)
(M)

TxM

0

5

0

11 - 20

11

2

15.5

31

21 - 30

11

2

25.5

51

31 - 40

111

3

35.5

106.5

41 - 50

1111

4

45.5

182

51 - 60

11111 11111
11111 11111

20

55.5

1110

61 - 70

11111 11111
11111 1111

19

65.5

1244.5

71 - 80

11111 11111
1111

14

75.5

1057

81 - 90

111

4

85.5

342

91 - 100

11

2

95.5

191

8.
9.

a. 50 people were surveyed
b. Gardening was the most popular
a. Both Lauulu and Iulia picked 396 apples
ˆ Means: Lauulu = 33, Iulia = 33
b. Lauulu
19, 20, 22, 22, 24, 24, 24, 27, 51, 54, 54, 55

Iulia
30, 32, 32, 32, 33, 33, 33, 34, 34, 34, 34, 35

c.

Either choose Lauulu because he has the
potential to pick large amounts of fruit on
any one day OR choose Iulia because she
consistently picks over 30 bags each day.

10. Stem and Leaf Graph (ordered)
a.

7.

b. Total of all scores = (3 (T × M) = 4 315
Number of scores (3F) = 70
Mean = 4 315 ÷ 70 = 61.6
Total tourists = 160
New Zealand = 60 ÷ 160 × 360 = 135E
France = 7 ÷ 160 × 360 = 16E
Germany = 10 ÷ 160 × 360 = 23E
Great Britain = 33 ÷ 160 × 360 = 74E
USA = 45 ÷ 160 × 360 = 101E
Other = 5 ÷ 160 × 360 = 11E

Minimum
Maximum
Lower Quartile
Median
Upper Quartile

Female
18
46
21
29
39.5

Male
22
60
33.5
41
49.5

The median distance for male javelin throwing is
12.5m further than for females. All of the female
throws are less than the upper quartile of the
males.
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3.

Page 183 - 188 (cont)
b.
Box and Whisker Plot
Javelin Throwing Competition

4.

5.

Page 191 - 193
1.

a.

a,b.The results on this page will be different for
each person using the book. However for question
b., the results should show that the more throws,
the closer the probability should get to 0.5
c.,d.,e. Your graph should get closer and closer
to 0.5. In some cases the probability might fall
below 0.5 however if there were more throws it
would gradually move closer to it.
a. Total number of students is
358+25+232 = 615
25 ÷ 615 = 0.04 (2 dp)
b. 25 ÷ 358 = 0.07 (2 dp)
a. 75 ÷ 100 = 0.75
b. Possible numbers: 9,19,29,39,49,59,69,79,
89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99.
19 ÷ 100 = 0.19
c.

6.

= 0.247 (3 dp)
a. 150 families were interviewed
b. 13 ÷ 150 = 0.087 (3 dp)
c.
d.

= 0.16
= 0.32

Page 194 - 198, Review Exercises
b. Probability of Survival - Lana can survive in
battle, if the tiger is asleep or the Xarinas
are away.(0.5 x 0.5 x 0.7) + (0.5 x 0.57 x
0.8) +(0.5 x 0.5) + (0.5 x 0.43) = 0.868

Page 191 - 193 (cont)

1.

a.
Sleeping

Walking

Climbing
Stairs

TV
Watching

Ali

50

70

90

55

Kereti

70

115

150

75

2.
b. 220 - 40 = 180,

80% of 180 = 144
70% of 180 = 126
Kereti&s ITZ is between 126 and 144. See the
shaded area on the graph that follows.

Probability =
=
ˆ

= 0.7
the number of sunbathers wearing suntan
lotion = 0.7 x 850
= 595 sunbathers

MATHEMATICS for the next generation
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Page 194 - 198, (cont)

2.

3.

Beats per hour is 60 x 60 minutes = 3 600
Beats per day is 3 600 x 24 = 86 400
Beats per year is 86 400 x 365
= 31 536 000
Because the question says “approximately 32
million” we could answer TRUE.
a. Substitution Method
Using x = 300 ! y
Substitute into other equation
12(300 ! y) + 7y = 3250
3600 ! 12y + 7y = 3250
-5y = -350
y = 70
x = 300 ! y
x = 300 ! 70
x = 230
Elimination Method
12x + 7y = 3250
12x + 12y = 3600 Subtract
-5y = -350
y = 70, x = 230
Large Pizzas= 230, Small Pizzas= 70
b. Total takings: 45 x 20
= 900
16 x 12 = 192
12 x 7
= 84
Total = $1176
c. Special deals
90 x 4 = $360
Large Pizzas 16 x 4
= $64
Small Pizzas 12 x 2.50
= $30
Cola
45 x 1
= $45
Wages
= $150
Profit
= $527

4.

c.

5.
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a. Time Taken= 5sec
b. Greatest Speed= 140km/h
c.

d. The second car does not accelerate as fast
initially as the first. They both reach
80km/hr at the same time, and then car 2
has the greater acceleration.
e. Distance= 3km
f. Speed= 85km/hr
g. Most economical speed = 60km/hr
a. A = (-3, 3)
B = (-2, 0)
b. There are many answers. Your co-ordinate
must lie on the parabola
c.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Braking Dist= 8m
Thinking Dist= 16m
32m
Although it takes the same time to think
about braking, more distance is covered in
the same time when the car is travelling at a
higher speed.
e. Overall Stopping Distance= 22½ m
f.
d. Equation is y = -x (x + 2)
e. x(x + 2) = (x + 1)2 - 1
x2 + 2x = x2 + 2x + 1 - 1
x2 + 2x = x2 + 2x
T
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Page 194 - 198, (cont)
f.

8.

a.

i. Gradient = 2
ii.

x2 + 2x = 2x + 4
x2 - 4 = 0
(x + 2) (x - 2) = 0
x = -2 or x = 2
at x = -2
y = x2 + 2x
or
y = 2x + 4
y = (-2)2 + 2(-2)
y = 2(-2) + 4
y=0
y=0
at x = 2
y = x2 + 2x
or
y = 2x + 4
y = (2)2 + 2(2)
y = 2(2) + 4
y=8
y=8
Intersection Points are (-2,0) and (2,8)
a. at t = 4 sec h = 42(4) - 6(4)2
h = 168 - 96
h = 72 m
b. 42t - 6t2 = 36
Rewrite:
6t2 - 42t + 36 = 0
6(t2 - 7t + 6 ) = 0
6(t - 6) (t - 1) = 0
t = 6 seconds or t = 1 second
a. 20,19,18,16,16,16,16,14,13,11,11,10,9,8,8
(The above results could also be written in
ascending order)
b. Number in class 15
c. Mode = 16
d. Median = 14
e. Mean is 205 ÷ 15 = 13.67 (2 dp)
f. Range is 20 - 8 = 12
g. UQ = 16
h. LQ = 10
i. Interquartile Range is 16 - 10 = 6
g.

6.

7.

MATHEMATICS for the next generation

b. 50 pots
c. (2 + 12 + 64 + 60 + 60 + 35 + 16) ÷ 50
Mean = 4.98 (5 seeds)
Median (25th & 26th data item) = 5
Mode = 4
d. P($ 4) is 16 + 12 + 10 + 5 + 2 =
Probability = 0.9

Page 199, The Vocabulary of Mathematics
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
19.
21.

typical / representative
measures of central tendency
smallest
mode
quarters
extreme
large
categories / intervals
1
certain
1

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.

centre
largest
spread
median
mean
time
wide
0
not / never
probability
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INDEX
Absolute values, 24
Accuracy, 38
Acute angle, 47
Adjacent angles, 46
Adjacent side (triangle), 67
Alternate angles, 49
Angle geometry, 46
Angles in a circle, 60
Angles in a polygon, 50
Area of a triangle, 74
Area, 31-2
Average, 170
Bar graph, 173
Bearings, 63
BEDMAS, 6
Bisecting an angle, 62
Box and Whisker graph, 182
Capacity, 30
Circles, 32, 140
Circumference, 32
Co-interior angles, 49
Complementary angles, 46
Constructing parallel lines, 62
Constructing perpendicular lines, 62
Continuous data, 170
Cosine rule, 73
Cosine, 68
Cubic function, 138
Cumulative frequency, 176
Decimals, 12
Denominator, 7
Diameter, 32
Discrete data, 170
Enlargements, 91
Equations, 109
Equilateral triangle, 57
Equivalent fractions, 7
Estimations, 21
Expanding expressions, 105
Expanding quadratics, 105
Exponential function, 140
Factorising, 106
Formulae, 157
Fractions (adding and subtracting), 8
Fractions (multiplying and dividing), 9
Fractions, 7
Frequency table, 176, 180
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Gradient, 129-131
Graphing a linear function, 126-8
Grouped data, 181
Histogram, 174
Hyperbola, 139, 145
Hypotenuse (triangle), 67
Improper fractions, 7
Index expressions, 19
Indices, 18
Inequations, 111
Integers, 11, 112
Interior angles, 48
Irrational numbers, 112
Isosceles triangle, 57
Length, 30
Limits of accuracy, 38
Line of symmetry, 93
Linear graphs, 125
Linear inequalities, 163
Mass, 30
Mean, 170
Measurement units, 30
Measures of central tendency, 170, 182
Median, 170
Mixed number, 7
Mode, 170
Natural numbers, 112
Non right-angled triangles, 73
Numerator, 7
Obtuse angle, 47
Opposite side (triangle), 67
Order of operations, 6
Parabola, 134, 145
Parallel line angles, 49
Parallelogram, 31
Percentage, 14-15
Perfect squares, 107
Perimeter, 31-2
Pictogram, 175
Pie chart, 174
Powers, 18
Probability, 189
Proportion, 16
Pythagoras theorem, 65
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Index

Quadratic equations, 113-4
Quadratic functions, 134-6, 156
Quadrilateral, 31
Quartile, 170
Radius, 32
Range, 170
Rate, 16, 39
Ratio, 16
Rational numbers, 112
Reciprocal, 9
Rectangle, 31
Reflection, 93
Reflex angle, 47
Rhombus, 31
Right angle, 47
Right-angle triangle, 57, 65
Roots, 20
Rotation, 95
Rounding numbers, 22
Sample, 172
Scale drawings, 63
Scale factor, 91
Scalene triangle, 57
Scatter graphs, 175
Simultaneous equations, 158
Sine rule, 74
Sine, 68
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Space, 31
Square, 31
Standard form, 21
Stem and leaf diagram, 182
Straight angle, 47
Substitution, 157
Supplementary angles, 46
Surface Area, 34
Survey, 171
Tangent, 68
Temperature, 30
Time, 30
Trapezium, 32
Tree diagram, 190
Triangles, 32
Trigonometric graphs, 77
Trigonometric ratios, 68
Ungrouped data, 180
Variables, 102
Vector, 86, 88
Vertically opposite angles, 48
Volume, 30, 34
Whole numbers, 112
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